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About the conference

Since 1964, initiated by Harold Springall, championed throughout the 1960s
and 1970s by Max McGlashan and Sir John Rowlinson, the Thermodynamics
Conference Series (TSC) has been devoted to showcasing scientific and
engineering contributions encompassing the research subjects of chemistry,
physics, biology, chemical engineering, petroleum engineering, and materials
science. TSC is an excellent platform for science dissemination among worldclass researcher, early career and students. The scientific themes include:
• Advances in molecular simulation
• Interfacial and confined phenomena
• Engineered self-assembly
• Carbon capture and other industrial applications
• Non-equilibrium thermodynamics
• Challenges and advances in fluid phase equilibria
International Scientific Committee
Prof. Felipe J. Blas (University of Huelva, Spain)
Prof. Fernando Bresme (Imperial College London, UK)
Prof. João A. P. Coutinho (University of Aveiro, Portugal)
Prof. Peter T. Cummings (Vanderbilt University, USA)
Prof. Ioannis Economou (Texas A&M University at Qatar)
Prof. Amparo Galindo (Imperial College London, UK).
Prof. Alejandro Gil-Villegas (University of Guanajuato, Mexico)
Prof. George Jackson (Imperial College London, UK)
Prof. Katsumi Kaneko (Shinshu University, Japan)
Prof. Andres Mejía (University of Concepcion, Chile)
Dr Othon Moultos (TU Delft, The Netherlands)
Prof. Thijs J.H. Vlugt (TU Delft, The Netherlands)

Local Organizing Committee
Dr Bernardo Castro-Dominguez (University of Bath, UK)
Dr Carmelo Herdes (Chair, University of Bath, UK)
Dr Hannah Leese (University of Bath, UK)
Prof. Tim Mays (University of Bath, UK)
Prof. Steve Parker (University of Bath, UK)
Mrs. Carolina Salter (University of Bath, UK)
Prof. Nigel Wilding (University of Bristol, UK)
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A machine-learning enabled framework for design of sustainable plastics
Juan de Pablo
Liew Family Professor in Molecular Engineering at The
University of Chicago, Vice President for National
Laboratories, Science Strategy, Innovation, and Global
Initiatives Senior Scientist at Argonne National Laboratory.
Juan de Pablo’s research focuses on polymers, biological
macromolecules, and liquid crystals, a diverse class of
materials widely used in many fields of engineering. He is a leader in
developing molecular models, computer simulations of complex processes over
wide ranges of length and time scales, and artificial-intelligence enhanced
methods to design advanced materials systems. He has co-authored over 650
papers, a textbook, and over 25 patents.
Juan de Pablo has a bachelor’s degree in chemical engineering from
Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México, and a Ph.D. in chemical
engineering from the University of California, Berkeley. He conducted
postdoctoral research at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Zurich,
Switzerland. He was inducted into the National Academy of Engineering in
2016 for “design of macromolecular products and processes via scientific
computation.” He is also a fellow of the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences, the American Physical Society, and is a foreign corresponding
member of the Mexican Academy of Sciences and the European Academy of
Sciences.
Abstract: There is considerable interest in applying emerging concepts from
machine learning and artificial intelligence to design new polymeric materials
with superior performance. There is also a pressing need to design a new
generation of sustainable plastics. Some of the key challenges that must be
addressed are to (1) combine multiscale models and computational methods
with machine learning algorithms for property prediction (including rheology)
and design, (2) generate hybrid data bases that incorporate computationally
generated data and experimental data from multiple sources, (3) create
workflows that enable automated generation of information and design of
materials new systems. In this presentation, I will provide an overview of the
state-of-the-art in this general domain with examples taken from our own work
and from the recent literature.
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Thermodynamics meets pharmaceutical development
Gabriele Sadowski
Director of Laboratory for Thermodynamics, Department of
Chemical and Biochemical Engineering, TU Dortmund
University and Managing Director of amofor GmbH.
Gabriele’s research focuses on polymer thermodynamics,
thermodynamics of pharmaceutical systems, and reaction
thermodynamics. Since 2001, she is full professor at the
Technical University of Dortmund and was the Vice President for Research
form 2016 to 2020.
Gabriele was conferred the Distinguished Lecture Award for Thermodynamics
and Transport Properties of the European Federation of Chemical Engineering
in 2020 and the Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz Prize in 2011. She has more than
250 publications in high-reputation journals in the field of chemical,
biochemical, and pharmaceutical engineering with more than 12.000 citations
(h-Index: 50).
Gabriele studied Chemistry at the Technical University Leuna-Merseburg from
1982 to 1987. She finished her doctorate in 1991 at the Technical University
Leuna-Merseburg and completed her dissertation at the Technical University of
Berlin in 2000. She is a member of the North Rhine-Westphalian Academy of
Sciences, Humanities and the Arts.
Abstract: The poor water solubility and hence bioavailability of most newly
developed active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) challenges pharmaceutical
industry in the development of effective drugs. Most approaches to overcome
this deficiencies aim at formulating the API as molecular solutions in
excipients, such as polymers or lipids. However, finding the best excipient for a
given API is quite difficult and today usually established by a “trial-and-error”
approach assisted by expensive high-throughput screening techniques.
Thermodynamic predictions can reduce the experimental effort and can identify
promising excipient candidates at early stages of development.
After administration to the patient, the API needs to be released from the
formulations into the human body. This is either influenced by the dissolution
of the matrix material (in case of polymeric excipients) or by the API
partitioning between the excipient phase and the aqueous environment (in case
of lipid formulations).
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The talk will illustrate the thermodynamics behind drug development and
administration based on experimental data and PC-SAFT modelling. It will
show that thermodynamic modelling today allows for reliable correlations and
even predictions of formulation stability/bioavailability and can thus drastically
reduce the experimental effort for developing optimal drug formulations as well
as their production processes.
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Non-equilibrium interactions and phase separation in active systems
Ignacio Pagonabarraga
Director of Centre Européen de Calcul Atomique et
Moléculaire (CECAM) at Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de
Lausanne. Professor in Condensed Matter Physics in the
Department of Fundamental Physics at the University of
Barcelona.
Ignacio has published over 330 papers in international
journals with more than 8300 citations (h-Index: 47). He graduated and
obtained a PhD in Physics from Universitat de Barcelona. He has performed
postdoctoral stays at Institute Amolf in Amsterdam, in the group of Prof. D.
Frenkel and at The University of Edinburgh in the group of Prof. M.E. Cates.
He has been appointed visiting professor at the Université Paris-Sud, Université
Claude Bernard Lyon 1, Technical University of Berlin, Indian Institute of
Technology in Chennai, the Kavli Institute for Theoretical Physics in Santa
Barbara, USA. He is a member of Real Sociedad Española de Física and
Societat Catalana de Física.
Abstract: Active matter systems are intrinsically out of equilibrium in the
absence of any external driving. Their collective behaviour emerges from a
balance between direct interactions and indirect couplings through the medium
they move in, and a self-consistent dynamical approach is required to analyse
their evolution. The mechanical balance that determines their collective
behaviour makes these systems very versatile. An understanding on the basic
principles underlying the emergence and self-assembly on active systems poses
fundamental challenges. I will consider simple models to address the
fundamental properties of active systems, which require a consistent dynamic
treatment, and will discuss the generic implications that self-propulsion has in
the emergence of structures in suspensions of model self-propelled particles. I
will analyse the role that the medium in which active colloids displace has in
generating dynamic correlations. Specifically, I will consider swimming and
heterogeneous catalysis, which lead to spontaneous self-organization in the
absence of external driving for a variety of active suspensions. Such a
comparison will help to discern between specific ingredients and general
features determining the emergent properties of active systems.
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Describing ionic systems: how important are partial charges, charge transfer
and polarizability?
Patricia Hunt
Professor of Theoretical and Computational Chemistry in the
School of Chemical and Physical Sciences at Victoria
University of Wellington. Leader of the hub for Simulation,
Numerical methods, Analytics and Programming (SNAP).
Research in the Hunt group spans a number of overlapping
areas; liquids and solvation (ionic liquids, molten salts,
aqueous systems and deep eutectic solvents), catalysis (mechanisms and
reactivity, Group II catalysis, FLP systems), bonding (H-bonding, MO theory,
ESP and analysis of bonding) and theory development. A unifying theme is the
use and application of computational modelling employing primarily quantum
chemical methods, but also undertaking classical molecular dynamics
simulations.
Tricia obtained a BSc and MSc in physics and chemistry, and a BA in politics
and philosophy, from the University of Auckland in New Zealand. She
continued on the science track obtaining a PhD in theoretical chemistry also
from the University of Auckland. Subsequently, she undertook research
positions in King's College London and Cambridge University in the UK. She
was then awarded a prestigious Royal Society Research Fellowship, which she
took up at Imperial College London.
Abstract: Ionic liquids (ILs) are of substantial interest for industrial
applications, electrochemical devices (batteries) and as specialist engineering
materials. There is a growing interest in the underpinning structural and
dynamic properties of ILs, often facilitated through classical molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations. The predictive and explanatory power a MD
simulation is linked to the quality of the underlying force field. For ILs
accurately recovering the charge based interactions is vitally important.
Focusing on the widely employed [C4C1im][NTf2] (1-butyl-3methylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide) IL we have considered
the impact of different methods of determining the charge distribution,[1]
identifying the ADCH charge model [2] as a good compromise between
electrostatic potential and density based models, Figure 1. Within ILs charge
transfer is known to occur, the standard approach is to uniformly scale all
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charges, however this approach may not always be suitable and we have
developed an interpolation method for determining atom-wise scaled partial
charges. Simulations based on atom-wise scaled charges have been compared to
uniformly scaled and fully polarisable (Drude particle) simulations. The impact
of not scaling the Van der Waals well-depth, and neglecting to employ a
temperature grouped thermostat on fully polarisable (Drude particle)
simulations has been examined.[3,4] Overall, we find that small changes in the
charge description and polarisable methodology can have a significant impact
on some properties while leaving others essentially unaﬀ ected.

Figure 1. Partial charges determined from 500 sampled conformers of [C4C1im]+ evaluated with the
ChelpG, ADCH and NBO methods.
References
[1] F. Philippi, K. Goloviznina, Z. Gong, S.Gehrke, B. Kirchner, A. Padua and P. A. Hunt* PCCP,
2022, 24, 3144-3162
[2] T. Lu and F. Chen, J. Theor. Comput. Chem., 2012, 11,163–183.
[3]K. Goloviznina, J. Canongia Lopes, M. Costa Gomes and A. Pádua, J. Chem. Theory Comput.
2019, 15, 5858−5871
[4] K. Goloviznina, Z. Gong, M. Costa Gomes and A. Pádua, J. Chem. Theory Comput. 2021, 17,
1606−1617
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Unusual behaviour of the interfacial properties for fluid mixtures
Andrés Mejía
Professor in Chemical Engineering in the Department of
Chemical Engineering at the Universidad de Concepción in
Chile and Researcher Fellow in Chemical Engineering at the
Imperial College London.
Andrés’ research interest focuses on phase equilibrium and
interfacial properties for fluid mixtures from experimental
determination, theory and molecular simulations. His research outputs account
for 95 papers with over 2200 citations (h-index 25). He is a member of the
Editorial Board of Fluid Phase Equilibria and the Editorial Advisory Board of
Journal of Chemical & Engineering Data.
He obtained a B.Sc. in Chemical Engineering from Universidad Pontificia
Bolivariana, Medellín, Colombia in 1993, a Master Sc. in Chemical
Engineering from Universidad de Chile in 2000. Andrés got a PhD in Chemical
Engineering in the Universidad de Concepción in 2004, and was a Post-Doc in
Molecular Simulation of Fluids at the Institut de Ciència de Materials de
Barcelona (ICMAB), Spain in 2005.
Abstract: TBA
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Understanding thermodynamic and thermophysical property data
measurement
Cara Schwarz
Cara Schwarz is a Professor in Chemical Engineer at
Stellenbosch University, South Africa. She holds a
bachelors, masters and doctoral degree in chemical
engineering, from Stellenbosch University. She was
awarded the prestigious L’Oreal Woman in Science Award
for the top female PhD in Material Science in South Africa
in 2005. Following a post-doctoral fellowship at
Stellenbosch University, she was appointed as a faculty member in 2011 and in
2018 was promoted to full professor, the first female professor in Engineering
at Stellenbosch University. To date Prof. Schwarz has supervised/co-supervised
8 PhD and 15 Masters students with a further 3 PhD and 8 Masters students
enrolled. She has contributed towards 80 peer-reviewed journal publications
and over 120 conference presentations. In 2018 Prof. Schwarz was identified by
the Journal of Chemical and Engineering Data (JCED) as one of the 25
upcoming researchers in the field of Chemical Thermodynamics. Prof. Schwarz
was a member of the JCED editorial advisory board from 2018 to 2020 and
since 2021 she has taken on the role of associated editor in the same journal.
Prof. Schwarz regards herself as primarily an experimental thermodynamicist.
Her research foci are measuring and understanding phase equilibrium and
thermophysical property measurement with the aim of improving the
understanding of how these properties influence separation processes such as
distillation and extraction. Furthermore, she has a keen interest in
understanding the measurement processes and how measured data and its
accuracy influence thermodynamic model prediction thereof. Prof. Schwarz
focusses on high pressure/supercritical phase behaviour of asymmetric systems
and low pressure liquid-liquid, vapour-liquid and vapour-liquid-liquid
equilibria of complex organic systems, and their associated physical properties.
Abstract: The design of chemical engineering processes relies on
thermodynamic and thermophysical property data to describe the compositions
of co-existing phases and as well as the properties of the fluids present. While a
plethora of models exist to describe the thermodynamic space, to date a
universally predictive model is still illusive with models either focussing on
particular conditions of interest and/or requiring extensive parameter fitting.
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Data are thus required to, at best, verify the predictive capability of a model but,
most often, to correlate pure component and mixture parameters.
However, experimental measurements show a variation in measured properties.
These variations are a result of not only experimental uncertainty in the
measurements, but also the experimental measurement technique, the degree to
which equilibrium has been attained and the method of quantification of the
thermodynamic properties. At the heart of interpreting the variation in the
thermodynamic and physical property data is an understanding of the how the
data have been acquired.
The measurement process of thermodynamic and physical data is considered by
investigating how equilibrium is attained, how to determine if one is at
equilibrium and quantification of the required equilibrium properties.
Importantly, measurement of equilibrium properties relies not only on
knowledge of equilibrium processes but also the transfer processes required to
achieve equilibrium.
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Molecular Physics Lecture
The Molecular Physics Lecture is an established invited oral presentation in the
Thermodynamics Conference Series sponsored by Taylor and Francis.
Quantum molecular thermodynamics
Alejandro Gil-Villegas
Professor in the Department of Physical Engineering at the
University of Guanajuato, Mexico. Alejandro obtained his
PhD degree in Physics at the Metropolitan University in
Mexico City (1994), continuing to a post-doctoral position
in the Department of Chemistry at the University of
Sheffield (1994-1998) before returning to Mexico to take a
permanent position in Leon (Guanajuato) in 1998. His
research work is focused on the application and development of Molecular
Thermodynamics tools for the study of systems related to the energy industry.
He has contributed to the advance of computer simulation techniques and stateof-the-art methods in Statistical Physics. He is well-known for his early work in
the development of the SAFT-VR equation of state, in which the importance of
implementing potentials of variable range to treat diverse complex fluids was
demonstrated. He has continued work in this area, extending the applicability of
the method to potentials of any shape, to two-dimensional systems, adsorption,
quantum systems and extending applications, especially to modelling crude oil
and biofuels. He is an active member of the Mexican Soft Matter Network,
acting as its general coordinator in 2016 and 2017. From 2009 to 2013, he was
appointed head of the Sciences and Engineering Division at the University of
Guanajuato, leading the academic team working for the development of new
Engineering bachelor programs such as Chemical Engineering and Biomedical
Engineering. He has supervised more than 50 theses at Bachelor, MSc and PhD
levels in Physics, Chemistry and Chemical Engineering. His contributions were
recognised in his appointment as Member of the Mexican Academy of Sciences
in 2010.
Abstract: In recent years there has been an increasing interest in mesoscopic
and macroscopic systems that can exhibit quantum effects within a wide range
of temperatures [1]-[9]. In this talk we shall be concerned with recent advances
on models for real substances where quantum effects are relevant. A review
will be presented on a thermodynamic perturbation theory based on
semiclassical effective potentials [10] and the isomorphism between path
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integrals for quantum systems and the statistical mechanics of ring polymers
[11,12], than can be applied to the prediction of phase diagrams of quantum
fluids in bulk [4,5,7] and confined phases [13]-[16], as well as for associating
systems described by site-site interactions [17].
References
[1] V. Vedral , Nature 453, 1004 (2008)
[2] B. S. González, E. G. Noya, C. Vega and Luis M. Sesé, J. Phys. Chem. B 114, 2484 (2010).
[3] T. E. Markland, J. A. Morrone, B. J. Berne, K. Miyazaki, E. Rabani and D. R. Reichman,
Nature Phys 7, 134 (2011).
[4] V. M. Trejos and A. Gil-Villegas, J. Chem. Phys. 136, 184506 (2012)
[5] C. Serna and A. Gil-Villegas, Mol. Phys. 114, 2700 (2016).
[6] S. Hu, K. Gopinadhan, A. Rakowski, M. Neek-Amal, T. Heine, I. V. Grigorieva, S. J. Haigh, F.
M. Peeters, A. K. Geim and M. Lozada-Hidalgo, Nat. Nanotechnol. 13, 469 (2018).
[7] S. Contreras, C. Serna and A. Gil-Villegas, Mol. Phys. 116, 3425 (2018).
[8] A. Aasen, M. Hammer, A. Ervik, E. A. Müller and O. Wilhelmsen, J. Chem. Phys. 151, 064508
(2019).
[9] A. Helmi and Z. Vosoughi, Fluid Phase Eq. 491, 24 (2019).
[10] R. M. Stratt , J. Chem. Phys. 72, 1685 (1980).
[11] D. Chandler and P. G. Wolynes, J. Chem. Phys. 74, 4078 (1981).
[12] K. S. Schweitzer, R. M. Stratt, D. Chandler and P. G. Wolynes, J. Chem. Phys. 75, 1347
(1981).
[13] V. M. Trejos, A. Gil-Villegas and A. Martínez, J. Chem. Phys. 139, 184505 (2013).
[14] V. M. Trejos, M. Becerra, S. Figueroa-Gerstenmaier and A. Gil-Villegas, Mol. Phys. 112,
2330 (2014).
[15] V. M. Trejos, A. Martínez and A. Gil-Villegas, Fluid Phase Eq. 462, 153 (2018).
[16] S. Contreras and A. Gil-Villegas, Entropy 23, 775 (2021).
[17] S.Contreras, C. Serna and A. Gil-Villegas, J. Chem. Eng. Data 65, 5933 (2020).
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Christopher Wormald Award
The Christopher Wormald is awarded to an outstanding graduate student to
recognize research undertaken within the broad remit of the conference. The
prize is offered in honour of Christopher J. Wormald, in recognition of his
outstanding contribution to the Thermodynamics Conference Series.
Properties of low-dimensional materials explored with machine learning
potentials
Fabian L. Thiemann
Post-Doctoral Researcher at Yusuf Hamied Department of
Chemistry, University of Cambridge and Sargent Centre
for Process Systems Engineering, Imperial College
London.
Fabian completed his thesis at Thomas Young Centre,
London Centre for Nanotechnology, Department of Physics
and Astronomy, University College London under the
supervision of Profs. A. Michaelides and E. A. Müller.
As a PhD student, Fabian employed large-scale machine learning-driven
atomistic simulations to explore potential routes to manipulate and control the
rippling patterns of the 2D materials graphene and hBN aiming to accelerate the
design and manufacture of tailored nanomaterials. In this context, machine
learning potentials (MLPs) provide a pathway to bridge the gap between
accurate quantum mechanics and efficient classical force fields and, thus,
facilitate simulations at longer time and length scales while maintaining ab
initio accuracy.
Overall, his talk will underline the importance of the jiggling and wiggling of
the atoms in low-dimensional materials. Exploring ways to manipulate the
structure and dynamics in 2D materials and studying the odd behaviour of
water in isostructural but electronically different nanotubes underline how small
changes in the atomic or electronic structure can significantly alter the
material’s behaviour and, thus, represent a way to tune and nanoengineer its
properties. By developing and employing MLPs Fabian was able to bridge the
gap between accurate quantum mechanics and efficient but less accurate
empirical force fields and provide valuable insight into the physical
mechanisms at the nanoscale. In this sense, his work contributes to facilitate the
manufacture of nanomaterials and further increase their usage in particularly
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sustainable applications such as water purification, desalination and tackling
climate change.
Fabian holds a MSc in Process Engineering from the University of Stuttgart as
a Fellow of the Friedrich Ebert Foundation, and a BSc in Environmental
Engineering at Technical University Darmstadt as a Fellow of the
Deutschlandstipendium in collaboration with BASF.
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IChemE Guggenheim Medal
The IChemE Guggenheim Medal, named after one of the best-known
thermodynamicists of the 20th century, was introduced in 2014 to recognise a
major contribution to research in the area of thermodynamics and complex
fluids. Edward A. Guggenheim was Professor of Chemistry at the University of
Reading and is noted for his 1933 publication of Modern Thermodynamics,
which defined the emerging field. This medal is awarded, on a biennial basis, to
one or more individuals, from industry or academia, who have made a
significant contribution to research in thermodynamics and/or complex fluids.
Gas hydrates in energy and carbon capture application
Carolyn A. Koh
Carolyn A. Koh is the William K. Coors Distinguished Chair & Professor of
Chemical and Biological Engineering and Director of the
Center for Hydrate Research at the Colorado School of
Mines (CSM). She was the interim Department Head of
Chemical & Biological Engineering (May-Aug 2019). She
obtained her BSc and Ph.D. degrees from University of W.
London and postdoctoral training at Cornell University. She
was a Reader at King’s College, London University before
joining CSM. She has been visiting Professor at Cornell, Penn State and
London University. She was a consultant for the Gas Research Institute in
Chicago and is a Fellow of the Royal Society of Chemistry, Associate Editor of
the Society for Petroleum Engineers Journal, Chair of the US DOE Methane
Hydrate Advisory Committee, and served on the US Secretary of Energy
Advisory Board, and many more. She was elected Chair of the Gordon
Research Conference on Gas Hydrates in 2018 and was the Chair of the
International Conference on Gas Hydrates (ICGH9) in 2017. She has
established internationally recognized gas hydrate research programs over the
last two decades at King’s College, University of London and the Colorado
School of Mines. She has received several awards, including the Young
Scientist Award of the British Association for Crystal Growth, ConocoPhillips
Faculty Award (2010-2012), CSM Young Faculty Research Excellence Award
(2012), Dean’s Award (2016), Distinguished Lecturer Award (2021) and
IChemE Guggenheim Medal 2021. She has over 200 publications with over
2700 citations (h-index: 71).
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Abstract: Gas hydrates are ice-like solids comprised of a crystalline lattice of
hydrogen-bonded water cages that can trap small gas molecules, such as
methane and carbon dioxide. Understanding and controlling the gas hydrate
crystal growth processes and interfacial interactions is important in several
energy applications, including mitigating the potential environmental impacts
during fuel production and transportation. Gas hydrates can present major
safety, economic, and environmental hazards when they form and block
flowlines producing and transporting oil and natural gas. Conversely, gas
hydrate technologies, with different crystal growth and design strategies, may
be developed for energy storage of fuels or carbon capture in gas hydrate
crystals, or as an alternative potential energy resource from naturally occurring
hydrate deposits.
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Lennard-Jones Lectureship
This prestigious lectureship, named after Sir John Lennard-Jones, has been
awarded once every two years since 1982 by the Statistical Mechanics and
Thermodynamics group of the Royal Society of Chemistry, Faraday Division of
the U.K. to a deserving individual who has made important contributions to
scientific fields of interest to the group.
Active matter: a new approach to mechanobiology?
Julia Yeomans
Julia Yeomans FRS is Head of Theoretical Physics at the
University of Oxford and Pauline Chan Fellow at St Hilda’s
College. She obtained her MA and DPhil in Physics from the
University of Oxford and then spent two years as a post-doc
at Cornell University. She returned to the UK, spending time
as a Lecturer at the University of Southampton, before
joining the Rudolf Peierls Centre for Theoretical Physics at
Oxford. Julia applies techniques from theoretical and computational physics to
problems in soft condensed matter and biophysics. Her current research
interests include active matter and mechanobiology. She has 4 daughters and
enjoys hiking and orienteering.
Abstract: Active materials such as bacteria, molecular motors and selfpropelled colloids are Nature’s engines. They extract energy from their
surroundings at a single particle level and use this to do work. Active matter is
becoming an increasingly popular area of research because it provides a testing
ground for the ideas of non-equilibrium statistical physics, because of its
relevance to the collective behaviour of living creatures, from cells to starlings,
and because of its potential in designing nanomachines.
Dense active matter shows mesoscale turbulence, the emergence of chaotic
flow structures characterised by high vorticity and self-propelled topological
defects. I will discuss the physics of defects in active materials and describe
examples where the concepts of active matter are being used to describe
biological processes.
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O01 - Phase behaviour of square-well dimers, trimers, chains and polygons
Fernando del Río*, Luis D. Vargas, Gustavo A. Chapela1 and Orlando Guzmán
Laboratorio de Termodinámica, Departamento de Física, Universidad
Autónoma Metropolitana, México
*
Corresponding author e-mail: fdr@xanum.uam.mx
The aim of this work is to test and extend a range of theories introduced to
understand the thermodynamic properties of an ample collection of chain squarewell, SW, fluids, and to present new simulations on some of such systems. The
fluids considered consist of SW dimers, trimers, open chains and polygons. SW
dimers have been studied for several decades, but there are a few questions that
remain to be answered. The standard theoretical treatment combines the BarkerHenderson high-temperature expansion, HTE, with the initial version of
Wertheim's thermodynamic perturbation theory, TPT1.[1,2] These theories are
usually supplemented with Monte Carlo, MC, and molecular dynamics, MD,
simulations. The former theory furnishes the properties of an atomic SW fluid to
some order in the inverse temperature. The second gives an expression for the
change in free-energy due to polymerisation in terms of the SW cavity function
at contact, ySWσ. The vast majority of the work so far carried out concerns SW
fluids with range λ = 1.5. The main issues addressed are: 1) To clear up, term by
term, the coherence between HTE simulations with a hard-dimer reference and
the chain free-energy contribution from the HTE of the contact radial distribution
gSWσ, to illuminate whether the chain term accounts correctly for the necessary
modification of the atomic SW free energy. 2) Expressions for the SW cavity
function in terms of density ρ and temperature T, ySWσ(ρ,T), have been obtained
by Solana and Akhouri [3] to 2nd order in the HTE; here we present a correlation
of MC data that reproduces smoothly the available simulation information of the
full ySWσ(ρ,T), for a range of temperatures. 3) We have also extended the above
to obtain a correlation of ySWσ(ρ,T, λ) data to cover the interval of SW ranges
1.3 ≤ λ ≤ 2, therefore allowing us to obtain the properties of SW fluids with
variable λ. Examples of these results are shown in figure 1.
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Figure 1. a) gSWσ for λ = 1.5 SW dimer. Solid lines, this work; dashed 2nd order approx. MC data:
circles, triangles & diamonds for T = 1.5, 2 & 3. b) as a) but for λ = 1.8. c) Orthobaric for λ = 1.5 SW
dimer. Solid lines, this work; dashed lines, 2nd order approx. MC data: circles, triangles & diamonds.
d) as c) but for λ = 1.8. MC data from Refs.[4,5]

The SW trimers were first dealt with by us by means of discontinuous MD.
We have considered four types of trimers: flexible, linear, with an angle θ
between the bonds of θ = 90o, and the ring trimer with θ = 60o. Besides their
configuration, we have considered also trimers with 3 SW atoms, with 2 SW and
one hard sphere, and with only one SW and 2 HS atoms. These SW trimers show
very interesting patterns when they assemble, as has been reported by us.[6] Here
we report their liquid-vapour, LV, phase properties. The essential message is that
all trimers with 3 SW atoms have almost identical phase characteristics, and those
of trimers with 2 SW depend drastically on the position of the HS atom, either at
the middle or the end of the trimer. We have also calculated the phase behaviour
of the trimers by a combination of TPT1 and the HTE. Besides the elements used
to deal successfully with the dimers, the rigid trimers require information about
the correlation of the third particle. We have extended the model of Müller and
Gubbins dealing with HS trimers to the SW case.[7] The ring trimer can also be
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treated by the ring free-energy proposal of Sears and Jackson.[8] The SW-trimer
perturbation treatment has been extended to variable range λ thanks to the
extended correlation for ySWσ(ρ,T, λ). The LV phase behaviour for 1.3 ≤ λ ≤ 2
has been obtained.
Study of the open flexible SW chains requires us to implement extensions of
TPT1,[9] as those introduced by Ghonasgi and Chapman,[10] Tavares et al.,[11]
and Escobedo and de Pablo, [12] as well as the modification of TPT2 due to
Müller and Mejía.[13] The one-phase properties are rather well accounted for by
the TPT + HTE combination, but adequate treatment of chains with a number of
atoms that is not a multiple of four require us to go beyond the extended TPT as
developed by Escobedo and de Pablo.[12]
The last type of fluid studied by us so far is constituted by rigid polygons and
polyhedra made of SW atoms. Its LV coexistence, as well as interfacial,
properties have been studied by DMD in our group and a text is currently under
review.[14] The corresponding theoretical treatment has required to examine the
rôle of two factors of which the open chains are lacking: the fact that the polygons
are ring chains, and that they are rigid.
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The Perturbed Chain - Statistical Associating Fluid Theory (PC-SAFT)
equation of state (EoS) is applied and its performance is assessed using a reliable
free-to-access benchmark thermodynamic database developed in house [1]. A
total of 200 non-electrolytic binary systems are included in the database, which
are divided into nine groups according to the associating character of the
components, i.e., their ability to be involved in a hydrogen bond. The properties
based on which the assessment is performed include two-phase vapor-liquid and
liquid-liquid equilibrium, three-phase vapor-liquid-liquid equilibrium, critical
point, azeotropic point, enthalpy of mixing and heat capacity of mixing data. A
specific procedure for the calculation of deviations between model predictions
and experimental data and for grading the thermodynamic model is applied based
on a previously published proposed methodology [1]. PC-SAFT EoS is
implemented with classical mixing rules, no induced cross-association scheme
and no regressed binary interaction parameters. The results are discussed and
specific characteristics of model performance with respect to different families
of mixtures are analysed [2].
In a second step, the performance of PC-SAFT EoS with classical mixing
rules and a temperature-independent binary interaction parameter (𝑘"# )
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parameter is assessed again using the same database. Of particular interest is the
effect of including induced-association in PC-SAFT for mixtures in which crossassociation takes place without the two components being self-associating is
investigated. Grading of the EoS is done by applying the same procedure with
certain modifications that were also published recently by the authors [3]. An
important feature is the inclusion of a performance indicator, called “Success
Ratio” (SR) that quantifies the percentage of experimental data points which the
model can qualitatively reproduce. The original marks of PC-SAFT EoS when
implemented with classical mixing rules, no induced-association scheme and no
regressed 𝑘"# parameters are recalculated with the modified grading procedure
and are directly compared with the new marks obtained. The effect of regressing
cross-association parameters vs regressing 𝑘"# parameters for mixtures in which
cross-association takes place alone is showcased. The marks of PC-SAFT EoS
when used with the regressed and the induced-association parameters are also
presented [4]. Finally, comparison with calculations from the translated PengRobinson EoS with advanced mixing rules [3] is presented.
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In the context of a new European project, the overall target is to arrive at a
fundamental understanding of electrolyte thermodynamics and thus enable the
engineering of a new generation of useful, physically sound models for
electrolyte solutions. These models should be general and applicable to a wide
range of conditions so that they can be potentially used for many applications.
The aim is both to achieve a fundamental understanding of electrolyte
thermodynamics but also ensure contact with stakeholders (industry, etc.) where
electrolyte thermodynamics is expected to be relevant and useful, as such intense
needs exist [1,2]. The ambition is to make new advances to clarify questions and
possible misunderstandings in electrolyte thermodynamics, something which
may pave the way for the development of new engineering models for electrolyte
solutions.
This overview presentation will summarize some of the work performed so
far, while details will be presented in other contributions. The work performed
so far includes molecular simulation and theoretical studies (at a fundamental
level) and development and comparison of electrolyte equations of state (at an
applied engineering level). Individual ion activity coefficients for water-salts
have been obtained using molecular simulations and have confirmed at least
qualitatively the rather controversial experimental data [3,4]. Molecular
simulation studies have also been carried out for pure water with emphasis on the
study of the hydrogen bonding. These studies appear to be in agreement with the
two-state theory for water, when the concept of “strong hydrogen bonds” is used
[5]. We have recently reviewed many electrolyte equations of state [6] and two
of them have been considered so far (e-CPA and e-SAFT-VR Mie) for several
electrolyte solutions. The performance of the models for individual ion activity
coefficients, the analysis of the terms of the models as well the effect of using
concentration dependency for the dielectric constant have been investigated [79]. Extensive databases for certain categories of systems have also been
compiled. It appears that the Debye-Hückel theory in its complete form has
positive features as applied to electrolyte solutions [7-11], while the nature of the
“physical” term of the thermodynamic models may be less crucial. The study on
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the importance of ion-water solvation (Born term) is not as yet concluded.
Finally, a wide range of models has been compared for the electrical conductivity
and the possible importance of ion pairs has been illustrated [12]. The
fundamentals of the Debye-Hückel derivation have also been revisited [13-14].
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(Professors Liang, von Solms, Economou, Castier, Panagiotopoulos, de
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The performance of eight versions of the representative and most commonly
used Statistical-Association-Fluid-Theory (SAFT) equations of state for water
along with the Cubic-Plus-Association (CPA) equation are examined in detail
both throughout the entire liquid phase region and at supercritical conditions.
In addition to the temperature--pressure dependence of density, these
response functions, the isothermal compressibility, isobaric heat capacity, and
coefficient of isobaric expansivity, have been evaluated and compared with
experimental data along five isobars from P=0.1 MPa up to 1000 MPa, and along
four isotherms from the melting point up to T=750 K.
It turns out that to draw a general conclusion on the quality/accuracy of these
equations is practically impossible with different equations predicting reasonably
well different properties and at different thermodynamic conditions but failing in
other instances. Although all these equations make use of, among others, the
vapor-liquid (VLE) equilibrium data for the parameter evaluation as a rule, it
appears that their performance rapidly deteriorates when going away from the
phase equilibrium region.
In general, all the equations tend to perform reasonably well at pressures
above the critical one where the excluded volume begins to predominate and the
effect of hydrogen bonding becomes insignificant; however, at very high
pressures they fail again.
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The computational modelling of discotic molecules is a central topic in
colloid science that is key for the smart design of a broad range of modern
functional materials. This work lays out a versatile interaction model, the so
called discotic Gay-Berne-Kihara (OGBK) potential, capable of exposing the
rich mesogenic behaviour of discotics. This single coarse-grained spheroplatelet
core framework is employed to generate a variety of pair interaction anisotropy
classes, favouring specific relative orientations of the particles (stacked, sideside, crossed, T-shaped). This paves the way for the systematic tailoring of the
discotic liquid phase diagram. Monte Carlo simulations are performed for an
ensemble of case studies to illustrate the correlation between the topology of the
interaction and the formation of stable nematic, smectic and columnar phases, as
well as of less common cubatic, uniaxial and biaxial columnar domains.

Simulation snapshots and schematic representations illustrative of the microscopic structure of the
isotropic phase (I) and the tilted (Ct ), tilted biaxial (Cb) and ordered (Co) discotic columnar, smectic
(Sm), nematic (N), cubatic (Q) and uniaxial (U) liquid crystal phases, obtained at different packing
fractions with various parametrizations of the OGBK model [1].
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alcohols
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Understanding organization and self-assembly remains a challenging topic to
any theory of fluids. Local composition plays a central role in the subject and the
importance of being able to measure or estimate local composition is apparent.
Xenon atoms are extremely sensitive to molecular environment due to their
high polarizability. Since the 129Xe isotope is NMR active, it should be possible
to obtain the composition of xenon’s coordination sphere by tracking its chemical
shift in solution.
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Figure 1. Xenon local enrichment in fluorinated component (xF,local - xF,bulk) as a function of
composition, in mixtures of () (butanol + perfluorohexanol), (¿) (hexanol + perfluorohexanol),
(¢) (decanol + perfluorohexanol) and () (hexane + perfluorohexane) [1].

Mixtures involving hydrogenated and perfluorinated chains exhibit highly
non-ideal behaviour. Indeed, the two types of chains are mutually phobic and this
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phobicity plays a determinant role on the organization of the liquid mixture. In
recent work we used 129Xe NMR spectroscopy coupled with MD simulations to
demonstrate the existence of nano domains in mixtures of alkanes and
perfluoroalkanes and in liquid semifluorinated alkanes [1,2], and to detect the
presence of mesophases and phase transitions.
In this work we extended this methodology to study mixtures of hydrogenated
and perfluorinated alcohols. The 129Xe NMR results indicate that the xenon atoms
can experience local concentrations that differ by 0.03 mole fraction, relatively
to the nominal concentration of the mixture. MD results are able to reproduce
these results, validating the simulation models and adding full internal coherence
to the procedure.
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Nucleation is a key factor for synthesis of new material via precipitation from
solution. Competition of clusters with different structures (polymorphs) is
observed in many real systems. Free energy calculations can show which
structure is most stable at each nucleus size λ , favouring the stable bulk structure
as λ approaches the limit of large size. Nevertheless, significant populations of
large and very long lived metastable post-critical nuclei are often observed.
We have studied nucleation in a system of interacting dimers of two kinds,
red and blue, using grand canonical Monte Carlo simulations [1] incorporating
translation and rotation moves for both dimer types. Each dimer favours
nucleation of a different specific structure. We calculate the free energy barrier
to nucleation as a function of the nucleus size λ for different structures of nucleus
using the Umbrella Sampling method [2]. The relative barrier heights of two
different structures can be tuned by changing the interaction energies of the
particles as shown in Fig. 1, where we identified parameters for which the stable
and metastable structures nucleate with equal barrier heights.
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Figure 1: Plots of Free energy barrier F(λ) with changing the interaction energy er among the red
particles: (a) er = -1.010 (barrier height of red is higher than blue), (b) er = -1.020 (both red and blue
have approximately same barrier height) and (c) er = -1.040 (barrier height of blue is higher than red).
The plots are obtained for temperature T = 0.60 and chemical potential µ = -2.90.

In our model, both stable and metastable structure may nucleate first, leading
to a mixed population. We have shown that, the dominant structure can be
controlled by tuning the relative mobility of the two dimers, when both red and
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blue nucleus have approximately same barrier height [case (b) in Figure 1]. To
show that, we calculate the nucleation rate of different phases using the Forward
Flux Sampling method [3]. We describe a scheme for extending the study to
include realistic diffusion/depletion of dimers and the utility of this for capturing
the effect of confinement on the relative population crystallises with stable vs
metastable structure.
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Mixed matrix membranes (MMMs) are promising materials for membrane
gas separations. The idea of an MMM is to combine excellent separation
performance of a filler material (common choices include Metal Organic
Frameworks, zeolites, and carbon nanotubes/nanosheets) with the good
processability and stability of the continuous phase (which is often a polymer
material). Although this idea is very appealing and elegant in principle, practical
implementation of MMMs faces a number of challenges related to how the filler
phase is distributed within the continuous phase, defects at the interfaces between
the two phases and so on. On a fundamental level, the detailed fluid transport
mechanisms in a heterogeneous material, such as MMM, remain to be elucidated,
and this prevents the development of rational approaches to engineering better
MMMs.
Although the time- and length-scales of fluid transport in nanoporous
materials can be tackled in atomistic simulation studies, a systematic screening
for various materials and different morphologies is still too computationally
demanding. On the other hand, computational fluid dynamic simulations
oversimplify the physical transport phenomena in heterogeneous materials as
these models ignore any interfacial effects. This leaves a gap in the current tools
for studying fluid transport in heterogeneous materials.
In our previous study [1], we demonstrated that the dynamic mean field
theory (DMFT) on lattice models can provide qualitatively accurate results
comparing with atomistic simulations while taking 2-3 orders of magnitude less
computational power. The DMFT also preserves the physical transport process
making it a suitable tool for studying the fluid transport phenomena in
heterogeneous materials. An example of filler, polymer, and MMMs in the lattice
model is shown in Figure 1.
In this presentation, we demonstrate that a wide range of heterogeneous and
disordered geometries can be created using lattice models. Combining with the
DMFT calculations, useful insights can be extracted from the density and flux
distribution within the structure. The permeability obtained from DMFT clearly
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shows that the fluid transport in heterogeneous materials does not obey the ideal
theoretical models such as the Maxwell theory. This is predominantly due to the
pore blockage mechanism at the interface between the two materials. In addition
to the studies of the behavior of individual phases, we also extend the DMFT to
explore the transport phenomena in MMMs as a function of the gas composition,
solid-fluid interactions and other parameters that may influence the selectivity
and permeability patterns.
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Figure 2. Example of filler, polymer, and mixed matrix membrane in lattice model leading to a
generalized Robeson Graph.
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A systematic study of different thermo-physical properties of binary liquid
model mixtures was carried out using molecular dynamics (MD) simulations.
The focus of the study was on elucidating the influence of molecular parameters
on transport properties. The results are interpreted using Conformal Solution
Theory (CST) and the hypothesis of entropy scaling is tested. The MD
simulations are complemented by calculations with a corresponding equation of
state.
Six binary Lennard Jones mixtures that exhibit different types of phase
behaviour were investigated in a wide range of states. The studied properties
include: self-diffusion coefficients, Maxwell-Stefan diffusion coefficient, shear
viscosity, and heat conductivity. Additionally, the thermodynamic factor was
determined, so that also information on the Fickian diffusion coefficient was
obtained, and different excess properties were measured. The six systems are
identical to systems studied in earlier works of our group that focused on phase
equilibrium and interfacial properties [1,2], so that a comprehensive picture is
obtained. The first component was the same in all mixtures, the strength of the
dispersive interactions in the second component as well as that of the unlike
dispersive interactions were varied. The results of these variations on the
macroscopic properties are interpreted using a conformal solution theory [3]. The
new systematic data on diffusion coefficients, shear viscosity and heat
conductivity are furthermore used for testing the entropy scaling approach.
Despite the important differences of the six studied mixtures regarding their
molecular interactions, a practically mono-variate relation of these properties
with respect to the residual entropy was found. Yet, the quality of the
approximation differs strongly between the different studied properties. Finally,
we also comment on the influence of dispersive long-range interactions on all
studied properties.
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The poor solubility of class II active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) [1] in
aqueous solutions remains a challenge in the development of new medical
formulations. The bioavailability of APIs can be enhanced by applying a
hydrophilic polymer via a so-called Polymeric Amorphous Solid Dispersions
(ASD) [2]. The phase behavior of an ASD is depicted in Figure 1, which is taken
from the literature [3]. The phase behavior can be modeled using PC-SAFT
[Error! Bookmark not defined.] with high accuracy. The glassy state of the
formulation leads to a kinetic stabilization of the API in an amorphous state,
where the API is prevented for recrystallisation.

Figure 1: Schematic phase behavior of ASD [Error! Bookmark not defined.].

Precise knowledge of the glass transition temperature (Tg) of the ASD is,
therefore, a prerequisite to ensuring the correct selection of the polymer for a
given API. Empirical equations [e.g. 4] are often used to calculate the Tg of
ASDs [e.g. Error! Bookmark not defined.]. However, this approach leads to
problems as the dependence of the Tg on ASD composition can be highly nonlinear [5]. Hence, the development of a new approach containing information
about interactions at the molecular level should improve the accuracy of
predictions, especially in systems composed of highly complex molecules.
The glass transition can be calculated using the generalized entropy theory
(GET) [6,7]. The GET of glass formation fills the gap in the statistical mechanical
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theory of glass formation in pure polymer fluids by describing the dependence of
the three characteristic temperatures and the fragility on the polymer's molecular
structure. The three characteristic temperatures are: (i) the onset temperature TA,
where configurational entropy density, Sc(T), is maximum, (ii) the crossover
temperature Tc, where TSc(T) has an inflection point, and (iii) the Tg, is
commonly defined as the temperature at which the relaxation time, τ = 100 s [8]
(Figure 2).
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Figure 2: Schematic representation of the entropy density.

In the case of binary mixtures, the concentration fluctuations must be
considered [Error! Bookmark not defined.]. The composition fluctuations can
be evaluated using the Kirkwood-Buff formalism [9] applied in reverse to
calculate the integral of the radial distribution function from macromolecular
thermodynamic data such as the partial molar volume, isothermal
compressibility, and chemical potential of each polymer in the blend [Error!
Bookmark not defined.]. In this new approach, the thermodynamic properties
regarding the Kirkwood-Buff formalism as well as the entropy density regarding
the GET were calculated using the Sanchez-Lacombe equation of state [10].
The new theoretical framework will be applied to different ASD, for instance,
polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) + naproxen, and the prediction will be compared
with experimental data taken from the literature.
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Macroscopic transport coefficients (i.e. thermal conductivity, diffusion
coefficient and viscosity) can be obtained from molecular simulations by
applying equilibrium and non-equilibrium methods. Although non-equilibrium
methods for the calculation of transport coefficients are relatively easy to
implement, they often introduces a complexity in the simulation setup that need
to be addressed to obtain reliable data. In contrast, equilibrium methods tend to
be more robust and do not need a complicated setup. In particular, in classical
molecular dynamics methods, the calculation of transport coefficients in systems
in equilibrium can be performed by applying the Green-Kubo relation or,
alternatively, by applying the Einstein-Helfand relation [1]. Although EinsteinHelfand relations can be derived from Green-Kubo expressions, in practice,
Einstein-Helfand relation are sometimes preferred over Green-Kubo formulas
since they allow the required time-scale to be identified for an accurate
calculation of the coefficients.
However, due to their construction, both Green-Kubo and Einstein-Helfand
relations cannot be straightforwardly applied to systems with stochastic and
dissipative forces, since their dynamics do not follow from a Hamiltonian.
Another common problem in the implementation of equilibrium methods is
related to the correct treatment of the periodic boundary conditions of the
simulations [4,5]. For systems with stochastic and dissipative forces, Ernst and
Brito [2] proposed modifications of the Green-Kubo formulas. In a similar way,
Jung and Schmid [3] also have proposed modifications of the Green-Kubo
relation for the calculation of viscosity for Dissipative Particle Dynamics (DPD)
models. Beside these advances, there is a lack of the use of Einstein-Helfand
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relations, although their evaluation is straightforward and only requires the
derivation of the adequate moment in terms of the model parameters.
DPD with energy conservation (DPDE) [6-9] is a particular type of DPD
model that includes an internal energy and particle temperature along with
conservative, dissipative and stochastic interactions. DPDE, and its
generalisation to complex systems (GenDPDE [10-12]), is of particular interest
in mesoscopic fluid simulations and has applications in several areas of interest
including fluids with chemical reactions, multiphasic fluids and heat transport
with complex conditions. To calculate transport coefficients for momentum, heat
and mass transport, in DPDE or GenDPDE, only non-equilibrium methods are
available.
In this work, we present the derivation of the formulas for the EinsteinHelfand relations for both, viscosity and thermal conductivity, in DPDE. We
derive the appropriate expression for the related Helfand moment in terms of the
model dynamics, but also take into account an appropriate treatment of the
periodic boundary conditions in the calculation of transport coefficients. The
calculation of thermal conductivity from equilibrium simulations is also
contrasted with non-equilibrium calculations and with theoretical values
obtained from a mean-field approximation [8,9] for moderate thermal diffusivity
(Figure 1). We observe very good agreement of the proposed equilibrium
Einstein-Helfand relation with the non-equilibrium simulations. Under different
parameters ranges, including conditions not dominated by heat conduction
between particles, the good agreement indicates that the Einstein-Helfand
method is a competitive alternative to non-equilibrium calculations. Overall,
these formulas represent an advance in the determination of macroscopic
transport coefficients from DPDE simulations for its application to complex
fluids.
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Figure 3: Thermal conductivity as a function of density for equilibrium and non-equilibrium
methods for DPDe simulations and theoretical values.
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effect of surface rugosity on transport
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In the context of molecular simulation, transport diffusivity of confined fluids
is commonly calculated using equilibrium molecular dynamics. The accepted
methodology relies on calculating the collective diffusivity through an Einsteinlike equation and requires the assessment of a correction (Darken) factor
(∂µ/∂lnρ) to yield the transport diffusivity [1]. There are drawbacks to this
method; the evaluation of collective diffusivity requires very long simulation.
Additional simulations are required to calculate Darken correction factors from
adsorption isotherms [2]. In this work we revisit the Boundary Driven NonEquilibrium Molecular Dynamics (BD-NEMD) [3] to evaluate transport
diffusivity of nano-confined fluids and extend it to multi-component systems.
In BD-NEMD one induces a steady-state flux by adding an external
acceleration on one of the periodic boundaries and measures the transport
diffusivity directly. In the model showcased, intermolecular interactions are
described by a coarse-grained Mie potential, whose parameters were used in
conjunction with SAFT-γ Mie equation of state to determine bulk fluid properties
and Darken factors [4]. By benchmarking values of transport diffusivity obtained
using BD-NEMD against those from equilibrium molecular dynamics (EqMD),
we highlight how inconsistencies in the current implementations of this nonequilibrium method, where it is assumed that concentration gradients can be
calculated using bulk reservoir concentrations on either side of the pore, can lead
to spurious values of transport diffusivity.
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Fig. 1 Summary of diffusivities of nano-confined pure methane. Squares are the collective
diffusivities, Λ, diamonds are transport diffusivities. The striped symbols are from BD-NEMD
simulations, and the solid symbols are measured using EqMD. Crosses are self-diffusion coefficients,
which differ from transport diffusivities.

The BD-NEMD is subsequently employed to investigate the effect of
rugosity on the transport of mixtures in nanopores. We report here molecular
simulations of the transport behaviour of CH4 and CO2 and their mixtures in
smooth and rugous graphene pores. Coronene-shaped carbon clusters were
systematically added or deleted from smooth surfaces to generate varying
degrees of rugosity (Fig 2b). BD-NEMD and External force Non-Equilibrium
Molecular Dynamics (EF-NEMD) were used to study the transport diffusivity
and flow patterns respectively.
In the limit of smooth surfaces (graphite slit pores), our result agrees with
reports from the literature and indicate a facilitated transport [5]. However, even
small instances of surface rugosity are shown to hinder transport, which
decreases in the transport diffusivity of over an order of magnitude (Fig2a). The
fast plug-like flow pattern observed in smooth pore also dissipated by surface
imperfections, suggesting a change in the overall transport characteristics. In the
case of binary mixtures, we observe that the adsorption selectivity of CO2 drops
due to rugosity. The results confirm that the use of smooth carbon model pores
may be grossly inadequate as a surrogate of organic shale rocks and for the
assessment of the performance of CO2 enhanced oil recovery processes in shales
and coal beds.
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Fig. 2 (a) CH4 transport diffusivities as a function of density for different rugosities of a nominal 3
nm wide pore (b). Examples of rugous surfaces employed in this work generated by random removal
and addition of carbon clusters. Left is R=0.025, right is R=0.5
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In this presentation, we will review our modelling efforts on clathrate
hydrates. Focus of our research so far has been the formation of clathrate hydrates
in oil & gas pipelines, which could block and sometimes rupture the pipelines.
Using molecular dynamics simulations, we studied molecularly thin films of
surfactants adsorbed on methane hydrates. In some cases, we observed a ‘frozen
interface’. Interestingly, the surfactants that showed such structure seem to be
effective in preventing the formation of hydrate plugs, as shown by experiments.
We then conducted a variety of simulations to uncover interfacial properties of
hydrate systems that could be relevant for flow assurance. As an example, we
were able to correlate the molecular properties of surfactants to their ability to
prevent the formation of hydrate plugs, and we achieved excellent agreement
with experiments conducted with the micro mechanical force apparatus by our
collaborators at the Colorado School of Mines (i.e., the group led by Prof.
Carolyn Koh).
In an attempt to relate these fundamental insights to large scale applications,
with the potential of triggering innovations, e.g., in materials discovery, we are
now using molecular simulation results to parameterize a stochastic model for
hydrate growth, which is being developed in collaboration with Dr Michail
Stamatakis of University College London. Preliminary results will be presented
here.
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Carbon dioxide hydrates are ice-like nonstoichiometric inclusion solid
compounds with importance to global climate change, and gas transportation and
storage [1]. The thermodynamic and kinetic mechanisms that control carbon
dioxide nucleation critically depend on hydrate-water interfacial free energy.
Only two independent indirect experiments are available in the literature.
Interfacial energies show large uncertainties and overestimated values due to the
conditions at which experiments are performed. Under these circumstances,
computer simulation tools over a way to estimate interfacial energies at
coexistence conditions from a molecular perspective. We propose a novel
implementation of a computational methodology based on the definition of
interfacial energy [2] and the use of realistic and reliable models of water
(TIP4P/Ice) [3] and carbon dioxide (TraPPE) [4] that have proven to predict
accurately the ice-water interfacial energy and the dissociation line of carbon
dioxide hydrates [5]. We found that simulations provide an interfacial energy
value, at coexistence conditions, consistent with the experiments [6,7] from its
thermodynamic definition [8]. This is the first calculation of the CO2 hydrate
interfacial energy using molecular dynamics simulations at coexistence
conditions from fundamental principles, including the definition of interfacial
free energy, Thermodynamics, and Statistical Mechanics. We think this
pioneering work opens a door to estimate accurate interfacial energies of hydrates
from a molecular perspective.
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Janus Nanoparticles (JNP) are heterogeneous materials that attract interest in
medical and technological applications. Here we show that the contrasting
hydrophilicity of Janus nanoparticles heated with light, can be exploited to
control spatially the interfacial heat transport and thermal fields at the nanoscale.
We illustrate this idea using non-equilibrium molecular dynamics simulations of
coarse grained and all-atom models of plasmonic nanoparticles, as well as
theoretical continuum models based on classical heat transport theory, that
incorporate explicitly the interfacial thermal conductance. Using theory on
simulations we demonstrate the spatial control for nanoparticles spanning a wide
range of system sizes, from a few nm to 5 to 100 nm [1,2].
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O16 - The role of the solvent in crystal nucleation from solution
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The study of crystal nucleation from solution is important for a wide variety
of applications. However, nucleation is challenging to study both from the
experimental and the theoretical/simulation perspective. In the past, we have
developed simulation methods to study crystal nucleation based on a set of
collective variables fitted to the known structure of the final crystalline phase(s)
[1,2]. These methods have been successful in predicting the polymorphic
outcome of crystallization experiments as well as correctly ranking nucleation
rates in different solvents [3]. However, the collective variables do not explicitly
include the solvent degrees of freedom. Previous studies (e.g. [4]) have shown
that the nucleation mechanism can qualitatively change when the same substance
is precipitated from different solvents, and so we hypothesize that explicitly
incorporating solvent degrees of freedom in the description of nucleation can
yield important information about its mechanism.
In this talk, we will present a brief overview of our approach to study crystal
nucleation, and introduce a completely new method that enables us to fit
collective variables sensitive to changes in the local structure of any solvent. We
then present an analysis of the results from refs. [3] and [4] through the lens of
these collective variables, in order to gain insight on the role of the solvent’s local
structure on the nucleation mechanism.
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Syndiotactic polystyrene (sPS) is a stereoregular polymer (30-50% degree of
crystallinity) which is easily crystallizable with high melting point presenting a
very complex polymorphic behaviour. There are two crystalline phases with
trans-planar chains (α and β) and three with helical s(2/1)2 chains (γ, δ, and ε).
Two of the helical phases (δ and ε) present nanopores, being able to absorb, even
from diluted solutions, low-molecular-mass guest molecules in cavities of their
structures, eventually leading to the formation of host-guest semicrystalline
phases. In previous work [1], molecular hydrogen (H2) adsorption isotherms of δ
and ε phases of sPS were determined by Grand Canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC)
molecular simulations, modelling H2 as a classical fluid whose molecules are
described by two-centre Lennard-Jones sites with coulombic charges to represent
its quadrupole moment. Both polymer phases were represented using atomistic
models. Initial coordinates were taken from x-ray information [2] and initial
configurations were relaxed using GROMACS molecular dynamics software.
Results were compared with experimental adsorption data at 77.4 K. In this
communication, we present results of an extended model that includes quantum
corrections, to study the confined system.
Molecular simulations were performed at a classical and semiclassical levels
for two interparticle potentials: Lennard-Jones (LJ) and modified Buckingham
(Exp-6). The corresponding semiclassical expressions were derived according to
the first-order Wigner-Kirkwood expansion [3,4,5]. For the confined system, an
initial box of sPS is created using the unitary cell from X-ray characterization
performed by Petraccone et al. [2], with length dimensions: Lx=4.859 nm,
Ly=4.143 nm and Lz=3.195 nm. A preliminary NVT molecular dynamics
equilibration was followed by a NPT equilibration and sampling, for selected
temperature values. GCMC simulations were performed for H2 at different
thermodynamic conditions; for each temperature, the total chemical potential (µT
= µig + µex) was fixed at different values and the pressure was calculated via the
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virial method in the bulk phase. The sPS structure was kept fixed during the
Monte Carlo simulations. Through these calculations, it was possible to compare
results for each model and also to determine values for the chemical potential
and pressure in order to be used in the confined system. Once we have selected
chemical potential values, adsorption isotherms were determined by GCMC
simulations. Each MC cycle consisted in N translations, and 100N
creation/removal of a particle, for N molecules in the system. After 1x105 cycles
for equilibration, 5x105 cycles were required for averaging with block average of
1000 cycles per block.
Temperatures values and pressures were 77 K, 298 K, 313 K, 333 K, 353 K,
and 1 MPa, 2 MPa, 5 MPa, and 10 MPa for each temperature of interest,
respectively. Simulations for confined systems were performed to the same
thermodynamic conditions. In Figure 1, we show the ε-phase syndiotactic
polystyrene + hydrogen confined system.

a)

b)

Figure 1. Snapshots of simulation box: a) Plane XY, and b) plane YZ for ε-phase sPS + hydrogen at
T=77 K.
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Dissipative particle dynamics (DPD) is a coarse-grained simulation method,
which has been successfully applied to systems that are difficult to study using
traditional molecular dynamics techniques. This includes systems requiring long
simulation times and large length scales, such as surfactant and polymer systems.
Coarse graining simplifies molecules by grouping a number of atoms into
‘packets’ or ‘beads’. One of the main drawbacks of DPD is that the bead density
of a modelled system is roughly constant across the domain, leading to an
inability to simulate vapour-liquid interfaces. This led to the DPD variation of
many-body dissipative particle dynamics (MDPD) [1].
MDPD can be used to model systems with varying density, meaning that a
surface tension can be calculated. However, as a result of coarse graining, the
parameters used in the calculation of force in DPD models are not directly related
to the molecular scale. Therefore one requires a parameterisation to map DPD
beads to real systems. For standard DPD simulations, many parametrisation
schemes exist however, the application of MDPD to modelling real systems is
relatively under-researched.
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Fig. 1: An example of a MDPD simulation that is initialised with random placement of molecules.
Molecules are attracted to each other and quickly form coexisting vapour-liquid phases in the same
simulation box.

In this work, we present MDPD simulations which have been parameterised
to experimental surface tensions and chemical potentials. In order to study the
surface properties of pure systems and complex mixtures, accounting for both
the surface tension and the mixing properties of simulation components is
necessary. In doing so one can obtain the correct behaviours of multicomponent
systems. The parameterisation is tested via application to various mixtures, as
well as surfactant solutions. The decrease in surface tension that results from
surfactant molecules at the water-air interface can be studied, and the surface
tension as a function of surfactant concentration compares well with
experimental observations. Additionally, values such as the surface area of the
interface that each surfactant molecule occupies can be extracted from the
simulations and compared with experimental data.
The parameterisation obtained in this work can be easily applied to other
systems, in order to study the surface behaviour of different, complex solutions.

Fig. 2: Simulation of a surfactant solution at a concentration above the CMC. Surfactant molecules
gather at the water-air interface and form micelles within the bulk.
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The thermodynamic behaviour of fluids is strongly affected by polar
interactions. Modern equations of state (EOS) usually describe the Helmholtz
energy of the fluid and account for dipolar contributions by an additive term.
Several forms of these dipolar terms have been proposed in the literature, of
which we have evaluated some widely used ones in the present work [1-6]. This
was done by comparing their performance for describing a large set of
thermodynamic properties of Stockmayer fluids with different dipole moments.
As kernel, the Lennard-Jones (LJ) EOS of Kolafa and Nezbeda [7] was used in
all cases, as this EOS has recently been shown to give excellent results in a
comparative study of different LJ-EOS [8].
In the present work, more than 5,000 data points for Stockmayer fluids with
different dipole moments were obtained from molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations with our code ms2 [9]. They cover homogenous state points (in the
stable and metastable region) and vapour-liquid equilibria. Using the Lustigformalism [10], the Helmholtz energy and its derivatives up to second order with
respect to density and the inverse temperature were measured. Further studied
properties include Brown’s characteristic curves as well as the 2nd and 3rd virial
coefficient. The EOS obtained from combining the same LJ kernel with the six
dipolar contributions were compared in a consistent manner using this
comprehensive reference data set.
The VLE data is described well by most of the studied dipolar EOS. However,
for homogenous state points significant deviations between the data from the
computer experiments and the EOS were observed for many properties, which
increase with increasing dipole moment, as expected. Additionally, also the
influence of combining a given dipolar term with different kernels is discussed.
In an outlook, the modelling of interfacial properties of pure Stockmayer fluids
and binary mixtures of Stockmayer fluids using density gradient theory (DGT)
in connection with the studied dipolar EOS is considered.
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Water molecules can self-assemble, under appropriate conditions (i.e. low
temperatures and/or high pressures), into ice-like structures that are known as
clathrate hydrates. Such solid structures are stabilized by the presence of guests
(e.g., methane, propane, carbon dioxide, etc.) of appropriate size that are
enclathrated within the cavities/cages that are formed within the hydrate structure
[1]. Clathrate hydrates have characteristic properties that are of major importance
to industrial applications. Of particular interest are the following two properties:
(i) the incorporation of large amounts of gas molecules into the solid structure
has resulted in considering hydrates as possible material for the
storage/transportation of energy (methane [2], hydrogen [3, 4]) or environmental
gases (carbon dioxide [5]), and (ii) the selective incorporation of guest molecules
into the solid structure has resulted in considering hydrates for gas-mixture
separations [6, 7] or water desalination [8].
In order to advance the process design of such industrial applications, it is
essential to know accurately a number of thermodynamic, transport and structural
properties of the components that are involved in the processes. Such properties
can either be measured experimentally or calculated at different length scales (i.e.
atomistic, mesoscopic, macroscopic) [9].
Gas hydrate formation is a major issue in flow assurance-related problems,
associated with gas/oil transportation in pipe lines at cold climates or off-shore
production [10]. Alternatively, oceanic hydrate deposits are currently under
consideration to be used as a potential future source of methane for energy
applications [11].
In addition to the pressure and temperature conditions along the three-phase
(Hydrate – Liquid water – Vapour; H–Lw–V) coexistence (i.e., equilibrium) line,
other thermodynamic properties are important to studies related to such industrial
applications. Such a property is the enthalpy of hydrate formation/dissociation.
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The enthalpy of dissociation is a key thermal property that is involved in the heat
balances that are used by reservoir simulators [1].
The focus of the current study is the mixed methane + propane sII hydrate.
The particular hydrate is often encountered in oceanic sediments and is the
typical model hydrate that is used in flow assurance related studies.
The purpose of the current study is twofold: (i) experimental three-phase
equilibrium measurements are reviewed and we present a detailed overview of
the calculation of the enthalpy of dissociation of the sII hydrate, based on the
Clausius–Clapeyron equation, and (ii) we perform a direct calculation of the
enthalpies of all the components that are involved in the hydrate dissociation
reaction. To this purpose, molecular dynamics simulations are used extensively
in order to calculate the enthalpies and molar volumes of water, methane, propane
and sII mixed hydrate at pressure and temperature conditions along the threephase (Hydrate – Liquid water – Vapour) equilibrium line following closely a
previous study [12]. An extensive comparison of the two approaches is presented
and discussed.
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Water is the most important and the most anomalous substance on earth.
Thermodynamic properties of water show various extrema when plotted against
temperature, such as the density maximum, heat capacity minimum, and more
[1]. Due to its anomalous behavior, it is a challenge for many equations of state
(to capture its thermodynamic behavior. In a recent extensive study, we have
shown that some contemporary equations of state that include hydrogen bonding
are unable to predict any of water’s anomalous thermodynamic properties [2].
The models that we used for our analysis were the Perturbed Chain – Statistical
Associating Fluid Theory (PC-SAFT) and the Cubic- Plus- Association (CPA)
equations of state (EoS). It is clear that modifications are needed to these models
to account for the origin of these anomalies. However, the origin of these
anomalous properties is still a matter of debate in the scientific community [2].
One noteworthy theory is that there are two different structures in water and that
water’s anomalies are caused by structural fluctuations in water [1]. The two
structures are usually referred to as low-density liquid (LDL) and high-density
liquid (HDL). This idea has been supported by molecular simulation studies [3]
as well as experimental studies [4].
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Figure 4. a) Density of liquid water at 1 bar and b) residual isobaric heat capacity of liquid water at
1 bar. Solid lines are results from the different thermodynamic models [2, 5, 6] and symbols are
values from NIST [7].

Interestingly enough, there are also thermodynamic models that are
consistent with this concept and at the same time they have been reported to
predict some of water’s anomalies. These models that we are going to consider
are a semi-empirical two-state thermodynamic model [5], which considers that
water is a mixture of two interconvertible states controlled by chemical
equilibrium, and DAPT [6] which is a SAFT-type model that enforces tetrahedral
symmetry to molecules bonded 4 times while the rest have the structure of a hardsphere fluid. In our analysis, we have applied these models for the estimation of
many thermodynamic properties at a wide range of conditions (wider compared
to the original authors [5, 6]). We will be discussing the models’ successes as
well as challenges. A few results are shown in Figure 1 for density and isobaric
heat capacity at 1 bar. These models show some promising results since they are
able to predict some of water’s anomalous properties. This is also an indication
that the two-structure hypothesis could be indeed the reason for water’s
anomalous properties, but it is not definite. It is important to note that the models
are not perfect. For instance, the two-state model [5] has many adjustable
parameters (≈77) and contains no structural information and DAPT [6] can show
significant inaccuracies at predicting some properties like the heat capacity
(Figure 1b). In Figure 2, some more challenges of the models are presented. The
two-state model is exceptionally accurate up to 350K, but at higher temperatures
it provides very unrealistic results. DAPT shows large deviations from the actual
values both qualitatively and quantitatively. During the talk, more comparisons
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will be presented for more properties at a wide range of temperatures and
pressure. Finally, we will be discussing some theoretical aspects that the models
might be lacking and possible ways that the models could be improved.

Figure 5. Isochoric heat capacity of water at different pressures. Symbols are data from NIST [7] and
solid lines are calculated results from a) the two-state model [5] and b) DAPT [6].
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For the decarbonisation of the energy sector towards net-zero emissions, a
shift to a more hydrogen-based economy is inevitable. To achieve this, the
different applications but also the hydrogen storage and transport will play a
crucial role, in which hydrogen is present either in the liquid state at a
temperature of 20 K and atmospheric pressure or as a highly compressed
supercritical fluid at ambient temperatures and pressures up to 100 MPa. Within
the MetHyInfra project, a consortium of several European metrology institutes
and universities is working on metrological standards to tackle the challenges of
metering and calibration of flow meters to support the continuing growth of the
hydrogen industry.
An important requirement for reliable flow metering is precise knowledge of
the thermophysical properties of hydrogen over wide ranges of pressure and
temperature. To cover this wide range, empirical reference equations of state in
form of the Helmholtz-energy functions are commonly used, and these are based
on a large number of experimentally determined thermodynamic properties of
the fluid. Although a reference equation of state for hydrogen currently exists [1],
the number of high-quality experimental data at ambient temperatures available
to be used in its development was limited. With project partners at Ruhr
University Bochum (RUB, Germany) and the Physikalisch-Technische
Bundesanstalt (PTB, Germany), one goal of the MetHyInfra project is to develop
a new equation of state (RUB) based on new experimental data for the speed of
sound (Imperial College London) and the virial coefficients (PTB).
In this work, a new cylindrical acoustic resonator was designed and
commissioned to measure the speed of sound of hydrogen. This resonator is
based on the measurement principle described by Ruffine and Trusler [2], who
also developed an acoustic model to determine the speed of sound from the
measured resonance frequency of an isolated mode of oscillation. The inner
diameter-to-length ratio of the cylindrical cavity was chosen in a way that allows
the isolation of the second longitudinal oscillation mode in the frequency
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spectrum. This design avoids the measuring signal being affected by radial or
compound modes of oscillations. The measurements were conducted at pressures
up to 100 MPa and in a temperature range between 273 K and 323 K. Since
hydrogen poses significant hazards under these conditions, a carefully-designed
safety system was implemented.
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The diversification of the high-throughput synthesis has recently allowed the
discovery of thousands of new porous materials. This enormous amount of
information available in the literature promotes the development of specialized
databases (i.e., International Zeolite Association (IZA), Cambridge
Crystallographic Data Centre (CCDC)). In databases, structural information such
as compositions and geometries still need, however, to be rationalized by the
inclusion of metrics or descriptors to ease the characterization of the solids. This
step is essential for the classification of materials but also for their screening to
potential applications [1,2]. Indeed, the use of appropriate descriptors capable of
encoding features of solid materials (topology, porosity, surface chemistry) is
one of the fundamental aspects of the development of Machine Learning (ML)
based models. This will be at the front of a real revolution on the way the
selection or design of porous materials will be performed in the future for many
industrial applications. In general, descriptors to characterize porous materials
can be classified as: (i) structural/topological (ii) energetic/electronic (iii) hybrid
(topological/energetic) and (iv) those driven by the process unit constraints.
Descriptors based on Potential Energy Surfaces (PES) [3] and its variants (Weyl
matrices, Z matrices, 1D-2D projections, etc.) [4] has been identified as
promising for classification but lacks information about the available porosity.
In this work we propose a new class of descriptors well adapted for modelling
adsorption phenomena and solid classification which contains crucial
information on the periodicity, the confinement (porosity), and the chemistry of
porous materials.
We start our workflow by computing PES of crystal structures using classical
force fields available in the literature. Then, several surface probability
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distributions are obtained: the local pore curvature (KH), the electrostaticpotential energy surface (se), and the local electrostatic-potential gradient surface
(Ñse). Descriptors proposed in this work can be considered as signal signatures
of the solids that must be processed using data binning by subsampling
distribution functions before being used as input for ML techniques.
The probability distribution signal contains much more information about the
characteristic of the solids than the simple single-value descriptors. We exploited
this fact by performing a deeper classification of the pure siliceous zeolite
structures available in the IZA database by means of Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) of the three descriptors as can be seen in Figure 1.a. We observe
a V-Shape form, where some well-known zeolites have been highlighted. Since
the surface chemistry of these solids are identical, the classification mostly
reflects common patterns (cage and channel form and dimension) of adjacent
structures. It is important to mention that a validation step was performed to
guarantee that our descriptors are able to include basic information used in solid
characterisation, classification and ML models for porous materials (pore
diameter, defined as the largest sphere contained inside the pore (dp), the
accessible surface area (SA), M-tortuosity (t), etc.). We finally apply our
descriptors to develop ML models using Support Vector Machine (SVM) for the
isosteric heat of adsorption (Qst) of CO2 adsorbed on selected zeolites used on
an in-silico screening approach including constraints of process-design
optimization [5]. Figure 1.b presents a parity plot with predicted vs. reference
Qst values. We emphasize that on this diagram, each data point has not been
considered during the training steps of models. This demonstrates that our new
descriptors combined with ML techniques provide a relevant approach to predict
the properties of nanoporous materials [6].
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a)

b)

Figure 1. a) V-Shape classification map of zeolites of the International Zeolite Association (IZA)
database using three first principal component (PCA) obtained with our descriptors KH, se, and Ñse.
b) Parity plot of isosteric heat of adsorption of CO2 adsorbed on selected zeolites at 298 K predicted
using Support Vector Machine (SVM) based models.

We have also successfully applied our descriptors for modelling other
families of porous materials (ZIFs, MOFs) where surface chemistry plays an
important role. The key advantage of our descriptors to perform classification &
ML models is their high level of information contained in their signals form and
reinforce the strategy of using PES as promising starting point for developing
new descriptors with a clear physicochemical meaning.
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Membrane separation is a very active area of research as an energy-efficient
process that could address challenges such as reducing carbon footprint and
lowering energy cost, having several industrial and environmental applications
[1,2]. Challenging separations, such as the ones involving high purity, hazardous
compounds, or mixtures with species of similar size and condensability (olefin paraffin, for example) require extra care in order to assess the membrane practical
application. Limitations related to polymeric membranes, which have been on
the market for almost 40 years [3], have propelled the study of inorganic
membranes – a class of materials with defined pore size and impressive
separation performance. Nevertheless, commercialization of such membranes is
still limited by the fabrication cost and their brittle nature, making the scaling-up
process very difficult. A strategy to take advantage of “the best of both worlds”
aiming to address the separation issue as soon as possible, is to use these
inorganic particles as fillers in a polymeric membrane, creating a composite
membrane called “mixed matrix membrane (MMM)”. The filler particles are
expected to improve polymer performance, while the polymer provides a matrix
mechanically strong and with low fabrication cost [3].
The polymer is the main component of the MMM (high filler content can
compromise its mechanical integrity [4]) and it determines minimum membrane
performance. For our present study, we chose a glassy polymer, namely 6FDADAM shown in Figure 1, which is a highly permeable polyimide with large free
volume, high transition glass temperature, and acceptable resistance to
plasticization [5,6]. This polymer has shown great potential when used in MMMs
for separations such as CO2/CH4 [7], C3H6/C3H8 [8], and n-C4H10/iso-C4H10
[8].
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Figure 1: 6FDA-DAM monomer structure.

Regarding the inorganic filler, metal-organic frameworks (MOFs), and in
particular zeolitic imidazolate frameworks (ZIFs), have been widely studied for
separation processes [1]. Starting from ZIF-8, our group has previously proposed
alternative fillers by metal and linker substitution using molecular simulations
[9]. These in silico experiments indicated an improved separation performance
of the modified over the original MOF and enabled the study of the separation
mechanism for several gases through the inorganic porous materials by
developing an AMBER-based flexible force field [10].
Just as important as the choice of polymer and the design of improved
materials is the appropriate choice of polymer/filler combination. In this work,
we assess the potential performance of the modified ZIFs when used as fillers for
MMM. With the purpose of guiding future experiments in choosing the best
alternative for a desired gas separation, we perform non-equilibrium molecular
dynamics simulations to obtain permeability data for different MMM systems.
The methodology applied is the one recently proposed by Ozcan et al. [11],
where a concentration gradient is created by applying a force to particles in a
restricted region of the simulated system. The difference in concentration creates
a flux, J, that was calculated by counting the number of particles that crosses a
plane at the centre of the membrane and dividing it by the simulation time and
the cross-sectional area of the membrane. Permeability (P) can then be calculated
by Eq. (1):
𝑃=

𝐽
𝛥𝑝/𝑙

(1)

where, 𝛥𝑝 is the pressure difference between the two sides of the membrane, and
l is the membrane length at the direction of the flux.
Molecular simulation allows us to test parameters such as the influence of
mixture composition and to predict which ZIF would lead to the best performance
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in 6FDA-DAM MMMs. To ensure the compatibility of the force fields
describing the interactions in the composite material, we propose a new set of
GAFF-based parameters for 6FDA-DAM, obtained from ab initio calculations.
We target challenging systems, such as CO2/CH4, CO2/N2, and C2H4/C2H6,
comparing the obtained permeability values with available literature data and
predictions from theoretical models.
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The thermophysical properties of aqueous electrolyte solutions is of wide
interest for such as electrolysers and fuel cells. Molecular Dynamics (MD) and
Continuous Fractional Component Monte Carlo (CFCMC) simulations (see
Figure 1) are used to calculate densities, transport properties (i.e., selfdiffusivities, shear viscosities, and ionic conductivities), and H2/O2 solubilities
in aqueous sodium and potassium hydroxide solutions (NaOH and KOH) over a
wide electrolyte concentration range (0 – 8 mol/kg). The Tip4p/2005 water
model [1] is used along with newly parametrized NaOH and KOH forcefields
based on the work of Zeron et al. [2] and Imberti et al. [3]. The new force fields
use scaled cation charges and are tuned based on experimental densities and shear
viscosities for electrolyte concentrations up to 8 mol/kg. For H2 and O2, the
Marx [4] and Bohn [5] forcefields are used, respectively. All the densities
obtained for the aqueous KOH and NaOH solutions are within 2% of
experimental results. The computed shear viscosities are within 5% and 15%
from the reported experimental data, respectively (even for very high molalities).
Simulations are carried out over the temperature and pressure range of 298-363K
and 1-100 bar. For most of the thermodynamic conditions (especially for the
high concentrations, pressures and temperatures) experimental data are largely
lacking. We present an extensive collection of new data on transport properties
and H2/O2 solubilities in NaOH and KOH solutions, which can be used to
design/optimize efficient alkaline electrolysers and fuel cells.
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Figure 1. Snapshot of a molecular simulation of an aqueous potassium hydroxide solution. Molecular
Dynamics simulations are used to calculate transport properties (e.g., self-diffusion) while Monte
Carlo simulations are used to calculate gas solubilities.
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Deep Eutectic Solvents (DESs) have clearly emerged as a new family of
compounds with fascinating properties that can be implemented in a wide variety
of industrial processes. Although there is not full agreement on finding an exact
definition for the denomination of DESs, they are typically understood as the
combination of a Hydrogen Bonding Acceptor (HBA) compound, which is
normally a halide salt, and a Hydrogen Bonding Donor (HBD), which is a neutral
complexing agent. The hydrogen-bonding effect causes a substantial decrease of
the melting point compared to that of the individual components, becoming a
eutectic mixture. This fact widens the range of the liquid state, while keeping a
negligible volatility. Compared to Ionic Liquids (ILs), DESs have an easier
preparation, which reduces their cost. In addition, many of them can be formed
using natural compounds, improving the sustainability of industrial operation
units. [1]. However, the mechanisms behind their physicochemical properties are
still being investigated so as to better describe their thermophysical behaviour.
In this regard, the use of multiscale simulation provides a useful path to obtain
additional information to guide the experimental work into the right direction.
In this contribution, a practical methodology to describe the main
thermophysical properties of a variety of DESs is presented. For this purpose, the
soft-SAFT equation of state has been used. Based either on molecular simulation
data or charge analysis distribution using other programs, a rational choice of a
molecular model and the number of association sites is provided. An individual
component approach, where each entity forming the DES is treated as an
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independent compound, is followed to describe density, heat capacity and
viscosity of DESs, as well as the impact of water addition. Next, the solubility of
CO2 and fluorinated refrigerants in different DESs is provided, highlighting the
impact of different variables (pressure, temperature) and structural characteristics
of the DES (type of HBA, HBD, number of fluorine atoms, etc.) in the results
[2,3,4].
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The design of membrane-based separation processes, which is a low-carbon
alternative to many conventional purification processes requires to assess the
membrane performance in realistic operative conditions. An increasing number
of process simulators now allows to include membrane units in process design,
but the accuracy of the prediction of the membrane properties using first principle
models can be significantly improved [1].
The performance of a polymeric membrane in gas separation and CO2 capture
is dictated by two physicochemical quantities, namely the solubility and the
diffusivity, that ultimately contribute to permeability and selectivity. In this work
we provide an overview of established models that allow to separately predict
the solubility or the diffusivity contributions in homogenous amorphous
polymeric membranes, together with more recent models that allow to explicitly
estimate the permeability.
In particular, we focus our attention on macroscopic models for the gas
solubility in polymers, namely the activity coefficient approaches, the Equations
of State (EoS) and the Non Equilibrium Theory for Glassy Polymers (NET-GP)
framework. The Standard Tansport Model for the permeability will also be
presented as one of the most recent tools to estimate the membrane performance
in realistic conditions. At last we consider Molecular and Multiscale Modeling
approaches that allow to separately evaluate the solubility and diffusivity of gases
in the membrane bulk, and models that explicitly account for the transport across
the membrane interface. Finally, we will address a critical evaluation of the
different approaches considered, their limitations and potentiality.
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Previous treatments of three-dimensional (3D) short-ranged wetting
transitions [1-6] have missed an entropic or low temperature Casimir
contribution to the binding potential describing the interaction between the
unbinding interface and wall. This we determine by exactly deriving the
interfacial model for 3D wetting from a more microscopic Landau-GinzburgWilson Hamiltonian [7]. The Casimir term changes the interpretation of
fluctuation effects occurring at wetting transitions so that, for example, meanfield predictions are no longer obtained when interfacial fluctuations are ignored.
While the Casimir contribution does not alter the surface phase diagram [1], it
significantly increases the adsorption near a first-order wetting transition and
changes completely the predicted critical singularities of tricritical wetting [8],
including the non-universality occurring in 3D arising from interfacial
fluctuations. Using the numerical nonlinear renormalization group [8] we show
that, for critical wetting, the asymptotic regime is extremely narrow with the
growth of the parallel correlation length characterised by an effective exponent
in quantitative agreement with Ising model simulations, resolving a longstanding
controversy.
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The first step of the transition from a mestastable arrangement of particles to
a stable one is the nucleation of the latter somewhere within the former. We use
computer simulations to investigate this phenomenon. The common denominator
to all our studies is that we start the simulations with the nucleus already formed,
an approach we call “Seeding”. Although information on the path leading to the
formation of the nucleus is obviously lost, we gain a wide overview on the
nucleation rate trend, which provides physical understanding of the nucleation
scenario upon changes of the thermodynamic conditions. With this approach, for
instance, we have been able to understand the effect of pressure [1] on ice
nucleation from supercooled water; investigate seemingly irreconcilable
discrepancies between experiments and simulations of hard sphere crystallization
[2]; or even propose a new way of polymorph selection in the crystallization of
charged colloids [3]. These interesting phase transition phenomena will be
discussed in this contribution.
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Understanding the microscopic behaviour of aqueous electrolyte solutions in
contact with graphene and related carbon surfaces is important in electrochemical
technologies such as capacitive deionisation and graphene-based supercapacitor
devices. Here, we focus on preferential adsorption of ions in mixed alkali-halide
electrolytes containing different fractions of Li+/Na+ or Li+/K+ and/or Na+/K+
cations with Cl- anions dissolved in water. We perform molecular dynamics
simulations of the solutions in contact with neutral, positively, and negatively
charged graphene surfaces (Fig. 1) under ambient conditions, using state-of-theart effectively polarisable force fields [1, 2]. The simulations show that large ions
are often intuitively attracted to oppositely charged electrodes. In contrast, the
behaviour of small ions tends to be counterintuitive. In mixed-cation solutions,
one of the cation species always supports the adsorption of the other cation
species, while the other cation species weakens the adsorption of the first cation
species. In mixed-cation solutions containing large and small cations
simultaneously, adsorption of the larger cations changes dramatically with the
electrode charge in an intuitive way, while adsorption of the smaller cations
changes oppositely (Fig. 2). In the case of (Li/K)Cl mixed-cation solutions, this
effect allows the control of Li+ adsorption by varying the electrode charge,
whereas Li+ adsorption is nearly independent of the electrode charge in LiCl
single-salt solutions. We rationalise this cation-cation lever effect as a result of a
competition of three driving forces: (i) direct graphene-ion interaction, (ii) strong
tenedency of the solutions to saturate the network of noncovalent intermolecular
bonds, and (iii) tendency to suppress local charge accumulation in any region
larger than typical intermolecular distances. We analyse these driving forces in
detail using a general method for intermolecular bonding based on spatial
distribution functions and different contributions to the total charge density
profiles. This analysis helps to predict whether an ion species will be more
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affected by each of the three driving forces depending on the strength of the ion
solvation shells and the compatibility between the contributions of the charge
density profiles due to the ion, and due to water molecules. This approach is
general and it can also be applied to other solutions under different
thermodynamic conditions.

Figure 1: The simulation box with an aqueous electrolyte solution in contact with a charged graphene
substrate and a vacuum gap (left), and snapshots of interfacial solutions (right).

Figure 2: The atomic density profiles for water molecules (left column) and ions (right column) in
the aqueous (Li/Na)Cl (row 1), (Li/K)Cl (row 2), and (Na/K)Cl (row 3) solutions with the 1:1
cation:cation ratio in contact with the negatively charged graphene surface at a temperature of 300 K
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and an overall salt concentration of 2.5 mol/kg; z is the distance from the graphene surface. The
atomic density profiles in the corresponding single-salt systems are shown as dashed lines (shortdashed and long-dashed lines for the salt with smaller and larger cations, respectively) and the
fraction-multiplied single-salt cation density profiles are displayed as dotted lines.
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The dielectric constant of liquids assumes great importance in a variety of
applications, from electrochemical devices to protein-ligand binding. However,
it is notoriously difficult to accurately predict using classical non-polarizable
models. Even recent benchmark studies, using large systems and long simulation
runs to ensure convergence, found very strong systematic deviations between
experimental dielectric constants and predictions from classical models [1-3].
We show that these deviations arise from the inherent neglect of polarization
effects in those models. Indeed, most classical non-polarizable models account
for polarization implicitly, in a mean-field sense, by fitting the parameters to pure
liquid properties (e.g. density). However, the parameters (most importantly, the
point charges) obtained by fitting to the potential energy surface (PES) are not
adequate for describing the dipole moment surface (DMS), upon which the
dielectric constant directly depends [4]. Moreover, non-polarizable models are
intrinsically unable to describe the purely electronic response of the fluid,
quantified in the high-frequency dielectric constant [5]. These limitations cannot
be resolved by simply reparameterizing the models, as this would sacrifice
agreement with properties that depend mostly on the PES.
In this work, we propose an alternative approach, based on applying a post
facto correction to the dielectric constant predictions from classical nonpolarizable models. This correction takes into account the missing electronic
response, by estimating it from the experimental index of refraction of the pure
liquids, and the mismatch between the PES and the DMS, through a
multiplicative factor based on the ratio of dipole moments of the model and of
the real liquid. We applied this correction to the results of recent benchmark
studies, carried out for a large variety of pure compounds and with different
molecular models [1-3]. Our approach is able to eliminate systematic deviations
between simulations and experiments, leading to a computationally expedient
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way of improving the accuracy of
model predictions [6]. We have
recently extended this approach to
describe the temperature dependence
of the dielectric constant, its
composition dependence in several
mixtures (see figure for ethanol/water:
open symbols are experimental data,
closed symbols are simulations; left is
before corrections and right is after
corrections) and the full frequencydependent dielectric spectrum of water
and alcohols [7].
Crucial to the success of our approach is an ability to estimate the dipole
moment of molecules in the liquid phase. We will present results of a newly
developed method in our group [8], the so-called Self-Consistent Electrostatic
Embedding (SCEE), that allows for an accurate and computationally efficient
description of liquid phase polarization at the quantum level, enabling the routine
calculation of liquid dipole moments for a variety of systems. Our theoretical
approach, and associated computational tools, represents a major step forward in
our ability to accurately predict dielectric properties of fluids and mixtures using
computationally expedient models.
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Crude oil production is usually carried out in two phases: first, a direct suction
to the surface and secondly, water and/or gas are injected into the reservoir for
additional oil recovery. [1] Unfortunately, as the extraction proceeds, the
pressure inside the reservoir decreases, hampering the removal of the remaining
oil. Considering the ability of surfactant aqueous solutions to absorb oil, they can
be used to improve the oil extraction in the so-called enhanced oil recovery
(EOR) process.[2] However, the complexity of the interactions between the
surfactant solution, oil and the reservoir walls at the molecular scale, along with
the impact of surfactant self-assembly, temperature and pressure conditions, is
still far from being fully understood. This urges the development of
computational approaches that can reproduce the oil detachment process from
natural reservoir surfaces and guide the design of new formulations for surfactant
flooding.
Atomistic molecular dynamics simulations have been successfully applied to
describe different oil/water and oil/water/surfactant interfaces,[3] allowing a
better understanding of the mechanisms behind the oil detachment from different
surfaces. However, even though AA-MD simulations can provide a molecularlevel perspective, the attainable time and size scales prevent the analysis of the
impact of the surfactant phase behaviour, being too computational expensive.
Recently, we carried out coarse-grained molecular dynamics (CG-MD)
simulations demonstrating the ability of the MARTINI force field to tackle the
phase behaviour of both ionic and non-ionic surfactants in aqueous solutions.[46] Therefore, in this work a CG-MD computer simulation framework for
surfactant + water + oil (dodecane and eicosane) mixtures in contact with a silica
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wall – resembling common seabed reservoir’s walls – was developed. The CGMD simulations have been carried out to mimic the oil detachment process from
silica, using a variety of anionic and ionic surfactants to evaluate the impact of
the surfactant nature and amphiphilic strength in the oil extraction. A set of nonionic surfactants of the Poly(oxyethylene) alkyl ethers (CiEj) family,
encompassing a wide range of hydrophobic and hydrophilic chain lengths was
investigated. In addition, normal and reverse anionic Pluronic with different PEO
and PPO units and arrangements were selected to analyse the impact of the
amphiphilic strength and the varied micellar structures. Furthermore, the widely
studied cationic CTAB surfactant was investigated to analyse the impact of
Coulombic interactions in the oil detachment process.
The impact of surfactant nature and concentration in the detachment of
dodecane and eicosane oil from silica-based surfaces is then analysed from a CGMD perspective. The CG-MD simulation framework construction process as
well as their pitfalls are also explained in detail.
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Using the methodology developed by Lustig for the microcanonical and
canonical ensembles [1], expressions for thermodynamic properties of fluids and
derivatives of the thermodynamic potential with respect to the independent
variables up to third order in the NpT ensemble [2], grand canonical (µVT)
ensemble [3] and the less known NpH [4], µVL and µpR ensembles were derived.
In the NpT, NpH and µpR ensembles, no derivatives of the potential energy with
respect to volume appear in the expressions for thermodynamic properties. This
is particularly advantageous in molecular simulations if the interactions between
the molecules are described by very accurate ab initio potentials for two-body
and non-additive three-body interactions.
Based on these works, thermodynamic properties of the nobles gases argon
and krypton were calculated by highly accurate ab initio pair potentials and nonadditive three-body potentials [5,6] in the liquid and supercritical regions by
Monte Carlo simulations in the NpT ensemble. Furthermore, vapour pressures
and thermodynamic properties on the coexistence lines were obtained using the
NpT+test particle method. Comparisons of the results with experimental data and
equations of state for both fluids show that very accurate predictions of the
thermodynamic properties are only possible if non-additive three-body
interactions and Feynman-Hibbs quantum corrections for pairwise interactions
are accounted for.
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Knowledge of the vapor-liquid equilibrium (VLE) properties of molten salts
is important in the design of thermal energy storage systems for solar power and
nuclear energy production applications. The high temperatures involved make
their experimental determination problematic, and the development of both
macroscopic thermodynamic correlations and predictive molecular-based
methodologies are complicated by the requirement to appropriately incorporate
the chemically reacting vapor-phase species.
We derive a general thermodynamic-based atomistic simulation framework
for molten salt VLE prediction and show its application to NaCl [1,2]. Its input
quantities are temperature-dependent ideal-gas free energy data for the vapour
phase reactions, and density and residual chemical potential data for the liquid.
The framework predicts the temperature dependence of vapor pressure,
coexisting phase densities, vapor phase composition, and vaporization enthalpy.
The NaCl vapour phase is known experimentally to consist primarily of
neutral monomer and dimer species. The framework also predicts the
concentrations of vapour phase species present in minor amounts (such as the
free ions), that are problematic to measure experimentally. We also use the
results to obtain the complete VLE binodal dome and the critical properties.
We verify the framework for molten NaCl using thermochemical data from
the NIST-JANAF compilation[3]. We then apply it to the analysis of NaCl
simulation data from the literature[4] for two commonly used atomistic force
fields[5,6]. The framework can be readily extended to molten salt mixtures and
to ionic liquids.
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Figure 1. NaCl vapor pressure as a function of inverse temperature

Figure 2. NaCl vapour phase species partial pressures. NJ and points: experiment; JC: JoungCheatham force field [5].
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The combined use of X-ray and neutron scattering experiments with
molecular simulation is increasingly being utilised to study multiscale structures
in molecular biology and soft matter physics [1-4]. Despite the progress in the
methods and force fields in all-atom models, sufficient sampling is
computationally expensive for micellar systems like CTAB surfactants, due to
the large time and length scales involved in the aggregation dynamics [3].
Furthermore, Small-Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS) can provide data at 100’s
of nanometres length scale, an order of magnitude larger compared to the typical
atomistic simulation. For such systems, coarse grain (CG) models are often
utilised to reduce computational cost and to explore the global structures at larger
length scale.
In this work, we develop a new analysis tool based on the method presented
by Soper and Edler [4], to obtain the differential cross-section, FCG(Q), directly
from CG simulations. To compare and validate the method, a pseudo-CG
trajectory is generated by replacing the group of atoms in a fully atomistic
trajectory with a CG bead (see the right panel of Fig. 1), thereby ensuring
differences in the calculated scattering come only from the loss of atomistic
resolution, not differences in structure. Variables in the scattering calculation
include number of atoms per bead, bead radius and the scattering form factor for
the bead. Benchmark calculations are performed on fully atomistic polyamide66 and C10TAB surfactant in water (example cases are shown in left panel of
Fig. 1). We obtain the scattering curves for CG trajectories with different bead
sizes and form factors which are compared to the atomistic benchmark
calculations, F(Q). Our results in general show excellent agreement between
F(Q) and FCG(Q) in the low Q region (Q < 1.0) and differ with the increase in Q.
We have developed and assessed the efficiency of this new computational
tool for the calculation of neutron scattering curves from CG simulations
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allowing direct comparison of the CG simulations to a rigorous benchmark of
structural experimental data. This tool will allow more complete validation of
mesoscale structure predicted by CG simulations, potentially giving further
confidence in the predictions of thermodynamic quantitates and/or adding
structural data to existing thermodynamic data in CG force-field development.

Figure 1. Left panel: neutron scattering calculation from atomistic model compared against
calculation from CG models for C10TAB surfactant in water (top) and polyamide-66 systems
(bottom). Right panel: verification method for testing efficacy of CG scattering calculation.
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Certain liquid crystal dimers exhibit a nematic–nematic phase transition, with
the lower temperature phase identified as the twist-bend (NTB) nematic phase.
The NTB phase demonstrates emergent chirality from achiral molecules, with
the spontaneous formation of a heliconical structure [1]. We present all-atom
molecular dynamics simulations of CB7CB, which capture the NTB phase and,
upon heating, its transition into the nematic (N) and isotropic (I) phases [2].
Distributions of the bend angle and chirality order parameter, χ, are calculated
for the ensemble of conformers in the simulated phases. We elucidate that
CB7CB is statistically achiral but can adopt chiral conformers, with no
preference for a specific handedness, and find that the extent of molecular
chirality is unchanged between the N and the NTB phases. Single-molecule
stochastic dynamics simulations expand the scope of the investigation to the
dimer series CBnCB (n = 6-9) and CBX(CH2)5YCB (X/Y = CH2, O or S). These
confirm that the bent molecular shape determines the ability of a mesogen to
form the NTB phase rather than its potential to assume chiral conformers. The
all-atom calculations are used as a reference to produce a coarse-grained (CG)
model of the NTB phase of CB7CB using a hybrid force matching approach. We
achieve good transferability of the CG model to other phases of CB7CB.
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Figure 1: Simulation snapshot of the NTB phase for CB7CB, distributions of the chirality order
parameter for CBnCB and a conformer of CB7CB with its molecular isosurface shown.
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Avenida Fuente Nueva s/n, 18071 Granada, Spain. Department of Chemical
Engineering and Analytical Science, University of Manchester, Manchester
M13 9PL, United Kingdom
*Corresponding author e-mail: cywiakcd2013@licifug.ugto.mx
In this work, we assess the impact of long-ranged ordering on the relaxation
dynamics of suspensions of soft repulsive rodlike particles, which are able to
self-organize into nematic and smectic liquid-crystalline phases. Rods are
modeled as soft repulsive spherocylinders with a length-to-diameter ratio L⋆ =
5, interacting via the truncated and shifted Kihara potential. By performing
dynamic Monte Carlo (DMC) simulations, we analyze the effect of translational
and orientational order on the diffusion of the rods along the relevant directions
imposed by the morphology of the background phases. To provide a clear picture
of the resulting dynamics, we assess its dependence on temperature, which can
dramatically determine the response time of the system relaxation, the mean
square displacements (MSD) and the self-diffusion coefficients of the rods. The
computation of the van Hove correlation functions allows us to identify the
existence of rods that diffuse significantly faster than the average and whose
concentration can be accurately adjusted by a suitable choice of temperature.
Densities are selected according to the phase diagram determined for this system
by Cuetos and Martinez-Haya [1]. To provide a clear picture of the resulting
dynamics, we assess its dependence on temperature, which can dramatically
determine the response time of the system relaxation and the self-diffusion
coefficients of the rods. To this end, we ran DMC simulations at different values
of the MC time step, between 𝛿 𝑡./ 𝜏 = 1034 and 1035 . In order to rescale the
results for the MSD (see Fig. 1) we used the relation between the Monte Carlo
time step and the Brownian dynamic time given by 𝑡67 = 𝐴𝛿𝑡./ 𝐶./ 3 [2].
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Fig 1. Mean-square displacements in N (top frame) and Sm (bottom frame) phases at 𝑇 ∗ = 5
(circles) and 20 (triangles). Open and solid symbols refer to perpendicular and parallel directions.

In Fig 1. we notice that, in the N phase, at short timescales the relationship
between parallel and perpendicular MSDs is such that 𝜉 = Δ𝑟@5 /Δ𝑟∥5 > 1, while
it inverts at intermediate timescales when the parallel MSD becomes larger and
stays so up to the long-time diffusive regime.
The results for parallel (𝐷∥ ), perpendicular (𝐷@ ) and total (𝐷DED ) self-diffusion
coefficients in nematic and smectic phases were obtained by calculating the slope
of the rescaled mean square displacements from Fig. 1 and dividing by the
dimensionality of the system. The dependence of the self-diffusion coefficients
on temperature in N and Sm phases is presented in Fig. 2. In agreement with
previous MD simulation of rodlike molecular liquid crystals [3], we find that the
three sets of long-time self-diffusion coefficients exhibit a dependence on 𝑇 ∗
given by an Arrhenius-like exponential law [4], 𝐷 𝐷F ≈ 𝐷 ∗ 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝐸 𝑇), where
𝐷 ∗ and 𝐸 are fitting parameters. We also observe that the dependence of 𝐷@ on
temperature is very similar in both N and Sm phases, see Fig. 2.
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Fig 2. Total (𝐷DED ), parallel (𝐷∥ ), and perpendicular (𝐷@ ) self-diffusivities, represented with triangles,
diamonds, and circles, respectively, as a function of the reduced temperature in the N (a) and Sm (b)
phases. Solid lines are exponential fits of the type 𝐷 ⁄𝐷F ≈ 𝐷 ∗ 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝐸 ⁄𝑇 ), with D = {0.0621, 0.0196,
0.0328} and E ={11.5901, 12.1927, 11.6009} for parallel, perpendicular, and total self-diffusivities,
respectively, for the nematic states, and D ={0.0308, 0.0167, 0.0129} and E = {42.243, 12.1584,
12.948} for parallel, perpendicular, and total self-diffusivities, respectively, for the smectic states.

We also observe that at a given temperature, most likely due to the packing
difference between the two LC phases, the numerical value of 𝐷@ is slightly
larger in the N phase than in the Sm phase, but otherwise 𝐷@ =𝐷@ (𝑇 ∗ ) exhibits
the same exponential trend, with very similar fitting parameters, in both frames
of Fig. 2. On the other hand, the diffusion along the director is significantly
slower in the Sm phase (𝐷 ∗ ≈ 42) than in the N phase (𝐸≈11) by almost one order
of magnitude, most likely due to the layered structure that hampers the
penetration of the rods and thus delays their diffusion along the nematic director.
These findings are in qualitative agreement with former theoretical, simulation,
and experimental works that clarified the existence of free-energy barriers
hampering the diffusion of rodlike particles through Sm layers [5-8].
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S02 (P08) - Reproducibility of Molecular Simulation Computer
Experiments
Florian Fleckenstein, Simon Stephan*, Sebastian Schmitt, David Fertig,
Dominik Schaefer, Johannes Lenhard, Hans Hasse
Laboratory of Engineering Thermodynamics (LTD), TU Kaiserslautern,
Germany
*Corresponding author e-mail: simon.stephan@mv.uni-kl.de
Results from molecular simulations, i.e. from computer experiments, are
often considered as ‘exact’ reference data. To what extent is this true? This
question is addressed here for the measurement of thermophysical properties of
a given molecular model (force field) by such computer experiments. In general,
a simulation result for a given observable xsim will not agree with the true model
value xmod [1,2,3]. Like in laboratory experiments, errors occur also in computer
experiments, which can cause deviations between the true model value xmod and
the value observed in the simulation xsim. Both stochastic and systematic errors
are usually present to some extent in computer experiments. While stochastic
errors have been considered since the early days of computer simulations, it is
often assumed that systematic errors do not exist or are simply a consequence of
some error that could and should have been avoided. In this contribution, we
challenge this standpoint.
To establish a basis for the discussion, we consider the question of the
reproducibility and reliability of molecular simulation results of transport
properties of simple fluids, namely diffusion coefficients, shear viscosity, and
heat conductivity. The prediction of transport properties by molecular
simulations is a challenging task as relatively complex algorithms are required,
but these algorithms are well-established and solidly rooted in theory. Moreover,
a large number of different simulation methods and even more implementations
of these methods in different codes are available. In our study, we have used
seven different simulation engines and three different simulation methods
(Green-Kubo, Einstein, gradient-based). Hence, both equilibrium (EMD) and
non-equilibrium (NEMD) methods are used. To keep things simple from the side
of the molecular model, the study was carried out for the Lennard-Jones (LJ)
fluid. However, the simulations covered a wide range of temperatures and
pressures, so that information on the influence of the conditions on the systematic
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error was obtained. Also data from the literature is included in the evaluation. It
turns out that the deviations between the results from different authors,
simulation engines, and methods often exceed the statistical uncertainties
reported for a given data point. Due to the simplicity of the LJ fluid, the
reproducibility and accuracy of the results obtained here can be considered as a
lower limit for the accuracy that can be presently achieved in molecular
simulations for predicting transport properties.
Based on the results, methods for assessing the quality of molecular
simulation results, factors which influence their reproducibility, as well as
measures for improving it will be discussed.
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Arun Gopalan* and Lev Sarkisov
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*Corresponding author e-mail: arun.gopalan@manchester.ac.uk
Most of the state-of-the-art approaches to computational materials discovery
of MOFs via machine learning (ML), can be summarized in terms of three key
components. A way to sample the phase space of MOFs (databases, material
generators etc.), a way to make predictions (a regression model, a data lookup
table etc.), and a way to select/optimize materials to maximize the desired
property(s) (gradient descent, genetic algorithms, Bayes optimization etc.). How
we represent materials plays a key-role in all these steps. In adsorption, the shape,
size, and connectivity of the cavities often play a bigger role than the chemistry
of the individual structural building blocks (SBUs) that make up the MOF$.
Arriving at numerical features that capture the 3D confining environment of a
nanoporous material efficiently, remains a challenging task till date.
We present a novel approach using advanced image processing techniques to
represent the cavities of a material as a pore graph, where the nodes represent
regions of arbitrary shape segmented about the local distance maxima, and the
edges represent the connectivity of these regions. Regions connect through one
or more ‘windows’ which are constrictions along the pore. For example, the pore
graph constructions of ZIF-8 (cage-like) and NU-1000 (micro and meso
channels) are shown in Figures 1 and Figure 2 respectively.

a)

b)
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Figure 1: Construction of the pore graph for ZIF-8. The pores of ZIF-8 are made of large cages
(about 5.9 angstroms), that connect through narrow windows (~ 2-3 angstroms). (a) Shows the 1 A
distance isosurface, segmented into different pore regions (indicated by the colors). The pore
regions are assigned based on the local distance maxima (cage centers). (b) The constructed pore
graph overlayed on (a). The blue nodes indicate the region centers (cage centers) and the edges
indicate the connectivity between the regions.

a)

b)

Figure 2: Construction of the pore graph for NU-1000. The pores of NU-1000 is comprised of
hierarchical ‘meso’ and ‘micro’ channels (a) Shows the 1 angstrom distance isosurface of NU-1000,
segmented into different pore regions (indicated by the colors). As before, the pore regions are
assigned based on the local distance maxima, some of which are along the channel axes while other
are in the cross connections between the channels. (b) The constructed pore graph overlayed on (a).
The blue nodes indicate the region centers (local distance maxima) and the edges indicate the
connectivity between these regions.

The nodes (and edges) in such pore graphs are then annotated with properties
relevant to adsorption and pore characterization, which are then aggregated to
create MOF-level features. These aggregations, include information about the
individual pore regions, and also are ‘mixed’ based on its connectivity with the
neighboring regions. Thus, the pore graph allows us to retain relevant
information, without having to work with large 3D images of MOF cavities.
Using pore graphs, we can understand and represent MOF pores
comprehensively, compare the cavities of two MOFs towards unsupervised ML
(E.g., clustering of MOFs), regress pore-influenced properties such as adsorption
uptake (supervised ML, for example using graph neural nets) and can be used to
identify key pore characteristics necessary for achieving specific separations.
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S04 (P13) - Dielectric Properties of Model Fluids from Molecular
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Maximilian Kohns1*, Joshua Marx2, Kai Langenbach2
1
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2
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The relative permittivity of a fluid is an important property that is also
indicative of its physico-chemical behavior. For example, a high relative
permittivity is characteristic for a polar fluid that can dissolve salts. However, for
many industrially relevant fluids, experimental data for the relative permittivity
are scarce. Thus, predictive approaches towards the relative permittivity are
highly desirable. Since the relative permittivity is directly related to the
orientational structure of the fluid [1], methods from molecular thermodynamics
are an intriguing option to pave the way towards such predictive models.
In the present work, we investigate the dielectric behavior of polar fluids on
a fundamental level, using molecular dynamics (MD) simulations and
perturbation theory approaches. We study the Stockmayer fluid, i.e., the
Lennard-Jones fluid superimposed with a central point dipole, as a prototypical
model of a polar fluid. We present a comprehensive set of MD simulation data
of the relative permittivity of Stockmayer fluids with different dipole moments,
covering a wide range of state points distributed over the entire fluid region, i.e.,
liquid, gaseous, and supercritical states [2,3]. Furthermore, a new predictive
approach [2] towards the relative permittivity of Stockmayer-type model fluids
is developed based on the recently developed molecular thermodynamics
framework COFFEE [4].
Using the comprehensive set of MD data, we reveal a universal scaling
behavior of the relative permittivity of polar fluids: it is a univariate function of
the so-called dipole strength, which is a product of the square of the dipole
moment, the density, and the inverse temperature. Although this univariate
dependence has been proposed and exploited in perturbation theories [5,6], we
are not aware that it has been thoroughly assessed to date. Moreover, we assess
the predictions [7] for the relative permittivity obtained from the perturbation
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theories and COFFEE, revealing good agreement, especially for the perturbation
theory by Tani et al. [5].
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Surfactants are employed in a wide range of applications, including washing
products, pharmaceuticals, and petroleum recovery. The amphiphilic nature of
these molecules enables surfactants to lower interfacial tension (IFT), which is
seen as one of the crucial factors in reflecting the capability of surfactant
molecules in real-world applications [1].
We have developed all-atom molecular dynamics simulations to predict
accurately the value of IFT under maximum packing of surfactants (at/above the
critical micelle concentration) at water-oil and water-air interfaces. In this study,
we tested the performance of the General AMBER Force Field (GAFF), and
variants thereof, in the prediction of IFT for different surfactants at interfaces [2].
Successfully capturing the density of pure components plays a key role in
predicting interfacial tension simulations successfully. Thus, GAFF-LIPID [3],
which makes improved predictions for densities and the isothermal
compressibility of long carbon chain compounds, provides much better IFT
predictions than GAFF.
The TIP3P water model was used to provide good IFT predictions for water
with a series of oils and was found to be compatible with GAFF (and GAFFderived) parameter sets [4]. However, TIP3P water provides poor predictions for
the surface tension of water-air interfaces. A variety of different water models
were tested to improve these predictions, with several models failing to correctly
predict the surface tension of pure water, or the reduction in surface tension
arising from different surfactants. However, the 4-point, rigid Optimal Point
Charge (OPC4) water model, which provides a better description of the
electrostatic potential around a water molecule, is found to dramatically improve
surface tension predictions using GAFF-derived force fields [5].
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Figure 6: Simulation box (after 50 ns equilibration) of 80 SDS molecules at a water-triolein interface
(dodecyl sulfate anions are shown in black and sodium counter cations in blue).
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Classical non-polarizable models, normally based on a combination of
Lennard-Jones (LJ) sites and point charges, are extensively used to model
thermodynamic properties of fluids, including solutions and mixtures. An
important shortcoming of this class of models is that they do not explicitly
account for polarization effects - i.e. a description of how the electron density
responds to changes in the molecular environment. Instead, polarization is
implicitly included, in a mean-field sense, into the parameters of the model,
usually by fitting to pure liquid properties (e.g. density). Problems arise when
trying to describe thermodynamic properties that involve a change of phase (e.g.
enthalpy of vaporization), solutions/mixtures (e.g. solvation free energies), or
that directly depend on the electronic response of the medium (e.g. dielectric
constant) [1]. Fully polarizable models present a natural route for addressing
these limitations, but at the price of a much higher computational cost. In this
work, we combine the best of those two approaches, by running fast simulations
using non-polarizable models and applying post facto corrections to the
computed properties in order to account for the effects of polarization. This idea,
which makes use of recent developments in the field [2-5], allows us to
systematically improve the accuracy of classical non-polarizable models while
maintaining their computational efficiency. Our main aim is to obtain a model
that is able to predict properties of both pure liquids and solutions/mixtures with
a high degree of accuracy.
We have applied this new modelling paradigm to develop the PolCA unitedatom force field for alcohols [6]. Apart from their practical importance as
solvents, alcohols are also interesting from a fundamental point of view, as they
are the simplest molecules that combine a hydrophobic moiety with a hydrogenbonding functional group. Using state-of-the art optimization methods [7], we
fitted the LJ parameters of the oxygen atom and the partial charges of the
hydroxyl group to match the experimental density, enthalpy of vaporization and
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diffusion constant of methanol, pentanol and heptanol. Our new PolCA model is
not only able to accurately describe the density, enthalpy of vaporization and
diffusion of a large range of alcohol molecules, but also accurately predicts their
free energy of self-solvation and dielectric constant. More importantly, it is able
to predict mutual solvation of alcohol/alkane mixtures without any parameter
adjustment.

The figure shows an example for solvation free energies of alcohols in hexadecane, where
experimental data is shown in green and the new PolCA model is compared with the predictions of
the widely used TraPPE model.

This level of accuracy and transferability is unprecedented for fixed-charge
force fields, and relies on a rigorous application of polarization corrections to the
simulation data. We will also present recent results of the application of this new
paradigm to other classes of molecules, including amines and ketones, and
discuss the potential implications of adequately accounting for polarization
effects on solvation free energy predictions of multifunctional drug-like
molecules.
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Membrane technology is widely accepted to be a competitive alternative to
traditional separation techniques, aiming to improve the overall sustainability of
chemical processes. Still, most of the materials involved in the production of
membranes cannot be considered sustainable, since they are fossil-based, and the
possibilities to recycle them are somehow limited. This work aims to introduce a
family of bio-based and biodegradable polymers as a sustainable alternative to
materials traditionally used as membranes for gas separation.
Polyxydroxyalkanoates (PHAs) are a family of linear optically active semicrystalline polyesters produced by bacterial fermentation, known for their fully
renewable origin, biodegradability in many environments and physiological
biocompatibility [1]. The gas transport properties of these materials are still
scarcely characterized experimentally, and their determination is complicated by
a number of uncertainty sources, such as a time-dependent degree of crystallinity.
In this study, we aim at evaluating the structure-property relationships of
different homo- and copolymers of the PHA family through molecular
simulations, in order to gain information about their applicability in the
membrane gas separation field. In particular, three homopolymers and two
copolymers of the PHA family were considered:
• poly(3-hydroxybutyrate) (P3HB);
• poly(3-hydroxyvalerate) (P3HV);
• poly(4-hydroxybutyrate) (P4HB);
• poly(3-hydroxybutyrate-co-3-hydroxyvalerate) (PHBV);
• poly(3-hydroxybutyrate-co-4-hydroxybutyrate) (PHBB).
Molecular models of each material were simulated using Molecular
Dynamics (MD), obtaining amorphous density and solubility parameter values
that were successfully validated with experimental data found in literature [2, 3].
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Other useful descriptors, such as accessible free volume and surface, were then
evaluated and correlated to the chemical composition of different polymers.
The characterization of transport properties of the selected polymers was then
initiated by evaluating sorption and diffusion values for two gases, CH4 and CO2,
by means of Widom insertion method and MD simulations. The results were
compared with experimental values, obtained through sorption tests, performed
on PHBV with 8% of 3-hydroxyvalerate monomers, purchased from MerckSigma. The simulations showed how the transport properties in these materials
are governed by the solubility-driven selectivity, throughout the whole
composition range.
Furthermore, molecular simulations were used to obtain pressure-VolumeTemperature (pVT) data for the selected polymers that were fitted by different
Equations of State. The parameters obtained from such a fitting were then used
to extend the gas sorption predictions, giving a complete picture of transport
properties for PHA family.
Molecular simulations provide a powerful screening method to identify the
optimal biopolymer formulation for the desired gas separation process, e.g.,
CO2/N2, O2/N2 and CO2/CH4, allowing to minimize the experimental effort and
to introduce new sustainable materials to the market.
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Reflecting recent developments in computer hardware and algorithms,
computer simulations have been increasingly employed, with remarkable
success, to study the phase behaviour and synthesis mechanisms of porous
materials. The main challenge, however, is that such processes involve multiple
physical phenomena – self-assembly, chemical reactions, phase separation,
electrostatic interactions – taking place over a wide range of time and length
scales. In particular, the ability to simultaneously describe mesoscale selfassembly processes and chemical reactions has remained an elusive goal.
Typically, highly coarse-grained (CG) classical models are required to describe
mesophase self-assembly [1], while describing chemical reactions usually relies
on computationally expensive and/or parameter-rich approaches such as
Quantum Mechanical calculations, kinetic Monte Carlo or reactive force fields
that are restricted to small system sizes and short times [2]. In this work, we
bridge this gap and propose a new molecular modelling paradigm to describe
silica polymerization reactions in aqueous solutions at conditions that are
representative of realistic experimental processes like biosilicification or porous
silica synthesis – i.e. at close to ambient temperatures and over a wide range of
pH. The key innovation is to describe the Si-O-Si chemical bond formation and
breakage process through a continuous potential with a balance between
attractive and repulsive interactions between suitably placed virtual sites and
“sticky” particles – hence the name “Sticky-MARTINI” [3]. The simplicity of
the model, its applicability in standard parallelized molecular dynamics codes,
and its compatibility with the widely used MARTINI coarse-grained force field
[4] allows for the study of systems containing millions of atoms over
microsecond time scales using an explicit solvent formalism.
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Our reactive CG silica
model is calibrated to match
a)
b)
experimental results for the
temporal evolution of silica
polymerization in aqueous
solution close to the
isoelectric point. In this
regard, Sticky-MARTINI
performs at least as well as
the current state-of-the-art reactive Monte Carlo model [5]. We go on to
demonstrate the unique ability of the model to simultaneously describe silica
polymerization and self-assembly processes by simulating the formation of a
micelle of a cationic ammonium surfactant and its encapsulation by a twodimensional layer of silica. Figure a), shows the surfactant micelle (tails in green
and heads in blue) surrounded by a layer of silica (neutral units in yellow and
charges units in violet), while Figure b) shows only the hollow silica shell. This
set-up is reminiscent of the synthesis of micelle-templated hollow silica
nanospheres and sheds new light on the process of porous silica synthesis. In
particular, we found that the density enhancement of anionic silicates at the
surface of the cationic micelle, brought about by attractive electrostatic
interactions, promotes the condensation between those silicates – in other words,
surfactant micelles effectively act as catalysts for the polymerization reaction.
This is a key step in the now widely accepted co-operative synthesis mechanism
of mesoporous silica, which had hitherto remained unproven. The new modelling
paradigm reported here has the potential to be transferable to other systems that
involve polymerization reactions of organic or inorganic reactants. In principle,
the virtual sites and sticky particles can be arranged to describe other reaction
topologies, such as in chain polymerization or cross-linking. The parameters of
the model can also be tuned to capture the degree of reversibility of each reaction
– e.g. by shifting the balance between formation and breakage of bonds through
the relative magnitude of the attractive and repulsive potentials. Crucially, the
simplicity of the model and its compatibility with existing force fields and widely
used MD simulation software mean that it is likely to play an important role in
processes where both chemical reactions are self-assembly processes are taking
place. We will also present preliminary results of the application of our CG
reactive model to shed new light on the synthesis of bio-inspired silica materials,
a new approach that promises to revolutionise the way nanoporous silica is
manufactured and commercialised [6].
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Amounts of carbon dioxide emissions associated with the burning of fossil
fuels are unceasing, leading to the search of carbon capture and storage
technologies [1]. Hence, many researches have focused on the development of
alternative solvents to improve the capture process performed by the spreadly
used amine-based absorbents [2].
In this work, terpene-based natural deep eutectic solvents (NADES) formed
by using carvone as the hydrogen bond acceptor and a series of organic acids
including tartaric, succinic, malic, and lactic acids as hydrogen bond donors are
studied using a combination of molecular simulation methods. Density
Functional Theory was used to study small molecular clusters and the topological
characterization of the intermolecular forces using the atoms-in-a-molecule
approach. Close-range interactions between the optimized carvone based eutectic
solvents and carbon dioxide have been studied for potential utilization of these
solvents for gas capture purposes. Furthermore, COSMO-RS calculations have
been carried out for the carbon dioxide solubilization performance of NADES
compounds and to obtain s-profiles to infer the polarity and H-bond forming
ability of the studied solvents. On the other hand, Molecular Dynamics
simulations were carried out to analyze the bulk liquid properties and their
relationship with relevant macroscopic properties (e.g., density or thermal
expansion). Last but not least, relevant toxicity properties of the studied systems
were predicted and reported in this work.
Strong, localized, and oriented hydrogen bonding was inferred, which should
determine the properties of the fluids. A preference for interactions through the
head hydroxyl groups in the acids is inferred. Likewise, carvone and acid selfassociation is also present in the studied fluids. Additionally, the suitable
interaction of these deep eutectic solvents with CO2 has been probed without
disrupting the solvent hydrogen bonding. Moreover, predicted ecotoxicological
properties have shown low impact fluids, which may be suitable alternatives for
different operations. The reported results provide the characterization of
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environmentally friendly NADES and show the suitability of carvone terpene for
advanced applications as carbon dioxide solubilizers.

Figure 1. Reduced density gradient (RDG) analysis of (a) [CARV]:[LA] and (b) [CARV]:[MA].
(Carvone = [CARV], Lactic acid = [LA] and Malic acid = [MA].)
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The infrastructure of our modern society relies on large scale metal structures,
which have a very large embedded carbon dioxide footprint. Protective organic
coatings are key to sustainability as they extend the life of assets in aerospace,
automotive, and freight by providing protection against corrosion. It has been
considered that polymer coatings provide corrosion protection by forming a
barrier to prevent mass transfer between the metal surface and the surroundings.
However, it has been shown that water can permeate through these coatings and
reach the metal surface [1]. Therefore, the mechanism for corrosion protection is
significantly more complex than originally assumed, with the transport of species
through the coating playing a significant factor in corrosion protection properties
of the coating.
Here we perform atomistic molecular dynamics simulations to investigate the
diffusion of water through a model epoxy-amine coating containing Bisphenol A
diglycidyl ether, DGEBA, (Fig1a) and, m-Xylylenediamine, MXDA (Fig1b).
We investigate the effect of temperature, cross-linking (cure), and moisture
content on the nanostructure of the coating and the diffusion of water through the
organic coating.
In all cases we find that the free volume takes the form of isolated voids. The
fraction of pores with a diameter larger than a water molecule increases with
increasing temperature, cross-linking percentage, and moisture content (Fig1c).
Conversely, the diffusion coefficient of water decreases with increasing crosslinking percentage. From the simulations we find that water diffusion is via a
polymer-assisted hopping mechanism between isolated free volume nanoscale
pores and that the polymer mobility is the determining factor for the speed of
water diffusion [2].
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Figure 1 a) Bisphenol A diglycidyl ether (DGEBA); b) m-Xylylenediamine (MXDA). c) shows the
average pore size distribution for 2:1 DGEBA:MXDA crosslinked coating for 50% crosslinked at
black solid line = 300K, red dashed line = 400K, blue dotted line = 500K. Inset shows a representative
pore structure at 400K.
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The aggregation of clay particles controls the productivity of hydrocarbon
formations and will likely affect our ability to store CO2 in geological
repositories. To develop a fundamental understanding, we quantify how the
effective potential of mean force (PMF) between two kaolinite particles in
aqueous solutions determines their agglomeration behaviour. A multi-scale
computational approach is attempted, in which we use molecular simulations at
the atomistic resolution to calculate PMF profiles in both pure and saline water
environments. The results suggest that the interactions between the nanoparticles
vary from attractive to repulsive, depending on the relative orientation of the
nanoparticles and on the salt content. The PMF profiles were then used to
parameterize mesoscale simulations in which the anisotropic particle-particle
interactions are accounted for explicitly. The mesoscale simulations are
conducted within the Langevin formalism allowing us to quantify the size and
shape of fines aggregates as a function of system conditions, with emphasis on
salt concentration. The effects of nanoparticle sizes on aggregation were also
investigated. It will be discussed how the results presented could be relevant for
understanding, and eventually preventing pore blocking in heterogeneous porous
matrixes.
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Formaldehyde is an important industrial chemical with numerous
applications. Due to its high reactivity, formaldehyde is usually produced, stored,
sold and processed in the form of aqueous solutions, with methanol added for
stability. In these solutions, formaldehyde reacts with the solvents to form a
variety of reaction products, including oligomers. These chemical reactions can
occur in the liquid and vapor phases and have a significant influence on the
properties of formaldehyde-containing solutions. Of particular interest to
industrial applications, is the prediction of the vapor-liquid equilibria (VLE) in
formaldehyde-containing solutions, considering the chemical reactions that
occur. In this work, the SAFT-g Mie group-contribution (GC) equation of state
(EoS) [1-3], a predictive thermodynamic modelling technique, is used.
In the SAFT-g Mie framework, molecules are modelled as heteronuclear
chains formed from fused spherical segments, which represent the distinct
functional groups comprising the molecule. In this framework, it is assumed that
the properties of a molecule or a mixture can be determined from the weighted
contributions of the functional groups present in the system of interest, with the
assumption that the parameters characterizing the functional groups are fully
transferable across molecules.
In this work, the oligomerization reactions taking place in formaldehydecontaining aqueous and methanolic solutions are modelled implicitly using a
physical approach which is possible within the SAFT-g Mie framework by
adding association (reactive) sites to mediate the formation of the reaction
products. Here, the reaction products are considered to be aggregates of the
reactants. First, we use experimental data for the VLE in binary mixtures of
formaldehyde-water and formaldehyde-methanol to obtain the optimal unlike
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interaction parameters between the corresponding SAFT-g Mie groups. Then, the
newly developed parameters are used to predict the VLE of ternary
formaldehyde-water-methanol mixtures, for a wide range of temperatures and
pressures, with excellent agreement to experimental data. Finally, the distribution
of reaction species (oligomers) in binary and ternary mixtures is predicted using
the SAFT-g Mie EoS with remarkable agreement to experimental data.
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Mitsos and Barton [1] presented an elegant approach to solve the classical
problem of the fluid-phase equilibria and phase stability for multicomponent
systems at constant temperature T and pressure P. Based on a concept commonly
applied in mathematical programming known as duality, they presented a
consistent formulation for Gibbs free energy minimization as a dual extremum
principle (DEP) in thermodynamics to identify points that satisfy the necessary
and sufficient conditions for thermodynamic stability. Following on this work,
Pereira et al., [2],[3] extended the DEP framework to work in the volumecomposition space, expressing the free energy as a function of the volume V,
rather than the system pressure, using the Helmholtz free energy and the
relationship between optimality conditions and pressure. This approach is known
as the HELD (Helmholtz free energy Lagrangian dual) algorithm and allows
solving for phase equilibria rigorously without assumptions on the number of
phases or initial guesses of the phase compositions. The robustness and reliability
observed make this approach a good starting point to achieve a general and
unified formulation for studying combined phase and reaction equilibria.
However, the original formulations do not account for charged species (ions) or
for chemical reactions taking place in any of the coexisting phases at equilibria.
An extension of the HELD approach to deal with ionic species and reacting
systems is presented here. It involves the introduction of additional constraints
on the minimization of the Gibbs free energy, such as macroscopic
electroneutrality and suitable relationships between molar amounts and extents
of reaction using transformed coordinates [4],[5],[6] that restrict the solution
space to compositions that are at chemical equilibria. The extended algorithm has
been successfully implemented and is tested for both non-ionic and ionic
systems, including reaction equilibria. The method is shown to be robust and
reliable in dealing with a variety of multiphase reactive equilibria calculations.
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Broadening the scope of the HELD algorithm allows us to study challenging
mixtures, modelling the effect of dissolved salts on the phase equilibria of mixed
solvent solutions, the dissociation of mineral and organic acids, vapour-liquid
equilibria in reactive mixtures of acetates and vapour-liquid-liquid equilibria in
methanol synthesis from syngas.
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In recent years, it has been observed that a number of short-ranged pair
potentials can give rise to some interesting phase diagrams. The exact nature of
the phase diagram obtained is related to the range of the attractive interactions.
Of particular interest are those pair potentials which generate a phase diagram in
which the liquid-vapour critical point lies beneath the liquid-solid phase
boundary, which rules out a stable liquid phase and prohibits any possibility of a
triple point. The liquid phase in such cases is always metastable with respect to
the solid and vapour. Two examples of pair potentials which give rise to this type
of phase diagram are: a hard sphere model combined with an attractive Yukawa
tail [1] and a LJ model of C60 (buckyballs) [2]. Systems such as this provide
intriguing puzzles which continue to stimulate research in Thermodynamics and
demonstrate that the subject is far from being completely understood.
In this presentation we report on a phase diagram generated from a short
ranged, but continuous pair potential, having both attractions and repulsions and
which provides another example of a phase diagram in which a stable liquid
would not be expected. We refer to this potential as the 8-4 potential: 𝜙 =
2 − 𝑟 5 R − 2 2 − 𝑟 5 S for 𝑟 < 2 which first appeared in a textbook book by
Bill Hoover, [3]. However, in this case, counterintuitively, we are able to not only
observe a stable liquid phase, but also what appears to be a triple point!
We discuss the construction of the phase diagram using several
complimentary methods: Gibbs ensemble Monte Carlo (GEMC), Gibbs-Duhem
integration (GDI), direct calculation using Molecular Dynamics (MD) with an
explicit liquid-vapour interface and a method in which a gravitational field is
used [4].
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The liquid-solid curve is indeed found to lie over the top of the binodal, but
the direct MD simulations indicate a possible triple point – the break in the
saturated liquid line evident in Figure 1 below. The is also evidence that the
liquid and solid lines meet, possibly at a solid-liquid critical point.
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Figure. 1. Phase diagram of the 8-4 potential. The vapor-liquid (open circles) and fluid-solid (crosses)
phase boundaries were obtained using a combination of free energy methods, GEMC and GDI. The
estimated vapor (V)-liquid (L) critical (diamond) is identified.

Despite this, a stable liquid phase is clearly obtained from direct MD
simulations using the method originally performed using Monte Carlo by Farid
Abraham [5], but long ago abandoned in favour of methods which deliberately
avoid the creation of an explicit liquid-vapour interface.
We explore the region of the phase diagram near the “triple point” to try to
understand it. We additionally explore the region near the critical point and find
that the GDI results is at odds with the structure of the fluid we observe. To add
further intrigue, we also find that the liquid-vapour dome is very flat in the critical
region. Critical exponents show non-Ising behaviour. We attempt to rationalise
these observations in our conclusions.
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The prediction of the solubility of active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs)
is a significant challenge which is of importance in pharmaceutical applications
and solvent selection. We extend the SAFT-g Mie group-contribution equation
of state [1] to model the phase behaviour and solubility of mefenamic acid and
aspirin, two nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, in a range of solvents [2]. In
addition to mefenamic acid and aspirin, we also consider two molecular synthons
of mefenamic acid: benzoic acid and diphenylamine (Figure 1). Recently
published experimental data are used for mefenamic acid and its synthons in a
range of solvents. SAFT-g Mie for the family of lactones (cyclic esters) is
currently being developed to consider lovastatin and vitamin C in future work.
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Figure 1: solubility xisat of compounds i: benzoic acid (dotted line, and triangles), diphenylamine
(dashed line, and diamonds), and mefenamic acid (solid line, and squares) in ethyl acetate. The curves
represent the solubility calculated with the SAFT-g Mie group-contribution approach. The symbols
represent the experimental data [2].

Literature data for the vapour pressure, single-phase density, saturation
density, vapourisation enthalpy, excess enthalpy, bubble and dew temperatures
and pressures are used to characterise the new SAFT-g Mie group interactions.
Solubility data are used to characterise the new group-group interactions only if
there are no other experimental data available. The transferability and predictive
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accuracy of the new models are assessed by comparing the theoretical predictions
with the experimental solubility data. Our comparison includes alkanes, alcohols,
ketones, esters, aromatic compounds, and water as families of solvents and
mixed-solvent solubility predictions.
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In the engineering process of hydrogen, mixing with oxygen is an important
phenomenon because hydrogen reacts with oxygen, and it might explode in the
processes. However, both experimental data and database of the thermodynamic
properties of hydrogen/oxygen mixture system is few. Moreover, each critical
temperature and molecular mass of hydrogen/oxygen mixture are extremely
different from each other. Because of these differences, the potential energy
parameter of Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential for each fluid is also extremely
different from each other; for example, the ratio of oxygen's e (eO) to hydrogen's
e (eH), eO / eH, is about 5.0. By contrast, the ratio of the potential parameter of
nitrogen/oxygen mixture is about 1.2 and binary LJ fluid in the previous studies
did not exceed 4.0 [1,2]. Therefore, this study evaluated the thermodynamic
properties of hydrogen/oxygen mixture modelled by binary LJ fluid owing to aid
of lucking of the experimental data and extend the analysis region of previous
studies.
In this study, the Pressure-Volume-Temperature (PVT) relation and binary
diffusion coefficient were computed by molecular dynamics (MD) method. The
MD results were evaluated on the basis of the principle of corresponding state
(PCS). The computed thermodynamic properties were reduced by the critical
point of the mixture. The pseudocritical point concept [3] was applied as the
critical point of the mixture. The examination of the PCS satisfaction was
conducted over wide temperature (Tr) - pressure (Pr) conditions reduced by the
pseudocritical temperature and the pseudocritical pressure by changing the molar
fraction of hydrogen. The satisfaction of PCS was examined by comparing with
thermodynamic properties of nitrogen/oxygen mixture and those estimated from
Fuller-Schettler-Giddings model with Peng-Robinson (PR) equation of state
(EOS) [4, 5] and LJ EOS [6, 7].
The MD simulations were conducted in NPT ensemble for the first 100,000
steps to obtain an equilibrium state under the thermodynamic condition. Then,
for the next 100,000 steps, the ensemble was switched to NVT ensemble to
establish the constant temperature system. After the equilibrations, MD
simulations were run in NVE ensemble for 1,000,000 steps, and data in this period
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were used for the computation of the thermodynamic properties. The
dimensionless time step and cut-off distance were set at 0.001 and 5.0,
respectively. The total number of molecules was 4,000. The binary diffusion
coefficient was computed by the theory of Maxwell-Stefan (MS) [8] and using
Onsager coefficient [9].
The satisfaction of PCS on the thermodynamic properties of
hydrogen/oxygen was confirmed over Tr = 1.0 (see Figs. 1 and 2). On the other
hand, below Tr = 1.0, the thermodynamic properties of hydrogen/oxygen show
disagreements from those of nitrogen/oxygen mixture and EOSs. In the
temperature region below Tr = 1.0, we confirmed a phase separation occurred in
hydrogen/oxygen mixture (see Fig. 3). Phase separation is the cause of the
disagreement in the thermodynamic properties, and the examination of PCS on
the thermodynamic properties of hydrogen/oxygen mixture is inappropriate in
this reduced temperature region. Moreover, the comparison with
nitrogen/oxygen mixture suggests that the phase separation property depends on
the ratio of e. From these results, we conclude that the thermodynamic properties
of hydrogen/oxygen mixture can be estimated by pseudocritical point concept
and the EOSs based on PCS over Tr = 1.0.
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Fig. 1 Comparison of P-V-T relation at molar
fraction 0.5. (a)Hydrogen / oxygen mixture.
(b)Nitrogen / oxygen mixture.

Fig. 2 Comparison of binary diffusion
coefficient at molar fraction 0.5. (a) and (b) as
Fig 1.

a)
b)
c)
d)
Fig. 3 Snapshots at the final step of MD simulation. White, red, and blue particles represent
hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, respectively. Molar fraction was 0.5. (a) Hydrogen/oxygen mixture
at Tr = 0.8. (a) Hydrogen/oxygen mixture at Tr = 1.5. (a) Nitrogen/oxygen mixture at Tr = 0.8. (a)
Nitrogen/oxygen mixture at Tr = 1.5. Pr = 1.0 for all snapshots.
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Interfacial properties in equilibrium can be calculated by minimization of the
free energy of an inhomogeneous mixture according to the density gradient
theory [1] or the density functional theory [2]. In the case of the interfacial
tension occurring between demixed liquids, a simplification caused by the
incompressibility of liquids can be introduced [3]. Using this approach, the
interfacial properties are related to the free enthalpy of an inhomogeneous
mixture. The time-dependent interfacial properties in demixed fluids can be
driven either by diffusion processes [4] or by chemical reactions [5], where it
was assumed that the chemical reaction occurs only in the bulk phases [5].
In this contribution, we suggest a general theoretical framework to cover both
time-dependent effects of diffusion and reaction. Chemical reactions also
occurring in the interface are modeled. The basic idea is that diffusion, as well as
chemical reaction, are driven by the chemical potential of the involved
components. In the case of a chemical reaction, the rate equations are formulated
by a time law involving activities rather than concentrations. These rate equations
involving reaction as well as diffusion lead to a set of partial differential
equations, which can be solved numerically.
As an example, we consider a ternary mixture consisting of substances A, B,
and C, where the binary sub-system A-B shows a miscibility gap at the given
temperature (Figure 1). In principle, any gE-model can be used to calculate the
activities and the chemical potentials of the components. Here, this new
theoretical concept is exemplified by conceptual model calculations using a
simple gE-model, the Porter equations. Furthermore, we assume a simple
chemical reaction, where A and B react to C until the reaction equilibrium is
reached. The theoretical framework results in the concentration profiles across
the planar interface at every time step (Figure 2), which can be used to calculate
the interfacial tension, the interfacial energy, and the selective enrichment in the
interface at every time.
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In the case where the mass transfer is very slow compared to the chemical
reaction, the model calculations show that the reaction equilibrium is much faster
achieved in the bulk phases than in the interface. This theoretical result is in
qualitative agreement with experiments [4,5]. The calculations also show that,
even though the reaction equilibrium has been achieved in the bulk phases, the
interfacial energy still decreases over time and reaches a constant value at the
overall reaction equilibrium of the system.

Figure 1: Schematic phase behavior.
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Figure 2: Calculated concentration at the interface profiles at a certain time step.
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S18 (P31) - Interfacial tension of structural variations of alkyl
polyglucosides surfactants
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Alkyl polyglucosides (APG) are non-ionic “green” surfactants composed of
an alkyl chain tail (hydrophobic region) and a number of glycose units linked to
it forming part of the head group (hydrophilic region). While the general structure
of an APG consists of only a single glucoside ring and a linear alkyl chain tail
group, there is an interest in exploring different structural variations, e.g. to
understand the effects of adding more glucoside rings into the head group,
changing the length of the hydrocarbon tail, or the incorporation of side-chains,
all of which can be studied in silico to enhance the “tunability” of the overall
surfactant [1].
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Figure 1. Interfacial tension of APG surfactants at the water/decane interface at 298 K as a function
of the surface coverage, Γ, or number of surfactants at the interface per area obtained from molecular
dynamics simulations. Black empty circles correspond to the APG with a single sugar head and a
linear tail of 12 carbon atoms. Blue filled squares represent the APG with a single sugar head and a
shorter tail of 8 carbon atoms. Blue empty squares represent the anomeric version of the APG with
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the tail of 8 carbon (α isomer). Green filled upward triangles correspond to the APG with a double
sugar head and a linear tail of 12 carbon atoms. Purple filled diamonds represent the APG with a
single glucoside ring and a branched tail with 12 carbon atoms in total (a branch with 8 carbons and
another one with 4 carbons). Red filled downward triangles correspond to the APG with a linear tail
of 12 carbon atoms and a head with a glucoside ring and an amphoteric group from the lauryl
hydroxysultaine surfactant. Orange crosses represent the APG with a linear tail of 12 carbon atoms
and a head with a glucoside ring and an anionic sulfonate group.

In this study, large scale atomistic canonical Molecular Dynamics (MD)
simulations were performed for systems consisting of amphiphiles placed at the
flat interfaces of both water + n-decane, and water + air. The Irving-Kirkwood
method [2] was employed to calculate the interfacial tension through the
integration of the difference between the normal and tangential pressure profiles
against the coordinate perpendicular to the interface. The benchmark structure
presented herein corresponds to the surfactant with a single-glucoside head and
a linear tail with 12 carbon atoms (APG12), which is used as a reference to assess
the difference with the other structural variations. This APG can reduce the
interfacial tension for the water/oil system to close-to-zero values, while for the
water/air system the tension is reduced to around 30 mN/m. Simulations have
been run for over 20 different combinatorial variants of APG12 changing either
the structure of the tail group, the head or both. A few structures are showcased
in Figure 1, where we can see the performance of 6 structural variations against
the benchmark structure, APG12. Among the more promising configurations
displayed herein, the case of a single-glucoside head with a branched tail of 12
carbon atoms (isomer), and the surfactant with a double-glucoside head and a
linear tail of 12 carbon atoms, can decrease the interfacial tension more
efficiently than the regular APG12 structure. These two configurations can reach
a lower critical micelle concentration in terms of surface coverage.
Further tuneability can be achieved by altering the nature of the headgroup
by combining the glucoside ring with other functional groups. For instance,
Figure 1 presents APG Sultaine and APG Sulfonate, where the former combines
the APG with an amphoteric surfactant (with N+ and SO3- groups) and the latter
is an APG in combination with an anionic headgroup (SO3- group). Both
configurations display a good performance, with a low interfacial tension and a
lower critical micelle concentration than the benchmark APG12.
One of our key findings is that using a branched tail instead of a linear one
provides a more stable interface with a lower critical micelle concentration.
Amongst the options for branching tails, the more symmetrical the branches, the
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lower the surface coverage needed to reach the saturation point. Simulations
provide key evidence on how the structure of the surfactant plays an important
role in the stability of the interface. In particular, for APG’s, given the bulkier
nature of the headgroup, the surfactant benefits from tail groups that fill the space
more evenly.
This work encourages the validation of these findings through experiments
and showcases the potential that molecular modelling has for the optimization of
molecular fluids towards the ultimate deployment of bio-based surfactants in
industrial, pharma, and commercial applications.
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The polymer-surfactant liquid mixtures are used in variety of products (e.g.,
detergents, cosmetics, paints, adhesives, and coating fluid) and processes (e.g.,
oil recovery, emulsion polymerization, drug delivery, and surface
engineering)[1]. These liquid mixtures form several mesophases such as
spherical and cylindrical micelles, hexagonal, cubic-bicontinuous, lamellar, and
reversed-cubic-bicontinuous phases with varying concentration and
temperature[2]. Further, these liquid mixtures can enhance the solubility of
hydrophobic molecules like drugs, dyes and pesticides[3-5].
Pluronics/Poloxamers are surface-active amphiphilic triblock-copolymers of
type A-B-A with central block (B) of hydrophobic poly-propylene oxide (PPO)
and terminal block (A) of relatively hydrophilic poly-ethylene oxide (PEO).
These are thermos-responsive, cheap and biodegradable. Inn this study, we
investigated the concentration dependent phase diagram of pluronic L64
(𝑃𝐸𝑂YZ 𝑃𝑃𝑂ZF 𝑃𝐸𝑂YZ ) in aqueous media at 300 K and 320 K using coarse
grained (CG) molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. The CG model is derived
by adapting the Martini model for non-bonded interactions along with the
Boltzmann Inversion (BI) of bonded interactions from all atom (AA) simulations.
Our derived CG model successfully captures the experimentally observed
micellar, hexagonal and 2D phases (Fig. 1). The end-to-end distance reveals the
configurational transition from open-chain to folded-chain structure from
micellar phase to lamellar phase, increasing the orientational order. Increase in
temperature leads to expulsion of water molecules from L64 moiety suggesting
increase in L64 hydrophobicity. The thermodynamic analysis using two phase
thermodynamics (2PT) method suggests the entropy of the system decreases with
increase in L64 concentration and the decrease in free energy (F) with
temperature is mainly driven by entropic factor (-TS) (Fig. 2). Further, the
increase in aggregation number at lower concentration and self-assembly at very
high concentration is energetically driven whereas the micellar to lamellar
transition is entropically driven.
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In the subsequent part of this work, we have investigated the interdigitated
aggregation
of
pluronics-SDS
(Sodium
dodecyl
sulphate)
(𝐶𝐻Z 𝐶𝐻5 YY 𝑂𝑆𝑂Z 𝑁𝑎) system in aqueous media. Recently, the pluronic-SDS
liquid mixture has gained significant research interest however, the experimental
results contradict each other. In some cases, the mixed aggregates are found to
be thermodynamically more stable with improved solubility of hydrophobic
molecules[3,4], whereas, others have observed that addition of SDS to pluronicwater system disrupts the pluronic-rich micellar self-assembly into SDS rich
micellar phases[5]. Hence, we are looking into the molecular level insights of
the mixed aggregates self-assembly and their aggregation thermodynamics. Our
MD simulation results suggest the hydrophobic tail SDS strongly interacts with
the hydrophobic PPO and forms the core of the interdigitated micelles whereas,
the hydrophilic PEO forms the corona and shields the hydrophobic moiety from
aqueous media. The addition of SDS at constant concentration of pluronic
L64/L61 transition the spherical morphology (Fig. 3a and 4a) of the micelles into
the ellipsoidal morphology (Fig. 3b and 4b) which further transforms into worm
like micelles at even higher concentration of SDS (Fig. 3c and 4c)[3,4]. The
interdigitation and transition in morphology is driven by the decrease in the
solvent accessible surface area (SASA) of the SDS and increase in SASA for the
hydrophilic PEO which subsequently leads to swelling of the mixed micelles
compared to their pure counterparts.
Our simulation results match well with the previous experimental studies and
provide molecular level insights into mixed micellar self-assembly which can be
further explored to modulate and design functionality based supra-structures for
drug delivery and tissue engineering applications.
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Figure 7: The figure shows the phase
transitions of pluronic L64 at different
concentration and temperature. The
experimental phase diagram is adapted from
Alexandridis et. al.[2].

Figure 2: The free energy (left Y-axis) and
contributions to free energy (right Y-axis) of
different phases of pluronic L64 at different
concentration and temperature
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(a) P1

(b) P2

(c) P3

Figure 3: The snapshots of the interdigitated
L64-SDS micelles at 300 K. The PPO, PEO,
SDS tail and SDS head are represented by
yellow, green, blue and red colour
respectively

(a) P1

(b) P2

(c) P3

Figure 4: The snapshots of the interdigitated
L61-SDS micelles at 300 K. The colour is
same as in Figure 3
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Metal organic framework (MOF) materials are a vast family of porous solids
with potential applications ranging from drug delivery [1] to environmental
remediation. [2] Despite their potential uses, commercial manufacturing of
MOFs has yet to be realized in part due to difficulties in their ‘activation’ [3] –
removal of the synthesis solvent to open the pores – leading to framework
collapse and loss of material activity. It is currently impossible to determine the
interfacial MOF-solvent interactions within the framework’s nanopores,
preventing prediction of the solvent combinations and conditions that will lead
to successful activation. [4]
In this study, we investigate activation processes theoretically by reframing
as adsorption phenomena. Using grand-canonical Monte Carlo and free energy
perturbation methods, we investigated activation processes in the IRMOF family
of MOFs as a function of pore size, pore connectivity, and solvent used. We
identified direct correlations between framework structure and the solvent
removal energy barriers, confirming previous experimental observations. [5–7]
Further, we identify capillary formation as the leading predictor for activationcollapse, corroborating previous hypotheses (Figure 1). As a result, we have
produced a method to computationally asses confined solvent behaviour in
MOFs, enabling screening of conditions and solvents to accelerate the
development of MOF manufacturing processes.
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Figure 1 – Visualization (centre) of the identified fluid-like and capillary-like MOF activation
mechanisms as a function of increasing sorbate density. Top – 3-d probability density histograms of
dichloromethane adsorption in IRMOF-1. Bottom – 3-d probability density histograms of
acetonitrile adsorption in IRMOF-1.
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The thermodynamics of solid/liquid interfaces under nanoconfinement has
tremendous implications for liquid transport properties. Here using molecular
dynamics, we investigate graphite nanoslits (Figure1) and study how the
water/graphite interfacial tension changes with the degree of confinement. We
found that, for nanochannel heights between 0.7nm and 2.6nm, graphite becomes
more hydrophobic than in bulk, and that the value of the surface tension oscillates
before eventually converging towards a constant value for larger slits. The value
of the surface tension is correlated with the slip length of the fluid and explained
in terms of the effective and interfacial density, hydration pressure and friction
coefficient. The study clearly indicates that there is a critical channel height of
0.9nm (achievable experimentally [1] ) at which the surface tension reaches its
highest value, but the water diffusion across the channel is at its minimum. The
structural analysis shows that for this pore size a transition between a 2D and 3D
hydrogen bond network is accompanied by an abrupt increase in conformational
entropy. Our results show 1that the wettability of solid surfaces can change under
nanoconfinement and the data can be used to interpret the experimental
permeability data.
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Cutting off reservoirs

Simulation box

Nanochannel height,
h = 0.7 – 4nm

Figure 1. Side-view of water confined in a graphitic nanochannel of 1.2nm height: snapshot of the
channel in contact with the two reservoirs after the water has filled the channel (top); snapshot of the
channel after the reservoirs have been removed (bottom). The y-direction is normal to the graphite
surface. Periodic boundary conditions are applied in all three directions. The surface area is defined
by A = LxLz. The red, white, cyan spheres represent oxygen, hydrogen, and carbon atoms
respectively.
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Access to fresh water per capita decreases continuously due to population
growth and contamination of water resources uncontrolled industrialisation.
Oceans hold 97.5% of the water on the planet, which is an ideal source of
drinkable water. Aquaporins (AQPs), which are cell membrane proteins with
high water transport rates and specificity, have been a source of inspiration to the
design of desalination membranes that has high permeability and selectivity.
Despite remarkable advances, membranes that have comparable performance to
AQPs have been rarely reported. In this study, a computationally designed
membrane based on zwitterionic alanine functionalized Ni-CPO-27 was studied
by density functional theory (DFT) calculations and non-equilibrium molecular
dynamics (NEMD) simulations. The DFT calculated binding energy of alanine
coordinated to unsaturated Ni atom of Ni-CPO-27 was -132 kJ/mol, which is
almost twice the binding energy of water, -71k J/mol. The large difference in
binding energies demonstrates the stability of the computationally designed
membrane in water. Further analysis from the quantum theory of atoms in
molecules (QTAIM) revealed that hydrogen bonding between two oxygen atoms
in carboxylate group (COO-) and two hydrogen atoms in the amino group
(NH3+) with estimated bond strength -20.4 and -7.5 kcal/mol have been formed.
The hydrogen bonding stabilizes water channel formed by the zwitterionic
alanine. Notably, the water flux of each channel in this membrane predicted by
NEMD is only one order of magnitude lower than the flux of water through AQPs
at 100 MPa external pressure (See Table.1). Moreover, the reported membrane
achieves ions rejection rate 100% for sodium chloride (NaCl) due to the steric
effects (See Figure.1).
Table 1. The comparison of water flux between aquaporins and alanine functionalized Ni-CPO-27
under 100 Mpa external
Membrane
Aquaporins
Alanine/ Ni-CPO-27

Flux (water molecules per ns per channel)
2.5±0.12
0.052±0.056
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Figure 1. Number density of Na+ and Cl- along x-axis (membrane- normal).The position of
membrane is indicated by the blue area
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In separation processes not only thermodynamic bulk but also interfacial
properties play a crucial role. In classical theory, a vapor-liquid interface is a twodimensional object. In reality it is a region in which properties change smoothly
over a few nanometers from its liquid bulk to its gas bulk value. Properties of
that interfacial region can be predicted using theoretical methods, for example
with molecular dynamics simulations (MD) or density gradient theory (DGT).
Unexpected effects are observed in that transition region for many mixtures.
While the total density changes monotonously from the bulk vapor to the bulk
liquid phase, this does not hold for the molarities of the components. The
molarity of the low-boiling component can have a distinct maximum at the
interface, which is called enrichment [1-3]. That maximum would be an
insurmountable obstacle to mass transfer according to the Fickian theory and,
hence, is suspected to influence for example fluid separation processes like
absorption or distillation.
To study the influence of the enrichment on the mass transfer, a new nonstationary molecular simulation method was developed in the present work, in
which the penetration of a low-boiling component A into a liquid phase that
initially only contains the pure solvent B is studied using a multi-ensemble
technique. Five model mixtures (exhibiting different phase behaviour and
interfacial properties) were investigated. The results provide new insights in the
physical processes involved in gas-liquid mass transfer. In particular, they
indicate that the enrichment at the interface hampers the mass transfer.
Furthermore, it was observed, that the penetrating component may be repelled
from the interface in early stages of the mass transfer. The results from this work
complement and confirm the findings obtained earlier by our group in stationary
NEMD simulations of mass transfer [4].
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Perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA) has been widely used as a surfactant for
various industrial applications for decades. However, animal studies indicate a
range of adverse health effects associated with PFOA, such as carcinogenicity,
immune toxicity, and reproductive toxicity. Therefore, it is crucial to separate
and accumulate PFOA from wastewater. Owing to low cost, ease of operation
and environmental friendliness, adsorptive separation by porous materials is
considered as an extensively used technique to remove organic contaminants
from water. In this work, all-silica zeolites were considered as adsorbents for
PFOA removal, because of their preferable characteristics in hydrophobicity,
suitable pore size, exceptional hydrothermal stability, and high affinity to organic
compounds. We firstly compared 237 all-silica zeolites based on their computed
pore limiting diameter (Fig. 1), PFOA Henry coefficient (Fig. 2) and PFOA ideal
permeability coefficient (Table 1) by carrying out Monte Carlo and molecular
dynamics simulations. Four all-silica zeolites, MTW, VET, GON and SFE, were
identified as promising adsorbents due to their optimum pore size, high affinity
towards PFOA and fast PFOA diffusion. Furthermore, we performed umbrella
sampling calculations of PFOA adsorption from water in the four promising allsilica zeolites to explore the free energy landscapes and surface energy barriers
(Fig. 3). Based on the computed free energy profiles, VET zeolite was found to
have the lowest ΔG (-114.7 kJ mol-1) for PFOA adsorption at the H2O-Zeolite
interface. Besides, PFOA free energy profile in SFE was different compared with
the other three zeolites, which may be attributed to the larger interfacial
penetration of water.
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Figure 1. PLD summaries for 237 allsilica zeolites.

Figure 2. Henry Coefficient summaries of PFOA for
106 all-silica zeolites.

Table 1. The summaries of Ideal Permeability Coefficient for four promising all-silica zeolites.

PLD(Å)
Henry Coefficient
[PFOA] [mol·kg-1·Pa-1]
Diffusion Coefficient
(× 10-12 cm2·s-1)
Ideal Permeability
Coefficient

MTW

VET

GON

SFE

5.22

5.53

4.95

5.52

1.61 E+06

9.91 E+05

5.97 E+05

5.21 E+04

1.47 E+03

6.24 E+02

2.18 E+02

6.06 E+02

4.27 E+04

1.12 E+04

2.30 E+03

5.70 E+02
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 3. (a) System setup for US simulation of PFOA adsorption from water into all-silica zeolite.
The free energy landscapes of PFOA adsorbed from water into four promising all-silica zeolites: (b)
MTW (c) VET (d) GON and (e) SFE.
Acknowledgment This work was supported by UCL-CSC joint scholarship.
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Predicting the absorption of gases and liquids in semi-crystalline polymers is
of critical importance for a vast number of applications, as their mechanical and
transport properties can be modified by the presence of solutes dissolved in their
bulk. The observed mass uptake of these materials in equilibrium with an external
fluid is lower than what is predicted by treating their amorphous domains as
polymer mixtures at the same temperature and pressure of the fluid. In recent
literature, this observation has led to the hypothesis that the amorphous domains
are subject to an additional “constraint pressure” which effectively reduces their
uptake at equilibrium [1,2].
In this work a new statistical mechanics’ model of semi-crystalline polymers
is presented. The theory lies on the assumption that the inter-lamellar amorphous
domains are in a pseudo-equilibrium state that determines the tension of the tiemolecules as a function of other thermodynamic variables, an idea originally put
forward in 1965 [3]. Constraint pressure emerges naturally from this treatment
due to the entropic forces acting on the tie-molecules, and the variation of the
lamellar thickness with temperature – a phenomenon known as pre-melting – is
predicted.
The solubility of a range of compounds in different samples of polyethylene
and polypropylene is then calculated within the new framework with the help of
the SAFT-𝛾 Mie equation of state. Comparison with experimental data suggests
that to accurately predict absorption close to the vapour pressure of the penetrant
it is essential to include “free”, unconstrained amorphous domains [4] in the
description (Figure 1), resulting in a multi-scale model with two adjustable
parameters that characterize the inter-lamellar topology and the microstructure
of each semi-crystalline polymer sample.
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Figure 8. The equilibrium between the external fluid and the amorphous domains is realized at
each temperature 𝑇 and pressure 𝑃 through the equality of the chemical potential of the solute 𝜇a
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From the seminal work by Winslow, it has been observed that rheological
properties of colloidal suspensions can change drastically when an electric field
is applied [1]. This effect, known as electrorheological (ER) effect, is driven by
the microscopic self-assembly of suspended particles, which are polarised by the
external field when their permittivities differs from the permittivity of the
medium. External fields, as well as particle shape and anisotropy, can be tuned
to control particle self-assembly for the design of new functional and responsive
materials [2, 3].

Figure 9. Equilibrated configuration of polarised cubes under the application of an electric field (left).
Only particles in chains are shown; black cubes belong to chains comprising up to 5 particles, while
grey cubes belong to chains of at least 6 particles. All chains are oriented along the direction of the
electric field. Profiles of the average numeral and weighted chain lengths over time (right). Symbols
are simulation data and dotted lines are bi-exponential functions. The dispersity index of chain lengths
at long times is reported on the top right of the plot.

In this work, Dynamic Monte Carlo (DMC) simulations have been performed
to study a diluted suspension of colloidal dielectric cubes of edge length s at
density ρ = 0.02 s–3 and the kinetics of formation of chain-like clusters upon the
application of an electric field [4]. An analysis of cluster formation showed that
in our specific conditions of concentration and field strengths, the suspension
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reaches a steady state with narrow dispersity of chain lengths, thanks to the
counterbalance between thermal fluctuation and dipolar attraction (see Figure 1
for steady state configurations and time evolution of the average chain length).
We also added spherical probes to assess the viscoelastic behaviour of the
suspensions when the field is switched on and off via passive microrheology [5].
We observed relevant differences in the viscous and elastic moduli of the
suspension under the application of the field only if the system density is
sufficiently large, namely at ρ > 0.1 s–3.
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Thermal gradients induce a wide range of powerful non-equilibrium coupling
effects, such as the Ludwig-Soret and the Seebeck effects. These effects now
have important applications in biomolecule sensing and nanoscale waste heat
collectors, respectively. A more recently discovered coupling effect is
thermopolarisation (TP) [1]. The application of thermal gradients gives rise to
molecular orientation and subsequently electric fields, in polar fluids. Both
water [1–3] and acetonitrile [4] have both been shown to exhibit this effect in
simulations. The importance of thermopolarisation has been discussed in
applications such as optothermoelectrics, mechanisms for sonoluminescence, in
the study of bioelectric effects, and the microwave drying of materials.
In this work [5], we have used non-equilibrium molecular dynamics (NEMD)
simulations to investigate thermopolarisation for four popular rigid water models
(OPC, TIP3P, TIP4P/2005 and SPC/E). The effect is quantified by the
thermopolarisation coefficient, 𝑆bc , which is the ratio between the induced
electric field and the applied thermal gradient. Near ambient temperatures this
coefficient has a magnitude on the order of 0.1-1 mV/K [2,5] for all four models.
Below an inversion temperature the coefficient is positive [3,5], but above which
the coefficient changes sign and the field changes direction. We have precisely
determined the temperatures of inversion for each model by applying thermal
gradients that covers the temperatures of inversion. Clear lines of inversion can
be seen on the density-temperature phase diagrams of all four water models
investigated, due to changes in the inversion temperature with pressure.
The electrostatic potential in water can be expanded into multipole moments,
with the dipolar and quadrupolar contributions dominating. This has allowed us
to define an alternative criterion for the inversion in 𝑆bc as the point where the
dipolar and quadrupolar contribtutions to the field are equal and opposite.
Furthermore, considering just these two terms, we have derived an expression for
the thermopolarisation coefficient in terms of the molecular multipole moments,
the average molecular orientation, and the thermal expansion coefficient.
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The Mie potential [ U=Cmie ε ( (σ/r) λr - (σ/r) λa) ] has been postulated as a
versatile mathematical function to model the intermolecular forces and by
extension the thermophysical properties of non-polar fluids. An interesting
question that Sir John E. Lennard-Jones (née Lennard) himself had [1] when
discussing this potential, is how to correctly parametrize it. When comparing to
experimental data, the resulting parameters of the potential (the exponents λ, the
energy, ε, and the characteristic size σ) will depend strongly on the type and
quantity of the data to be fitted. In particular, we now accept the attractive
exponent to follow λa = 6, but there is little theoretical justification for the other
terms. A classical approach to parametrize real fluids using the Mie potential
considers the minimization of the following Objective Function (OF1), which
only considers equilibrium data.
so
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Here, P, represents the saturation pressure, ρl, is the liquid density and ΔHvap
is the vaporization enthalpy. The superscripts cal and exp, represent the
calculated and experimental values, respectively. However, as suggested by
Hoand et al. [2] one could also include viscosity data in the fitting procedure.
Hence the question posed in this research is two-fold: (A) What is the effect of
including transport properties alongside equilibrium properties to obtain force
fields for simple fluids? (B) Can we reach a converged set of data which
accurately describes both equilibrium and transport properties? For this reason,
a proposed parametrization considers the following Objective Function (OF2),
so
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Where, ηl, corresponds to the liquid viscosity and κl is the liquid thermal
conductivity. For both OF1 and OF2, the calculated properties for the Mie fluid
are obtained by using Artificial Neural Networks which were trained from data
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obtained directly from molecular simulations [3] and essentially accounts for a
solution of the statistical mechanics directly linking the force field with the
expected macroscopical properties. The parametrization strategy will be
exemplified for three fluids: Argon, Methane and Tetrafluoromethane. The
experimental data for phase equilibria, vaporization enthalpy and transport
properties of these fluids was obtained from NIST Web Thermo Tables [4]. The
results of the parameterization are shown in Error! Not a valid bookmark selfreference.. From Error! Not a valid bookmark self-reference., some
interesting results are observed. For simple ideal fluids, as Argon, the
parametrization using both OF1 and OF2 leads to essentially equivalent
parameters that correctly represent both the phase envelope and transport
properties. For the case of Methane, a mostly more complex quasi-spherical
molecule, both approaches lead to a good parametrization for the equilibrium
properties. However, when including the transport properties in the
parametrization an internal inconsistency is revealed: an improved fit for
viscosities leads to higher errors in vaporization enthalpy and thermal
conductivity. This problem is even more noticeable for Tetrafluoromethane,
which has the added complication of having a more “rigid” molecular core and
more complex interactions. A seen in Figure 10, a good agreement of all the
thermophysical properties was not found. Increasing the accuracy of the
description of equilibrium properties leads to high deviations in viscosities, and
conversely, when the transport properties are included in the parametrization,
higher errors are found in all the target properties. As the degree on non-ideality
of the fluid increases, a trade-off has to be established between fitting equilibrium
and transport properties, with no clear-cut optimal choice. Clearly, this is a sign
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that representing even simple fluids with a Mie potential suffers from clear
limitations, which need to be taken into account.
Table 1. Fluid parametrization results using Mie Potential.
Optimized parameters
Fluid

Objective Function

Argon (Ar)

Methane (CH4)

Tetrafluoromethane (CF4)

%AAD

λr

σ

ε / kb

P

ρl

ΔHvap

ηl

κl

OF1

10.46

3.39

108.82

0.35

0.86

2.48

14.50

7.32

OF2

13.07

3.39

122.66

2.52

0.48

1.39

2.26

2.14

OF1

12.66

3.73

153.42

2.07

0.41

1.25

18.97

6.33

OF2

10.64

3.73

139.45

0.49

0.99

3.08

4.10

10.92

OF1

29.08

4.32

259.12

0.49

0.52

1.93

68.45

9.91

OF2

12.41

4.21

187.12

9.54

1.35

12.73

15.80

30.8

Figure 10. Phase envelope, saturation pressure, vaporization enthalpy and transport properties of
Tetrafluoromethane. (■) NIST Data, (╌╌) Mie Fluid with parameters obtained with OF1 (─) Mie
Fluid with parameters obtained with OF2.
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Hydroxyl-terminated poly (butadiene) (HTPB) is a versatile polymer widely
used in formulations of high-performance adhesives, sealants, tires, insulator
panels, solid rocket propellants, etc. Understanding the mechanical properties of
the polymer is a key subject to improve the performance of HTPB-based
materials. Despite the studies using experimental microscopic methods to
explore the fracture and material failure, the molecular level understanding
remains elusive. In this work, we perform molecular dynamics (MD) simulations
of fully atomistic HTPB systems that once equilibrated, are exposed to a uniaxial
extension to force failure (Fig. 1), following the method presented by Fujimoto
et al. [1].
We simulate HTPB systems with up to 1 million atoms, that require between
0.5 and 1 µs of simulation time to equilibrate. Two types of systems are studied:
monodisperse HTPB chains, with a molecular weight of 2800 Da, and crosslinked structures, prepared by linking chains of the monodisperse system in
groups of twelve. Both types of systems are stretched along the z direction until
failure is reached. We explore the effects of different pulling rates and quantify
the changes in every case via strain-stress curves, OH clustering, entanglement
length, and local-density histograms. Our ambition is to increase the complexity
of the systems and understand the role that additives have in the failure process.
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Figure 1. Snapshots of the simulation box of the monodisperse HTPB system stretched along z at a
rate of 5 m/s.
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Water has been an important point of scientific scrutiny for a long time,
because of the role it plays in a lot of areas which are of interest to humans. Even
though an intutive understanding of water’s strange behavious was provided by
the two-state model of water [1], gaining experimental insights to the validity of
such models had to wait for a long time [2]. One of the barriers that the scientists
had to over-come was the fact investigations of the putative origins of water’s
anomalies required probing water at deeply supercooled conditions. At such
conditions, maintaining water in its liquid state is near to impossible. Molecular
simulations came as an effective tool to overcome these difficulties- it enabled
exploring structure and properties of water over length and time scales that were
deemed impossible in experiments.
The first indication of a possible Liquid-Liquid Critical Point (LLCP) in
water was from simulations reported by Poole et al. [3]. Ever since this seminal
work, there has been reports in the literature to study the structure and properties
of water [4-6], including structural descriptors to characterize these structural
forms [7-11]. Some of these descriptors include the local structure descriptr (LSI)
[7], ζ [8], and the tetrahedral order parameter (q) [9,10]. Recently, we proposed
a new order parameter to describe the structure of tetrahedral environments in
liquid water, using the average angle (θavg) an oxygen atom makes with its
neighbors [11]. Some of these descriptors can clearly characterize the two
structral forms of water. For instance, the heatmap plot of LSI against θavg (shown
in Fig.1) shows two distinct clusters. One of these clusters clearly correspond to
a tetrahedral environment, as indicated by a θavg value close to 109.5o (the internal
angle of a regular tetrahedron).
Hydrogen bond formation lies at the root of many of the formation of the
structures, and consequently, the reason for water’s properties. However, our
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studies suggest that the tetrahedrally hydrogen bonded molecules (molecules
forming four hydrogen bonds) do not correlate directly with fraction of
tetrahedral structures in water [11]. A hydrogen bond is formed between two
water molecules when one molecule (Donor) ‘donates’ its slightly positive
hydrogen atom, and another water molecule (Acceptor) ‘accepts’ this hydrogen
through the negatively charged oxygen atom. Hydrogen bonded configurations
may therefore be classified based on the number of hydrogen atoms that are
donated and/or accepted by a water molecule. It is of interest to understand the
structural environments of these hydrogen bonded configurations using the
structural descriptors in the literature, to gain insights into the role of hydrogen
bonds in the formation of distinct structural environments in water.

Figure 11. Heatmap of LSI and θavg in liquid water, calculated from molecular simulations of
iAMOEBA water model. Two structural clusters are visible, one of which corresponds to a tetrahedral
structure.

We use molecular simulations of the polarizable iAMOEBA water model to
report the structures of the different hydrogen bonded configurations in water,
providing a better understanding of the local strucures in water. Different
hydrogen bond configurations, including- tetrahedrally hydrogen bonded
configurations (considering all hydrogen bonds, and only ‘ice-like’ hydrogen
bonds [12] separately), double-donor/acceptor, single-donor/acceptor, nondonor/acceptor, configurations are reported separately to study their
corrsponding structures using different structural descriptors, and further our
understanding of water.
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Jian Lu2, Thomas Waigh2, Peixun Li4, John Webster4, Fernando Bresme1
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*
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Histidine is used as a buffer in monoclonal antibody (mAb) formulations [1].
The molecule is also known to suppress antibody aggregation [2]. The
mechanism underlying the stabilizing action of histidine is not clear, with
experiments indicating towards a process independent of the protein charge and
structure [3]. Understanding this mechanism will help evaluate and predict the
stabilizing effect of this buffer at different experimental conditions and for
different mAbs which will be helpful in deciding on an appropriate composition
of different components for mAb formulations. We have used all-atom molecular
dynamics simulations and contact-based free energy calculations to investigate
molecular level interactions between the histidine buffer and mAbs, which lead
to the observed stability of therapeutic formulations in the presence of histidine.
Parameters like Spatial Aggregation Propensity (SAP) [4] are a measure of
the exposed hydrophobicity on the protein surface and predict the tendency of a
protein to aggregate in solution. SAP helps locate aggregation-prone regions on
the protein surface and guides structural modifications, like mutations, that
would lead to a reduced tendency to aggregate. We quantify the effect of the
presence of buffer in solution, the resulting buffer-protein interaction and the
subsequent reduction in the tendency of a protein to aggregate, by reformulating
the Spatial Aggregation Propensity (SAP) index.
Our analysis indicates that the mechanism behind the stabilizing action of
histidine is connected to the shielding of the solvent-exposed hydrophobic
regions on the protein surface by the buffer molecules. The buffer adsorption on
the protein surface leads to lower exposure of the hydrophobic regions to water.
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S32 - Solubility prediction of binary and ternary amino-acid mixtures
using the SAFT-γ Mie group-contribution approach
Ahmed Alyazidi1, Andrew Haslam1, George Jackson1, and Amparo Galindo1*
*Corresponding author e-mail: a.galindo@imperial.ac.uk
As peptide drugs gain increasing attention in academic and industrial arenas
as active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) due to their therapeutic value, more
resources are directed to building robust computational models for estimating
their solubility in a wide variety of solvent mixtures at variable thermodynamic
conditions. Since amino acids are the building blocks of peptide molecules, they
provide a key to the structure and, thus, to the modelling of peptides. This role of
amino acids as building blocks of peptides can be exploited within a groupcontribution (GC) method, such as the SAFT-γ Mie, in which the physicochemical properties of the fluid are derived from a thermodynamic description
based on the interactions between the groups comprising its molecules; the
solubility, is one such physico-chemical property that is derivable from the
fundamental equations of phase equilibrium. This property plays a critical role in
the design, synthesis, and purification of drug molecules.
We use the SAFT-γ Mie [1–4] GC equation of state, in which molecules are
treated as heteronuclear chains of fused spherical segments interacting via
attractive Mie potentials of variable range, with short-range association sites
added to mediate directional interactions. The thermodynamic properties of the
molecules are derived from the Helmholtz free-energy expression summing the
different contributions (ideal, monomer, chain, and association). An expression
for the solubility of the solid solute in the liquid solvent can be derived from the
equality of chemical potentials in the solid and liquid phases. The SAFT-γ Mie
GC is used to calculate the activity coefficient of the amino acid in solution; this
is input to the solubility expression, together with the experimental values of the
enthalpy of fusion, the melting temperature, and the change in constant-pressure
heat capacity between the solid and liquid phases. The required SAFT-γ Mie
group interaction parameters of the amino acids are obtained by adjustment using
pure and mixture thermodynamic data of molecules that contain the groups of
interest but are not included in the prediction. This SAFT-γ Mie GC approach is
found to be very satisfactory for predicting the solubility of various naturallyoccurring and synthetic amino acids in pure and mixed solvent environments and
in multi-solute mixtures.
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In this work, we present an extension of the Madrid-2019 force field [1]. We
have added to this extension the cations Rb+ and Cs+ and the anions F−, Br−, and
I−. These ions were the remaining alkaline and halogen ions, not previously
considered in the Madrid-2019 force field. The force field, denoted as Madrid2019-Extended [2], does not include polarizability and uses the TIP4P/2005 [3]
model of water and scaled charges for the ions. A charge of ±0.85e is assigned
to monovalent ions. This new force field developed provides an accurate
description of aqueous solution densities over a wide range of concentrations up
to the solubility limit of each salt studied. Good predictions of viscosity and
diffusion coefficients are obtained for concentrations below 2 m. Structural
properties obtained with this force field are also in reasonable agreement with
the experiment. The number of contact ion pairs has been controlled to be low so
as to avoid precipitation of the system at concentrations close to the experimental
solubility limit. We also present a comprehensive comparison of the performance
for aqueous solutions of alkaline halides of force fields of electrolytes using
scaled and integer charges. This comparison will help in the future to learn about
the benefits and limitations of the use of scaled charges to describe electrolyte
solutions.
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Fluids formed from dimers that interact via the square-well intermolecular
potential [1] are of great interest since account for the most important features
that exhibit real non-polar molecular fluids. Each dimer is formed from two
tangent hard-sphere monomeric units of diameter that interact through the the
site-to-site potential
∞ if 𝑟 ≤ 𝜎
𝜙wx (𝑟) = −𝜖 if 𝜎 < 𝑟 ≤ 𝜆𝜎
0 if 𝑟 > 𝜆𝜎
here 𝜖 is the interaction potential energy and 𝜆 is the interaction range.
In this work we evaluate the liquid-vapor coexistence diagram and the critical
point for two different ranges, 𝜆 = 1.5 and 2.0𝜎, using two different simulation
methods: (1) In the critical point vicinity, we use a new algorithm, based on
transition rates, that can obtain the chemical potential as function of the density
at a given temperature (see Fig. 1); and (2) Molecular Dynamics simulations
using the direct coexistence technique for temperatures far below of the critical
region. The transition rate method has been proposed by Sastre [2] and was used
for the evaluation of the critical temperature of square-well monomers with high
accuracy. The simulations in the low temperature region were carried out with
the direct coexistence method using the GROMACS package (version 4.6.1) [3],
combined with the continuous square-well potential proposed by Zerón et al. [4]
We compare our results for 𝜆 = 1.5𝜎 with results obtained with numerical
simulations based on reweighting approximations [5].
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Figure 1. Chemical potential, as function of the dimer density, for a square-well dimer fluid with
intermolecular potential range 𝜆 = 1.5𝜎 at 𝑇 ∗ = 1.49. The size of the simulation box is 𝐿 = 8𝜎. The
dots represent the results obtained from simulation and the continuous line is a nineth-grade
polynomial fit.
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Given the current status of implemented environmental legislations on
banning 3rd generation refrigerants, the search for alternative refrigerants remains
a challenging task.[1] The design of refrigerant blends is a promising option, as
the additional degree of freedom allows specifically tailoring the properties of
the blend to suit the imposed environmental, safety, and technical requirements.
Among the thermophysical properties important for the design and operation of
refrigerant cycles are phase equilibria, second order thermodynamic derivative
properties and interfacial tension. Given the polar nature of recently proposed 4th
generation refrigerants such as hydrofluoroolefins (HFOs) and
hydrochlorofluoroolefins (HCFOs),[2] a deep understanding of the physics
governing the phase and interfacial behaviour of their blends in the presence of
an azeotrope is essential. To tackle this issue, molecular-based equations of state
(EoS), such as polar soft-SAFT,[3] when coupled with density gradient theory
(DGT),[4] not only facilitate the rapid assessment of interfacial tension of blended
refrigerants, but also provide a direct access to micro-and nano-scale properties
such as density profiles, relative adsorption at the interface, negative deviations
from surface ideality (aneotrope), and interfacial thickness.
In this work, the polar soft-SAFT EoS + DGT is utilized to systematically
study the molecular precursors affecting phase and interfacial properties of
binary blends of fluorinated refrigerants of HFOs and HCFOs, with particular
emphasis on the relation between the formation of azeotropic mixtures and their
impact on interfacial properties. Note that the modelling framework covers a
wide range of temperature profiles according to the demands provided by the air
conditioning industry. The results of this work can assist in the rational design of
alternative low global warming potential refrigerant blends with desirable
physicochemical properties for optimum performance.
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S36 - Molecular Dynamics Simulation Study of Heat Transfer Across
Solid-Fluid Interfaces: the Kapitza Resistance
Sebastian Schmitt, Simon Stephan, Hans Hasse*
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Nanoscale heat transfer across a solid-fluid interface was systematically
investigated by molecular dynamics simulations of a model system [1]. The
studied system consists of a fluid confined between two parallel plane atomistic
walls. There is no convection. Both the fluid and the solid were modelled with
the Lennard-Jones truncated and shifted potential. The following parameters
were varied systematically: channel height, temperature of the wall and the fluid,
density of the fluid, strength of the solid-fluid and the solid-solid interaction, and
the mass of the solid particles. From the simulation results, numbers for the
Kapitza length LK were obtained, which characterizes the heat transfer resistance
at the solid-fluid interface. A correlation of the results for the Kapitza length LK
as a function of the studied variables was developed. Moreover, a dimensionless
number is introduced, the Kapitza interface number Ki, which describes the
Kapitza effect in the stagnant fluid and is zero in the absence of the Kapitza
effect. The results from the present work can also be used to describe heat transfer
with convection in cases in which the Kapitza effect plays a role, or simply to
assess the influence of the Kapitza resistance in macroscopic cases.
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P01 -Exploring the Phase Behaviour of Hard-Sphere Dimers with Nested
Sampling
Omar-Farouk Adesida*, David Quigley, Livia Bartok-Partay
Heterogeneous Systems Centre for Doctoral Training (HetSys CDT),
University of Warwick
*Corresponding author e-mail: o.adesida@warwick.ac.uk
Hard sphere potentials are a valuable model system due to their ability to
express complex behaviour while being cheap computationally. Studies have
explored the phase diagram of hard sphere dimers with varying bond lengths,
L[1][2]. Understanding the phase behaviour of these systems can be challenging
due to the fact they display crystalline and partially disordered phases. In this
work we explore the use of the Nested Sampling(NS) algorithm as a technique
which automatically explores the phase space without any prior knowledge of
the system. NS is a technique developed in 2004[3] which is able to sample
configurations proportional to their phase space volume, allowing the calculation
of the partition function and thus, thermodynamic properties[4]. In our
simulations, we explored the phase space of 32 dimers of varying bond lengths
and within a flexible simulation cell, allowing us to evaluate phase behaviour at
arbitrary pressures.

Figure 1: Phase diagram showing the relationship between pressure and bond-length for the system.
Labels correspond with the rotator phase, close packed crystal phase, aperiodic crystal phase and
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fluid phase respectively. The hatched region indicates the region of the phase space which was more
difficult to resolve.

Results are broadly in agreement with previous studies. For L/D values
between 0.1 to 0.3, rotator phases - where dimers occupy lattice sites but are free
to rotate - were detected at lower pressures but above the freezing point, whereas
at higher pressures a close-packed crystal phase was observed. Meanwhile for L
values of 0.9 to 1.0, at high pressures an aperiodic crystal phase was observed,
where individual hard-spheres occupy lattice sites within the crystal, but the
bond-order is random[5]. At L values of 0.5 to 0.8, the stability of the crystal
becomes more difficult to elucidate, which suggests that significant portions of
the phase volume in this region are occupied by amorphous states, hence
estimating properties of the system at this point may require higher resolution
sampling.
To aid our understanding of the characteristic behaviour of this system,
further simulations with softer potentials and less rigid bonds, such as LennardJones potentials with harmonic bonds can provide a useful insight into the
amorphous phases. These findings are an important step towards more efficient
exploration of the phase space of more complex molecular systems.
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Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have become a powerful tool to
study and predict the thermodynamics of molecular systems due to great
advances in algorithm development, as well as an explosive growth of
computational power. By providing a fine spatial and temporal resolution,
molecular simulations allow scientists to develop unique insight into to the
collective behavior of complex systems with atomistic detail. Moreover, under
the ergodic assumption, molecular simulations provide a direct route to obtain
ensemble averages for properties of interest, allowing to bridge the gap
between microscopic mechanisms and experimental observables.
Often, however, molecular systems of interest are characterized multiple
metastable states separated by high free energy barriers. This renders
transitions between metastable states rare with respect to the simulation
timescale accessible to standard MD, and therefore ergodic sampling becomes
practically unachievable.
To address this issue, numerous methods have been proposed. Two widely
used methods are umbrella sampling (US) [1] and metadynamics (MetaD) [2],
which introduce external bias potentials that perturb the Hamiltonian of the
system to improve the sampling of the molecular system configurational
ensemble.
While US makes use of time-independent, attractive bias potentials that
enable a straightforward parallel implementation of large-scale simulation
campaigns, MetaD introduces a history dependent repulsive bias potential that
favors the autonomous serial exploration of configuration space.
With this work we build on Mean Force Integration (MFI) [3] to combine
the trivial parallelization of US, with the autonomous exploration of
configuration space given by an adaptive method such as MetaD.
Inspired by Umbrella Integration [4] and based on the estimate of the local
mean force in reaction coordinate space, MFI provides an ideal framework for
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this purpose. MFI, in fact, allows to take into consideration the effect of the
bias potential acting on a system without needing any selfconsistent alignment
of independent simulations [5] or any specialized reweighting technique [6].
In this work we implement an extended version of MFI to compute Free
Energy Surfaces (FES) from sets of multiple, asynchronous simulations subject
to both time-dependent and timeindependent biases. We develop and
implement on-the-fly convergence estimates of the local mean thermodynamic
force and demonstrate the straightforward calculation of the positiondependent
error of free energy surfaces by bootstrapping.

Figure 1. Top row – single MetaD simulation of Alanine Dipeptide, where CV1 and CV2
represent the two torsional angles Phi and Psi. From left to right, FES in conformational space
(kJ/mol), local convergence of the mean force, distribution of the sampled configurations, and
average error of the mean force as a function of time. Bottom-row – free energy surface
reconstructed from 40 independent Langevin Simulations sampling the potential introduced by
Invernizzi et al. [7]. As shown in the rightmost panel, up to simulation 10 the average of the mean
force error increases as new configurations are sampled by new independent simulations.
Afterwards the uncertainty on the mean force decreases, showing a convergent behavior.

These tools - implemented in an open-source python library [8] - can be
exploited to converge free energy surfaces from sets of independent
simulations, effectively parallelizing otherwise serial MetaD calculations.
We demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach by computing free
energy surfaces for a range of systems including analytical Langevin models,
single-molecule systems, and large collective processes such as the nucleation
of a liquid phase from a supersaturated vapour.
Finally, we show that based on MFI it is possible to radically improve the
scaling of performances for biased sampling methods on large computational
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platforms, opening the door to the possibility of tackling problems currently
out of reach for standard applications of biased sampling methods.
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In simple harmonic one-dimensional systems, the rate of crossing over a
barrier, analogous to a nucleation rate from an atomistic simulation, can be
calculated analytically using Kramer’s rate. [1] For more complex systems
utilising atomistic simulations, various methods rely on parameterisations of
similar models for barrier crossing rates. [2, 3] Alternatively, techniques such as
forward flux sampling (FFS) are often used, utilising an energy landscape which
is a function of an order parameter (OP). Regardless of the method used,
however, there are discrepancies of many orders of magnitude between the
nucleation rates obtained by different groups studying the same systems. [3, 4]
Ideally, these discrepancies would be investigated by capturing not only the
error due to performing a sampling of nucleation trajectories, but also
determining the errors implicit on the technique used to perform the rate
calculation and all the minutiae which may be present within that (for example,
the effect of several different cut-off parameters within some OP formulations).
To be able to do this, we need robust methods of ensuring that calculations,
regardless of OP choice, are being performed in the correct kinetic regime, as
well as investigating the changes which come when the order parameter is varied.

Figure 1 shows the effect of changing the damping parameter on the observed barrier crossing of a
particle in a 1-D harmonic well. The exact analytic solution is also shown. As can be seen, FFS does
not reproduce the analytic solution across the whole range of gammas and is therefore limited in its
parameter range of applicability.
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Through comparison of a series of harmonic 1-D systems, we present results
of investigating effects of the non-ideality of the order parameters of real systems
(including the roles of noise, discretisation, and a finite sampling frequency), and
use this to inform the error which we would expect to see on real systems. We
then map an atomistic simulation on to a one-dimensional system through
Buckingham’s pi theorem [5] in order to probe the effects of order parameters.
We also discuss the limitations in terms of when a mapping to a regime where
Kramer’s rate and FFS agree.
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The accurate determination of both volumetric (e.g. pressure, volume,
compressibilities) and transport properties (e.g., diffusivity, viscosity, and
thermal conductivity) is crucial for engineering and design purposes. The current
engineering practice resides in the use of equations of state and semi-empirical
correlations to provide for the accurate assessment of these properties, but there
is yet to exist a unified theoretical framework that can be used practically to
describe simultaneously equilibrium and transport properties. This
communication reports a data-driven approach to model concomitantly
volumetric and transport properties of a model fluid characterized by an isotropic
Mie potential.
Input data for the model are produced by high-throughput Molecular
Dynamics (MD) simulations are performed to determine the vapor-liquid
saturation envelope and transport properties of systems interacting via the Mie
potential. The LAMMPS [1] software was used to perform all simulations. The
simulations are run in reduced Lennard-Jones units (equivalent to setting the
Boltzmann constant kb=1, potential well depth ε=1 and characteristic size
parameter σ=1). A cut-off of 5σ with no tail corrections is used for all
simulations. The phase envelope is computed using an elongated simulation box,
which is first equilibrated at a high temperature and then quenched to the desired
equilibrium temperature [2]. The resulting phase separation is verified by
computing the density profile across the simulation box. For transport properties
calculation, the Einstein formalism [3] is used. This methodology requires
computing the Mean Square Displacement (MSD) for positions, stress tensor and
energy flux to compute self-diffusivity, viscosity, and thermal conductivity,
respectively. The OCTP plugin [4] is used to compute the MSDs. The obtained
results for phase equilibria and transport properties were verified by comparison
against published data of the Lennard-Jones fluid (λr=12) [5,6]. The obtained
database consists of 550+ phase equilibria data points of Mie fluids with a
repulsive exponent (λr) within the range 7-34 and an attractive exponent (λa) of
6. Additionally, 11000+ PVT and transport properties data points for the same
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Mie fluids were obtained from dimensionless densities (ρ*) from 0.05 to 1.2 and
dimensionless temperatures (T*) from 0.6 to 10.0.
The resulting simulation data for phase equilibria, PVT and transport
properties data of Mie fluids is correlated using Artificial Neural Networks
(ANN). Mathematically speaking, an n-layered ANN consists of a series of linear
transformations followed by an activation function. By providing input data
(features) and output data (targets), an ANN can be trained to learn from the data.
The training is achieved by minimizing a loss function (e.g., mean square error)
between the predicted output and the training data. Tensorflow [7] was used to
implement the ANNs, while KerasTuner [8] was used to optimize the ANN’s
architecture. The obtained ANN and its respective absolute average deviations
are summarized in
Table 2. In Figure 1, the parity plots for the PVT and transport properties data
are shown. Low deviations are observed for both, pressure, and self-diffusivity.
In the case of viscosity and thermal conductivity higher deviations are observed,
presumably due to the abrupt increase of these properties at high (solid-like)
densities. The quality of the ANN model is on par with current equations of state
and semi-empirical correlations and as such can be used directly in the
parametrization of real fluids using a multi-property (PVT + transport properties)
regression strategy.
Table 2. Summary of ANN.
Property
Input features a

Output feature(s) a
*,liq

Vapor-Liquid Equilibria

α, 1/Tr

ln(Pr); ρ

Pressure
Self-diffusivity
Viscosity
Thermal Conductivity

α, ρ*, T*
α, ρ*, T*
α, ρ*, T*
α, ρ*, T*

Z
D * ρ*
log10(η*)
log10(κ*)

a

;ρ

*,vap

%AAD
4.70; 0.33; 3.27
2.08
1.88
4.96
5.54

α: van der Waals coefficient for Mie Fluid, Tr : reduced temperature (T/Tc), Pr : reduced
temperature (P/Pc), ρ*,liq: dimensionless liquid density, ρ*,vap: dimensionless vapor density, ρ*:
dimensionless density, T*: dimensionless temperature, Z: compressibility factor, D*:
dimensionless self-diffusivity, η*: dimensionless viscosity,
κ*: dimensionless thermal
conductivity.
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(a)

Parity plot
pressure.

for

dimensionless

(b)

Parity plot for dimensionless selfdiffusivity.

(c)

Parity plot for dimensionless
(d) Parity plot for dimensionless
viscosity.
thermal conductivity.
Figure 1. Parity plots for selected correlated properties using ANN.
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Polyethylene has a vast assortment of uses and applications which are only
growing with demands for alternative energy technology and possibilities. As the
world moves towards a more sustainable future, the possibilities of hydrogen
usage broaden and so must understanding of its transport and containment. To
build a greater understanding, the properties of amorphous polyethylene systems
modelled using molecular dynamics simulations are investigated and compared
with that of experimental data found in literature. The polyethylene system
displays properties such as bulk density, radius of gyration and self-diffusion that
are consistent with that of experimental data in literature. Additionally, to further
study the polymer matrix, the behaviour of the system was observed after the
introduction of hydrogen molecules. This is conducted using a temperature range
between 300 – 900 K and varying amounts of hydrogen molecules as a point of
comparison. The movement of hydrogen in the system was also investigated. The
flux This could potentially contribute to further the understanding of how
polymer behaviour under different conditions and hydrogen transport
mechanisms in polyethylene.
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Aerosols play a major role in the transmission of the SARS-CoV-2 virus. The
behaviour of the virus within aerosols is therefore of fundamental importance.
On the surface of a SARS-CoV-2 virus, there are about 40 spike proteins, which
each have a length of about 20 nm. They are glycosylated trimers, which are
highly flexible, due to their structure. These spike proteins play a central role in
the intrusion of the virus into human host cells and are, therefore, a focus of
vaccine development.
Up to now, no information is available in the literature on the behaviour of
the SARS-CoV-2 virus at vapor-liquid interfaces, as they are important in the
aerosols but also in many other problems related to the SARS-CoV-2 virus. It is,
e.g. interesting to understand if the virus has an affinity for the interface and
which consequences the contact with the interface has on the configuration of the
spike proteins. Therefore, we have studied the behaviour of spike proteins of the
SARS-CoV-2 virus in the presence of a vapor-liquid interface by molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations.
We first give an overview of molecular simulation studies of the SARS-CoV2 spike proteins from the literature, in which mainly structural and dynamic
properties were investigated. Then, we present the results from own MD
simulation studies, which were carried out with GROMACS.
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P09 - Predicting thermochemical formation properties in solids
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Many applications with salts in medicine, energy storage, geology and
materials science involve solid-liquid equilibria. However, today there exists no
models to predict the precipitation of these salts without experimental data. This
severely limits the predictive capabilities of electrolyte models applied to
systems with solids where experimental formation data is lacking. This is
exemplified for mixed solids, such as hydrated salts, where experimental data is
often inadequate, impeding the ability to make reliable solubility predictions [1].

Figure 1 : Number of property data-points amongst: 298.15 K formation entropy, 0 K formation
enthalpy, 298.15 K formation enthalpy, 298.15 K Gibbs formation energy and enthalpy difference
between 298.15 and 0 K, for each unique, solid state compound in the NBS [2] and JANAF [3]
databases at 1 bar
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We investigate the extent of current literature data for formation
thermodynamic properties, discuss the latest developments in scientific
computing and solid-state computational chemistry and determine how these can
be used to calculate formation thermodynamic properties across a wide range of
temperatures for use in electrolyte modelling. The performance of different
models are gauged with respect to accuracy, versatility and compatibility with
popular electrolyte equations of state.
Formation thermodynamic properties including entropy, Helmholtz free
energy, enthalpy, specific heat capacity and Gibbs free energy are determined at
a series of temperatures for a number of relevant salts. Experimental data and
data from materials databases, such as the Materials Project [4], are applied to
the calculation and consolidation of thermodynamics data for numerous solid
state systems. Using first-principles quantum mechanics calculations, we
evaluate the performance of the harmonic and quasi-harmonic approximation in
modelling the temperature dependence of formation thermodynamic properties.
Furthermore, these calculations are extended to the determination of formation
thermodynamics in solids for which experimental data is non-existent.

Figure 2: Entropy as a function of temperature for NaCl(s). JANAF experimental data at 1 bar.
Calculated data was computed using density functional theory finite displacement calculations with
the PBE-SOL [5] generalized gradient approximation (GGA) functional at constant volume and
pressure in the harmonic approximation. A Monckhorst-Pack k-point grid sampling of 10x10x10
was used for the geometry optimization and phonon calculations. A supercell of 2x2x2 containing
64 atoms was used for phonon calculations and the Phonopy program [6] was used for data
treatment.
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Sugar-based surfactants (SBS) are amphiphiles with potential applications in
various industrial settings, including enhanced oil recovery, pharmaceutical
products, and personal and household care. The large industrial-scale production
of these surfactants has become possible due to the availability of feedstocks
synthesized from biomass through biorefineries [1]. As opposed to the more
common petrochemical surfactants (e.g. linear alkylbenzene sulfonates, fatty
alcohol ethoxylates), SBSs can be carbon-neutral, non-toxic, potentially costeffective, and can be suitably tailored by modifying their morphology [2].

Fig. 1 (Left) Schematic of n−dodecyl−β−d-glucoside (APG12), a typical SBS. (Top right) Snapshot
of an equilibrium MD simulation of APG12 at the water-decane interface at 298.15 K. (Bottom right)
Average interfacial tension across the interface calculated using the Irving-Kirkwood formulation
[4].

A typical SBS is composed of a polar head derived from glucose or maltose,
a linker and a hydrocarbon (alkane) tail (see figure 1). There is, however, a large
and diverse chemical ‘space’ to be explored if one is to design surfactants for
specific applications, as small differences in the morphology of these
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components (number and length of tails, morphology of head groups,
substituents, linkers etc.) will affect the surfactant properties [3]. Experimental
screening of candidate surfactants is costly and slow due to the combinatorial
nature of the problem and the prior need to synthesize and purify prototypes
chemically. In silico calculations employing molecular dynamics simulations can
rapidly assess interfacial properties over a wide range of operating conditions.
A molecular modelling approach is presented with a focus on predicting the
surface tension and exploring the adsorption of the non-ionic alkylpolyglucoside
(APG12) on both the water/air interface and the water/decane interface. Canonical
all-atom Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations are performed including both
phases and the interfacial region with different levels of surface coverage up to
the critical micelle concentration. For the water/decane system, the simulations
consist of roughly 12000 molecules of water, 1250 molecules of n-decane, and a
variable amount of surfactant molecules ranging from 25 to 170 APG12
molecules. For the water/air system, the n-decane molecules are removed after
the minimisation and equilibration steps. The air is represented by a vacuum in
which specific water molecules can escape from the liquid phase at random. Each
state point is run for a minimum of 12 ns at 298.15 K with a time-step of 1 fs for
both systems using a modified version of the pcff+ force field. Adsorption data
relating the interfacial tension, γ, (or surface pressure) with surfactant surface
coverage, Γ, are collated and correlated using several equations of state (e.g. a
Langmuir model, a 2-D van der Waals model, and a perturbed hard-disk model
[5]). The adsorption isotherm of APG12 ( the γ – bulk concentration curve) is
determined from the derivation of a simple thermodynamic relationship that
incorporates a free energy transfer. Enhanced sampling methods are used to
compute both the free energy change associated with transferring a single
surfactant molecule from the bulk solution phase to the interface (the Henry’s
law constant) and the potential of mean force between two surfactants at the
interface, which are inputs to the model. Quantitative agreement between the
simulated and experimental surface tension of APG12 solutions is found for a
wide range of bulk surfactant concentrations.
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Developing a generic force field (FF), that, when combined with molecular
simulations, allows to predict both transport and equilibrium properties of fluids
for various thermodynamics conditions is still a challenge [1-3]. Fine Grained
(FG) force fields are probably the most popular ones, but their parameterizations
are not always unique and are often based on equilibrium properties only. As an
alternative Coarse Grained (CG) force fields possess several interesting features
due to their limited number of parameters. First, they are simple to parameterize.
Second, they require a reasonable amount of CPU time. Third, if appropriately
chosen, they can be combined with theories (Statistical Association Fluid Theory
type equations of state) to directly predict their properties avoiding then the need
of molecular simulations.
Among the available CG force fields, the one based on the Lennard-Jones
chain (LJC) that consists in LJ particles freely and tangentially bonded, is known
to describe well the equilibrium properties with only three parameters per nonpolar species, as exemplified by the success of some SAFT equations of state.
However, this FF is not able to yield accurate transport property, such as
viscosity, of large molecular fluids [1]. To alleviate this weakness a fourth
parameter can be added as done when the LJ particles are replaced by Mie
particles [2, 4]. This method can provide very good results for small molecular
compounds [4], but exhibit a systematic underestimation of the liquid viscosity
for large molecular compounds [5], arising from the fully flexible nature of such
CG molecular model.
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Thus, in this work, we propose a new CG force field that integrates a variable
rigidity into a LJC model as the additional fourth parameter, named hereafter the
Semi-Rigid_LJCCG model. To determine the four molecular parameters, we
have employed a top-down parameterization strategy thanks to the principle of
corresponding states, similarly to what proposed in refs [2] and [4]. It has been
found that this simple CG model is able to provide good estimate of both
thermodynamic and transport properties. The performance of the proposed
coarse grained model has been tested against existing force fields (Fully-flexible
LJCCG, Mie Chain CG, TraPPE-ua, L-OPLS, modified-L-OPL force fields) for
various compounds and their mixtures over a wide range of thermodynamic
conditions.
Furthermore, to avoid performing extensive molecular simulations, an
equation of state (EoS) for the Semi-Rigid_LJCCG model would be of great
interest. However, for the time being, a Statistical Association Fluid Theory
(SAFT) [6] like EoS including an internal rigidity term of the bending type is not
yet available. Thus, in this work, we have developed a semi-rigid-SAFT EoS. It
has been obtained that the proposed EoS yields results in good agreement with
molecular simulation data.
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Graph neural networks (GNNs) have demonstrated excellent predictive
accuracy across a wide range of chemical properties of molecules and crystals,
including aqueous critical micelle concentrations (CMCs) 1. In contrast to
experimental characterisation and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of
micelles, GNNs offer rapid results at the expense of an intensive initial training
routing. However, the domain of a molecular dataset is hard to define because it
relies on a description of molecular similarity, which is contextual, and this
shortcoming could potentially lead to loss of reliability outside of the training
data’s ‘domain’.
We augment here GNNs for CMC prediction by including information from
surrogate MD simulations with short runtimes, achieving excellent accuracy
across ionic and non-ionic surfactants. By analysing the latent space of the graph
network, the contributions of molecular fragments to CMC predictions are
revealed. Furthermore, it is shown how kernel methods can be used to describe
the training domain of a model and to add uncertainty quantification to model
predictions. These results may improve reliability and pave the way for active
learning approaches that can prioritise which CMC measurements to take to best
expand the training domain.
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Despite the widespread acknowledgment that deep eutectic solvents (DESs)
have negligible vapor pressures, very few studies in which the vapor pressures
of these solvents are measured or computed are available. Similarly, the vapor
phase composition is known for only a few DESs. In this study [1], for the first
time, the vapor pressures and vapor phase compositions of choline chloride urea
(ChClU) and choline chloride ethylene glycol (ChClEg) DESs are computed
using Monte Carlo simulations. The partial pressures of the DES components
were obtained from liquid and vapor phase excess Gibbs energies, computed
using thermodynamic integration.

Fig. 1 Computed vapor phase mole fraction of each component i (urea or choline chloride) of
ChClU as a function of its mole fraction in the liquid phase at 393 K. The solid lines connecting the
data points are drawn to guide the eye. The black dotted line denotes yi = xi .

The enthalpies of vaporization were computed from the obtained vapor
pressures, and the results were in reasonable agreement with the few available
experimental data in the literature. It was found that the vapor phases of both
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DESs were dominated by the most volatile component (hydrogen bond donor,
HBD, i.e., urea or ethylene glycol), i.e., 100% HBD in ChClEg and 88%–93%
HBD in ChClU. Higher vapor pressures were observed for ChClEg compared to
ChClU due to the higher volatility of ethylene glycol compared to urea (Fig. 1.).
The influence of the liquid composition of the DESs on the computed properties
was studied by considering different mole fractions (i.e., 0.6, 0.67, and 0.75) of
the HBD.
Except for the partial pressure of ethylene glycol in ChClEg, all the
computed partial pressures and enthalpies of vaporization showed insensitivity
toward the liquid composition. The activity coefficient of ethylene glycol in
ChClEg (Fig. 2) was computed at different liquid phase mole fractions,
showing negative deviations from Raoult’s law

Fig. 2 Computed activity coefficients of ethylene glycol (denoted by “eg”) in ChClEg at 353 K, as a
function of the mole fraction of ethylene glycol in the liquid phase of the DES, compared with the
value obtained from experimental data.
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Equations of state (EoS) are very successful at calculating the bulk properties
of fluids, however, for inhomogeneous systems, the problem of producing an
accurate equation of state rapidly becomes highly problematic. For simple
geometries such as planar interfaces or spherical micelles, such calculations are
possible, but more complicated geometries rapidly become much harder. Ideally
one would want to be able to perform calculations for a system of arbitrary
geometry. This is especially of practical interest as many complex fluids possess
inhomogeneous structures of complex character such as worm-like micelles or
lamellar phases in surfactants and polymers. A further challenge is that many
theoretical frameworks require a priori knowledge of the structure, which
requires one to assume the structure of the system.
An alternative approach to studying inhomogeneous systems is by turning to
molecular simulations, as they are not constrained to a particular geometry and
finding the equilibrium structure will be driven by the principles of free energy
minimization. Molecular Dynamics and Monte Carlo simulations using classical
force fields are the standard methodologies to study the properties of complex
fluids, however, they have their limitations. Most notably, both techniques are
very computationally expensive and can only simulate small length and time
scales. This constraint has led to the advent of mesoscale simulation methods
such as dissipative particle dynamics (DPD [1].) DPD utilises soft interactions,
which allow for far greater timesteps to be taken. The drawback, however, is that
this can lead to an unphysical quadratic equation of state and the absence of a
vapour-liquid transition.
One method for overcoming the quadratic nature of the DPD’s EoS, while
retaining the ‘soft’ nature of the potential, is by using one-body density
dependent potentials. Here we utilise a potential that is a function of the
instantaneous local density around each particle. For particle i, this is defined as:
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ρ" =

𝑤 𝑟"# ,
"„#

where w is a normalized weighting function, with a range of rc [2]. This approach,
referred to as many-body DPD (MBDPD), implicitly creates a many-body
potential and it has been used to restore some of the physics to the simple DPD
potential. As the potential is solely a function of the particle coordinates, this
potential may be investigated with either molecular dynamics or Monte Carlo
simulation. A particular one-body density dependent potential is the one studied
by Pagonabarraga and Frenkel [2]. The authors take inspiration from the
equations of state for the bulk fluid and design a potential that allows one to
represent a fluid that approximates the properties of the underlying EoS used and
can be used to study inhomogeneous systems. To achieve this the potential of
the system U may described as
𝑈=

ϕ ρ‡
"

where 𝜙 is the excess Helmholtz free energy per particle of the underlying EoS.
This approach yields a potential that incorporates the complexities described by
high quality equations of state, but also allows one to exploit the advantages of
direct simulation of molecules. While these potentials clearly show promise,
there are many open questions, such as how well the potential approximates the
equation of state in the bulk as well as the behaviour of interfacial and structural
properties away from the mean-field limit of large interaction ranges 𝑟j .
In this presentation, we will examine in detail these open questions,
presenting new thermodynamic data examining how well the simulated fluid
reproduces the analytical predictions of the EoS. In addition, we will present a
classical density functional theory (DFT) which shows excellent agreement with
the simulated structural and interfacial properties using our implementation of
MBDPD. As we will demonstrate, our DFT performs especially well in the limit
of large interaction ranges, reflecting some of the assumptions in the formulation
of the DFT.
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Figure 12: (a) Density profiles for a planar interface, with the surface normal in the z direction, for
𝑟j = 6 for varying temperatures (T). (b) 𝛾 ∗ vs T plot for varying rc .

As a test case, we have applied the van der Waals (vdW) EoS as the
underlying potential in our MBDPD simulations. In Figure 1(a), we present the
density profiles for the vapour-liquid equilibria (VLE) of the vdW EoS. We have
calculated theoretical profiles utilising the DFT and simulation profiles. As the
interfacial width is linearly dependent on the cutoff, rc, the density profile has
been reduced by rc to allow direct comparison. We observe that the simulation
results are in good agreement with the DFT. In addition, the presence of
oscillations at the interface have also been observed, which may be attributed to
the softness of the potential reducing the smoothing effect of capillary waves of
the interface [3]. In Figure 1(b), the surface tension 𝛾, reduced by 𝑟j , is plotted
against the temperature T. As with the interfacial width, 𝛾 is also observed to
scale with rc, hence the reduction by rc . Again, we observe the DFT increasing
in accuracy as rc increases, implying that our DFT becomes more accurate in
mean-field limit. We also note that the bulk properties are observed to not scale
with rc and instead approached the EoS values asymptotically. This shines light
on the precise effect of altering rc, where the bulk properties show an approach
to the analytical predictions as the rc increases, but the interfacial properties scale
with rc. This has the implication that if one wishes to use this potential for coarsegrained simulations, the effect of the rc on the interfacial properties must be
considered carefully and the addition of extra terms such as the square gradient
may be required to control the interfacial properties.
In conclusion, we have shown that the bulk coexisting densities converge to
those of the EoS in the mean-field limit, while the surface tension converges
proportional to rc, in the mean-field limit. In addition, we have observed unusual
oscillations at the interface in the simulation and the DFT results, that could be
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associated to the softness of the potential. Having investigated this potential, we
now look to apply this and other more sophisticated EoS to coarse-grained
simulations of surfactant solutions.
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Electronic transitions in sodium-doped water clusters were investigated
considering the CCSD-type coupled-cluster level of theory and molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations. The equation-of-motion coupled cluster method
combined with the second similarity transformation expanded on the domain
based local pair natural orbitals (DLPNO-STEOM-CCSD) provides an efficient
way to calculate excitation energies of the Rydberg-type electronic transitions
with high accuracy. The results for different electronic transitions show Rydbergtype orbitals with different special configuration, indicating large delocalization
over the water molecules for the 3s1 electron of the sodium atom.
Electronic excited state energies obtained at DFT level of theory, considering
the wB2PLYP exchange-correlation functional match very well with results
computed with accurate wavefunction method considering the backtransformation equation-of-motion coupled cluster with singlet and doublet
excitation (bt-PNO-EOM-CCSD) expanded on the localized pair natural orbitals.
All of the electronic transitions found for different Na-(H2O)n cluster structures
show Rydberg-type excitation character, where due to the excitation the 3s1
electron of the sodium moves on the water cluster. It was also found that the first
ionization energy lies mainly between the fourth and fifth excited states.
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Aqueous Micellar Two-Phase Systems (AMTPS) composed of anionic TX114 and ionic liquids (ILs) have been largely used for the extraction of valuable
biocompounds. Worldwide environmental pollution concerns are pushing the
industry to a more economically and environmentally sustainable
extraction/purification processes.[1] Concretely, liquid-liquid extraction (LLE)
is used for separation of many biomolecules from which a biphasic micellar and
water rich immiscible phases are formed (for instance after a temperature
change). After formation of the biphasic system, the affinity of the target
compound to one of the above phases, facilitates its concentration and separation.
However, LLE extraction features depend on many variables, such as surfactant
concentration, presence of ions/additives, cooperative self-assembly, ionic
strength, pH, and temperature conditions. The complex phase behaviour scenario
displayed by TX-114 + ILs + water mixtures make the use of computational
approaches a powerful tool to aid experimentalists. It has been demonstrated that
the early stages involved in the surfactant self-assembly, especially in mixtures
of anionic and ionic surfactants, are crucial to understand the final biphasic
system features.[2,3]
In this work, a novel coarse-grained molecular dynamics (CG-MD)
framework based on the MARTINI force field was developed. The Pluronic TX110 developed by Pizzirusso et al.[4] was taken as a reference from which five
EO groups were eliminated to resemble the TX-114 moiety. For the model
validation, a CG-MD simulation was run for 9 microseconds of simulation time
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where small micelles and vesicles were formed with a micellar aggregation
number of 67, in agreement with the experimental (62-88) range.[5,6] The CGMD models for the [C10mim]Cl, [C14mim]Cl, [P4,4,4,14]Cl ILs and chloride anions
were taken from the literature.[7-9] Once the TX-114 CG-MD model was
validated, a set of 3%wt TX-114 concentration (1000 TX-114 molecules) in
aqueous solution and mixtures with 2.5mM of [C10mim]Cl, [C14mim]Cl and
[P4,4,4,14]Cl concentrations were evaluated to compare with the experimental
trials.[10] The CG-MD simulations displayed diverse TX-114 structures, from
spherical to prolate shape or rod like vesicles, depending on the IL nature. The
CG-MD simulations provided a detailed nanoscale scenario of the initial stages
of the cooperative self-assembly between TX-114 and the IL aggregates. The IL
nature effect on self-assembly was addressed by a careful analysis of the CG-MD
simulation trajectories during the micelle formation. Several computer postprocessing tools were used to characterise the TX-114 + IL + water mixtures,
namely radial distribution functions (RDFs), solvent accessible surface areas
(SASA), density profiles or visually with the simulation snapshots. Thus, a
quantitative and qualitative characterisation of TX-114, IL and hybrid TX-114/IL
inter micelle interactions and their cooperative growth was related with the
observed experimental behaviour at the cloud point temperature.[10]
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Nitrate salts have many applications, e.g. as fertilizers, oxidation agents, and
preservatives. Hence, also aqueous solutions of nitrate salts are common and
their thermophysical properties are of interest in various fields of science and
engineering.
In this work, we present a set of molecular models for aqueous solutions of
alkali nitrate salts. To this end, a molecular model for the nitrate anion [1] was
selected from the literature and was combined with molecular models of the
alkali ions from a previous work of our group [2] and the well-established water
model SPC/E [3]. The unlike interactions between all components were
obtained from the Lorentz-Berthelot combining rules; no adjustments with
respect to properties of aqueous alkali nitrate solutions were made. This
combination of models yields accurate predictions of different thermophysical
and structural properties of the aqueous solutions of the different alkali nitrate
salts, such as the density, the self-diffusion coefficients of the ions, the radial
distribution function, and the water activity. The present study also includes the
successful first-time application of the OPAS method (osmotic pressure for the
activity of solvents) [4] to electrolyte solutions containing multi-center ion
models.
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The use of a group contribution SAFT equation of state conveys an easy way
to obtain transferable coarse-grained force fields for molecular simulation based
on accurate description of thermophysical properties. This approach has been
used with great success to predict the solubility of various apolar polymers in
hydrophobic media [1], [2] or the structure of intricate liquid crystals [3], among
other complex systems.

Figure 13 - Top: Isotropic phase of a PAG polymer in water; Bottom: Micellar phase of a pluronic
co-polymer.

In this work, we showcase the potential of the SAFT-g-mie equation of state
to model complex polymeric systems in water solution. The model is used to
study the micellar phases of pluronic triblock co-polymers as well as the
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aggregation of random co-polymer chains. A group contribution methodology
was used to capture the thermodynamic properties of short oligomers and then
applied to study the aggregation properties of polymeric surfactants in water
solutions using molecular dynamics simulations.
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The MolMod database [1] is an open access web-based database for classical
force fields for fluids that can be used in molecular dynamics or Monte Carlo
simulations. Originally, the MolMod was developed for component-specific
force fields, i.e. the model parameters of a given force field are only valid for a
certain component. In this work, the MolMod database was extended to
transferable force fields. Therefore, a graphical user interface was implemented
in the front-end of the MolMod website that enables the user constructing any
organic molecule. Moreover, the user can specify, which transferable force field
is to be used, e.g. TraPPE or OPLS. Then the website provides the actual force
field parameters for the chosen molecule. Moreover, the MolMod database
provides ready-to-use input files for different simulation engines. This enables
researchers to include a large number of molecular models easily in their
individual work flows.
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During the last century, cannabis has been studied due to its pharmacological
properties, and it was applied successfully for different kinds of diseases such as
rheumatism, localized pain or diseases such as Alzheimer's and Parkinson’s [1].
Cannabis has up to 400 chemical compounds, 61 of them considered as
cannabinoids, acting upon cannabinoid receptors of the body. Two of the most
valued molecules present in cannabis are CBD (Cannabidiol) and THC
(Tetrahydrocannabinol) due to their medical and industrial potential.
The extraction of components using organic solvents is a common industrial
scale process. Nevertheless, this type of extraction has several problems, such as
the use of relatively huge amounts of solvents or the presence of residual
compounds that can be carcinogenic to human health in the final product.
Therefore, other nontoxic and effective alternative extraction pathways were
explored [2], but some of these technologies, such as solventless extraction,
vegetal oil extraction, Soxhlet extraction and dynamic maceration, have
problems at industrial scale. Furthermore, some of these methods obtain low
concentrations for the specific case of CBD and THC making the process more
expensive. In this exploration supercritical extraction using CO2 (scCO2) has
become a highly interesting pathway.
The interest in high valued molecules, like cannabinoids, and the need for
cleaner processes and products have made this kind of extraction attractive again.
The scCO2 extraction process recovered its importance with the merge of new
technologies that allow users to perform the process in industrial scale with
relatively low costs making scaling a real possibility. ScCO2 extraction is a
process in which the choice of thermodynamic conditions and cosolvent have a
critical impact on the final product characteristics. CO2 has a critical point
(Tc=31,1°C and Pc=74atm) easy to achieve. Above these conditions, CO2
transforms into a supercritical fluid, with high density, diffusivity,
compressibility and low viscosity, making this molecule the universal solvent for
almost every non-polar compound. scCO2 can also be used for polar solutes
when mixing with low amounts of polar cosolvents such as ethanol.
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This work is aimed to study the molecular interactions between scCO2 and
CBD using spatial distribution functions. To do so, molecular dynamics
simulations were performed at the experimental solubilities reported by PerrotinBrunel et al [3] at 316K and p 154 bar. TraPPE [4] and OPLS-AA were used to
account for CO2 and CBD respectively. Initial configurations were generated
using Packmol package [5] and MD runs were performed in Gromacs [6].
Configurations were initially minimized and subsequently equilibrated in the
NPT ensemble. Results were obtained using production runs of 8 ns. The
trajectory analysis, including neighbor number (NN), was performed using the
Travis package [7], and visualized using VMD [8].
Hydrogen bonding was studied by way of the oxygen-oxygen Radial
Distribution Functions (RDFs) CBD and CO2 while Spatial distribution
functions (SDFs) were obtained taking as reference the COH atoms from one
hydroxyl group. Results are presented in Figures 1 and 2 and can be summarized
as follows:
1. RDFs in Figure 1 exhibits a maximum peak at 411 pm for C and 321 pc for O
both values are under 1 meaning the first solvation shell has a low density and
could be diffuse. Neighbor numbers are 2.13 for O and 3.53 for C. Second
maximum peaks are found about 780 pm for O and 800 pm for C, this time
neighbor numbers are 15,49 and 15.7 for C. These high numbers could be feasible
due to the CBD size in the CO2 solution. The intensity of the peaks are at the
second shell around 1, which evidence low repulsive forces for the selected
zones. Nevertheless, the absence of different oxygen peaks means RDF analysis
is not sensitive to the orientation of the molecule.
2. Two SDFs were generated for specific interest sites around OH groups
(hydrophilic zones) observing O and C from CO2. In Figure 2-A (Isovalue=18)
we can observe the first oxygen layer (white) and the C layer (black). Both layers
coincide with the first solvation shell from the RDF. Figure 2-B (Isovalue=12)
evidence the presence of a second oxygen layer around the C layer at 580 pm.
Consequently, this phenomena, combined with the absence of atoms in
determined sites such as the non-polar, could explain the difference in RDF’s
peak distribution of oxygen by the different local densities resulting in diffuse
zones, which could be a key factor in RDF.
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Figure 1. RDFs for the CBD – CO2 system.

Figure 2. SDFs for the CBD-CO2 system. A.
Isovalue=18, B. Isovalue=12.

RDF and SDF analysis exhibits the first O and C layers, but the possible
combinations and orientations of the second oxygen are larger than that. This
layer has a density map with lower values. Nevertheless, its existence has been
observed. New tests such as plane projection analysis and angular distribution
function could be used in the future to improve these results.
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Clathrate hydrates are non-stoichiometric solid compounds made of water
molecules forming crystalline cages in which the guest molecules are trapped. In
nature the hydrates are formed at moderate temperature and high pressure
conditions[1].
CO2 hydrates as a storage form for gas sequestration has received recent
attention due to its stability at moderate oceanic or permafrost conditions.
In this work Molecular Dynamics simulations are carried out in the NPT
ensemble to determine the equilibrium phase of the CO2 hydrate - salty water
(0.6 m) - liquid CO2 system. The temperature at which the three phases are in
equilibrium was determined at 10, 40 and 100 MPa of pressure using the direct
coexistence method. Water, CO2, and NaCl molecules are simulated using,
respectively, the models TIP4P/2005 [2], TraPPE [3], and Madrid [4].
The three-phase curve obtained is compared with experimental results at the
same conditions [5].
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Hemodialysis (HD) is a life-supporting treatment for 2 million patients with
chronic kidney failure, affecting 697.5 million people worldwide. HD replaces
kidney functionality, based on the exchange of uremic toxins (UT) present in
blood through a semipermeable membrane with a buffered solution, called
dialysate. The treatment is time-consuming and discontinuous causing health
issues and a low quality of life. Furthermore, the water consumption is assessed
around 400 L per session. The last 40 years have witnessed many attempts to
design a wearable artificial kidney (WAK), which is a miniaturized HD unit
where the dialysate is purified and recirculated back to the dialysis unit. Such a
device, not yet on the market, would boost sustainability, accessibility, delivery
of hemodialysis with huge improvement of the patients’ lifestyle.
Previous attempts to build a wearable kidney involved a chemical conversion
of urea, that is the most difficult toxin to remove from dialysate. However, such
process releases by-products that can be harmful for the patient, while a
technology involving only urea capture with adsorbent materials is intrinsically
safe. Previous works have shown that the adsorbents could be efficiently
embedded into porous polymeric supports with optimal fluid dynamics and low
energy consumption [1-3]. However, the systems fabricated so far only employed
conventional adsorbers like activated carbon and zeolites, with limited urea
removal capacity.
In this work we propose to accelerate the deployment of adsorbent materials
for uremic toxins removal application with an in silico screening on existing and
new crystal adsorbent structures. The aim of the work is to score promising
materials for hemodialysis applications and contaminant removal, reducing the
experimental efforts required and simultaneously providing better understanding
of UTs adsorption on nanoporous materials.
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The pipeline mines crystal structures from databases applying constrains on
selection of crystals according to rules of acceptability. Subsequently, a set of
general or local descriptors of topological and physiochemical features is
calculated, while binding capacity and strength toward UTs, together with
selectivity, are investigated by means of molecular mechanics simulations. This
protocol allows to score and rank the structures according to their suitability as
adsorbers toward UTs. Furthermore, a quantitative structure-property
relationship is devised for describing UTs adsorption by Covalent Organic
Frameworks COFs, for the first time.
The in-house developed pipeline is versatile enough to describe other
compounds and totally based on open-source tools and resources, such as
RASPA as environment for molecular simulations. The outcomes of the work
can be used to develop a new generation of materials for wearable hemodialysis
with limited water consumption.
Crystal structures selectivity and
binding toward urea
Selectivity

Binding strength
Figure 14 Schematic description of the scoring pipeline (on the left) and ranking of crystal
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Gas hydrates are non-stoichiometric inclusion crystalline solids composed by
host water molecules. This structure is stabilised by hydrogen bonds, and leaves
cells that may enclathrate small guest molecules. The most ubiquitous gas
hydrate is methane hydrate, whose deposits can be widely found in ocean seabeds
and in frozen permafrost soils. The permeability of these reservoirs, confined by
layers of impermeable sediments, could be the key to exploit those methane
hydrate deposits as a future energy resource1. Considering the interest of the
study of confined hydrates, the objective of this work is to provide a nanoscopic
description of the growth of methane hydrate in a slit pore composed by silica
walls, described by an atomistic force field. Molecular Dynamic simulations
have been used to describe the growth of a methane hydrate inside this confined
geometry. A complete characterisation of the intra and intermolecular force fields
provides flexibility to the confining solid substrate. Under this configuration, the
geological environment where hydrate-bearing sediments are confined has been
reproduced.
The evolution of an initial methane hydrate seed, surrounded by water and in
presence of methane was then monitored in conditions of hydrate stability,
analysing the crystallization process and final the structure inside the pore,
including the water-silica interface. With the aim to characterise the structure of
the methane hydrate inside the nanopore, F3, F4 order parameters2,3, and hydrogen
bond angles, were computed inside the pore in slabs along the Z axis, obtaining
the corresponding profiles. The final hydrate presents a distorted structure with
many defects. This is due to the constrictions imposed by this confined space.
Nevertheless, the order parameters F3 and F4 confirm that methane has been
clathrated as hydrate along the pore structure. The density profile shows that
methane molecules initially close to the silica surface are replaced by water
molecules. In addition, the hydrogen bond angle distribution was also computed,
revealing that water molecules in contact with the silica wall establish hydrogen
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bonds with the terminal hydroxyl groups of silica molecules, resulting strongly
attached to the hydrophilic surface. The radial distribution function (RDF) and
mean square displacement (MSD) of the water molecules adsorbed to the walls
were also computed, and exhibited clear trends of fluid state behaviour.
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Molecular dynamics simulations using both atomistic and coarse grained
(CG) force-fields are carried out to elucidate possible synergetic effects emergent
in water/oil/salt/surfactant/additives mixtures. Specifically, we studied oil/water
and air/water interfaces in several combinations of anionic/nonionic surfactants,
aromatic/aliphatic oils, monovalent/divalent cations. The atomistic simulations
are used to benchmark the CG ones, and the reliability of the computational
predictions is tested against experimental results.
Our results reveal the molecular mechanisms responsible for ion-specific
effects (Na+ or Ca2+) different interfacial tensions for the anionic surfactants,
which is related to the interfacial arrangement of the surfactant molecules.
Furthermore, our results document the molecular origins of oil-specific effect,
namely distinct differences in interfacial tensions depending on whether the oil
is aromatic or aliphatic. Furthermore, we observe the decrease of interfacial
tension by adding alcohol to the anionic surfactant mixtures, which can be
attributed to the nature of the anionic surfactants which is more soluble in the
alcohol than in the water, leading to the decrease of the interaction energy of
surfactants with surrounding molecules at the interface.
Preliminary results will also be shown for mixtures of anionic and nonionic
surfactants, which will be correlated with observations regarding the
micellization properties of such systems.
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We have determined the interfacial properties of hydrate promoters
(cyclopentane, tetyrahydrofuran, 1,3-dioxolane, and oxane) from direct
simulation of the vapor-liquid interface. The molecules are modeled using
molecular models based on the united-atom approach. We also propose
simplified rigid models, using the same geometry, that neglect interactions due
to flexibility. Promoters are modeled using the TraPPE force fields for cyclic
alkanes and ethers. Simulations are performed in the Molecular Dynamics (MD)
canonical ensemble and the vapor-liquid surface tension is evaluated from the
normal and tangential components of the pressure tensor along the simulation
box. In addition to the surface tension, we have also obtained density profiles,
coexistence densities, critical temperature, density, and pressure, and interfacial
thickness as functions of temperature, paying special attention to the comparison
between the estimations obtained from different models and experimental data
taken from the literature. Simulation results are able to predict accurately the
vapor-liquid phase envelope of the promoters, in excellent agreement with
experimental data in the whole range of coexistence. We also compare the
predictions for surface tension as obtained from simulation results for all the
models with experimental data.
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Graphene oxide (GO) membranes are hydrophilic materials that swell in the
presence of water either in a humid environment or when in contact with liquid
water and the magnitude and mechanism of swelling is dependent on the degree
of ionisation of the functional groups present on the surface of the GO flakes. In
this work, using Grand Canonical Monte Carlo and Molecular Dynamics
simulations we investigate the effect that the surface charge, resulting from the
ionisation process of hydroxyl groups [1], has on both the amount of water
adsorbed in the membranes at various humidity conditions and the swelling of
the membranes in contact with liquid water. Three models with increasing
surface charge from -63 mC/m2 to -177 mC/m2 and a neutral one are used (Table
1). The first two charged model are based on surface charge values reported
experimentally for GO membrane [2,3].
Table 3: Value of surface charge for each GO membrane model and the number of counter ions
required to neutralise the simulation box.
Hydroxyl
Name of GO
Number of counter
𝝈𝑮𝑶 (𝒎𝑪/𝒎𝟐 )
deprotonation (%)
membrane model
ions, 𝑵𝑵𝒂‘
0
NGO
0
0
10
1QGO
-63.29
56
20
2QGO
-119.80
106
32
3QGO
-176.31
156

We show that by incorporating ionised functional groups, the onset of
adsorption is shifted to a lower chemical potential (Figure 1) and the internal
membrane pressure increases (Figure 2) due to repulsive interactions between the
graphene flakes. We suggest that for a fairly ordered membranes as the ones
modelled here a surface charge of -120 mC/m2 is the upper limit before the
membrane delaminate. Our simulations also shows that the presence of ions in
the channels reduced the swelling due to screening effect but also increases the
amount of water adsorbed when the membrane is immersed in liquid water
(Figure 3). At low chemical potential, instead, the amount of water adsorbed is
determined by the number of ionised groups which is the most favourable site
for adsorption. The isosteric heat, qst, calculated at low load shows a strong
interaction between adsorbed water molecules with the ionised functional groups
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compared to the neutral membrane that does not contain any ionised functional
groups (Figure 4).
The charged model is able to qualitatively reproduce experimental data [4]
showcasing the importance of including surface charge in GO model to predict
hydration and swelling mechanism. These findings are crucial in underpinning
the future development of GO membranes in simulation and experimental study
for aqueous separations since hydration-induced swelling is widely known to
lead to significant deterioration in performances.

Figure 1: Amount of water adsorbed at various
chemical potential

Figure 2: Vertical pressure in Z direction
within GO membrane at chemical potential =
µl (-45.40 kJ/mol).

Figure 3: Amount of water adsorbed at
chemical potential = µl (-45.40 kJ/mol).

Figure 4: Isosteric heat of adsorption at low
loading.
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Unprecedented amount of carbon dioxide emissions, derived from fossil fuel
burnings, have influenced global warming and climate change [1]. Recently,
Deep Eutectic Solvents have emerged as an alternative to traditional volatile
organic solvents on the carbon dioxide sequestration processes [2]. Classic
Molecular Dynamics simulations were performed to understand the interfacial
behavior and dilution effect of damaging gases into cineol-based Natural Deep
Eutectic Solvents, being cineol/ organic acids (lactic acid or succinic acid or
malic acid). Physicochemical properties and hydrogen-bonding interactions of
these eutectic solvents were previously reported from a theoretical point of view
[3]. The purpose of this work is to examine the interactions between cineol-based
natural eutectics and different gases (CO2 pure gas and a model of flue gas) using
Molecular Dynamics, in a wide composition range, considering intermolecular
forces, solvation, and the changes in the solvent properties upon CO2 absorption.
Initially, intermolecular interactions of CO2 diluted into the three different
solvents have been analyzed, followed by the study of the interface interactions
of the eutectic solvents with vacuum, with CO2 pure gas phase and with a model
flue gas (containing N2, CO2, O2 and water); lastly, the diffusion behavior of CO2
and the flue gas model into the cineol-based natural eutectics have been reported,
thus demonstrating the suitability of the designed Natural Deep Eutectic Solvents
on the CO2 gas capture process. The results on solvent–gas interfaces allowed
the characterization of the mechanism of CO2 capture, considered as a two stages
procedure started with the gas adsorption at the interphase followed by an
interface to bulk solvent diffusion leading to the gas solvation in the fluid. The
study probes the suitability of terpenoid–based natural eutectics for carbon
capture operations, thus allowing green, low cost, and sustainable solvents

CO2
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Figure 1. (a) Scheme of the simulation box used for MD studies (Cineole : Malic acid NADES) in
this work and (b) snapshots of molecular distribution after CO2 diffusion into the NADES bulk phase.
Results from MD simulations at 303 K and 1 bar
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The nucleation of protein condensates is a concentration-driven process of
assembly. When protein condensation is modelled in the canonical ensemble, the
total number of peptides remains constant - the microscopic process and its
outcome are inherently dictated by finite-size effects [1]. These effects impact
the dynamics of the nucleation process and lead, at steady state, to the formation
of a single, stable condensate droplet. Here, we take advantage of a general
theoretical description of the thermodynamics of liquid droplet condensation in
the canonical ensemble based on classical nucleation theory [1-3] to infer
information on the nucleation thermodynamics and kinetics in the macroscopic
limit, where direct simulations of the system can become extremely challenging.
We apply our approach to two phase-separating systems with different physicochemical characteristics: NDDX4 and FUS. From properties of the steady-state
condensate droplet obtained in canonical coarse-grained molecular simulations,
we estimate the macroscopic equilibrium density of the dilute protein solution of
these two peptides, and their respective condensate surface tensions comparable
to experimental values. Nucleation free energy barriers reveal that NDDX4
solutions are kinetically unstable over a large interval of concentrations, while
FUS solutions are associated with activated nucleation events. Differences in the
behavior of the two systems can be explained by fundamentally different
contributions of the bulk and surface free energy terms, which correlate with
single chain composition, and with the dynamics of monomer exchange at
equilibrium. The approach proposed here is general and provides a
straightforward and efficient route to obtain emergent, thermodynamic, and
kinetic properties of protein condensates from finite-sized nucleation
simulations.
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Figure 1 Coarse-grained (CG) modelling of the nucleation of bio-molecular condensates. A) CG
model of a NDDX4 chain - here we adopt a resolution of one bead per residue. The model
parameterization is sufficiently general to represent accurately the phase behavior of both NDDX4
and FUS. B) In order to cluster peptide chains as belonging to the dense or dilute phases we adopt a
segment-based coordination definition. Single peptide chains were subdivided in segments
comprising 20 AA residues as shown in figure, representing each segment with a different color. C)
Free energy profile associated to the nucleation of a dense-phase droplet in CG simulations performed
in the NVT ensemble. The variable n represents the number of chains in the dense phase. For n=0 no
droplet is present in the system and the density ρtot is larger than the equilibrium density of the dilute
phase ρeq. In N-constrained, finite-sized simulations the reversible work associated with the
nucleation of the dense phase admits a stable equilibrium state (dF/dn = 0, d2F/dn2 > 0) corresponding
to a steady state droplet.
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CO2 hydrates offer opportunities in Carbon Capture, Utilisation and Storage
(CCUS) applications. In particular, their mild storage conditions suggest the
possibility of using CO2 hydrates to achieve affordable and environmentally
friendly carbon transportation. However, technical hurdles remain because of
the slow kinetics often observed for hydrates growth. Several promoters exist,
which can affect the thermodynamic and/or the kinetic properties of clathrate
hydrates. In a recent contribution, we explored the ability of tetrahydrofuran
(THF) to act as thermodynamic promoter [1]. Recent experiments quantified
the role of THF and sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS, a kinetic promoter) in
manipulating CO2 hydrates [2].
Building upon those macroscopic observables, molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations are used here to achieve insights on the molecular mechanisms
responsible for hydrates stabilisation and growth. The simulations are
conducted in the temperature range from 269 to 284 K, at conditions with
excess CO2, and varying the concentration of THF and SDS. Non equilibrium
MD results are quantified in terms of growth rate, and are interpreted on the
basis of density profiles, transport properties, as well as mapping the free
energy landscape relevant for the process of interest. The observations are in
general agreement with experimental observations, as T=279.1K is found to be
the melting temperature for the CO2 hydrate at the conditions considered for
this study As the temperature changes, a variety of phenomena are observed,
including the formation of SDS micelles containing THF and CO2, which alter
the composition of the system at the hydrate-liquid interface. With the help of
the simulation results, we discuss conditions at which THF and SDS act in
synergy, and others at which these chemicals behave as antagonistic with
respect to CO2 hydrates growth. Combined with experimental insights and
future investigations, the results presented here could enable the use of hydrates
for carbon capture, transport, and sequestration.
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The development of innovative chemical processes for converting carbon
dioxide (CO2) into useful platform chemicals is of interest in the industry and
society. CO2 is abundantly available in the atmosphere; it is the main flue gas in
the energy industry and chemical industry.[1] Several techniques for carboncapture processes already exist, and two approaches are commonly used. The
first approach is carbon capture and storage (CCS). Therein, CO2 is stored under
high pressure in deep saline aquifers, which contain high salt concentrations. The
second approach is carbon capture and utilization (CCU). In CCU processes, a
suitable salt is required as a base to catalyze the overall reaction. In this context,
a suitable salt shall be very soluble in the water-poor reaction system, and it shall
increase the CO2 solubility in the reaction mixture.[1] In conclusion, high CO2
solubility and high salt solubility are prerequisites for CCS and CCU processes.
The experimental effort to study both, the CO2 solubility and the salt
solubility in complex systems is tremendous, as solubility depends on numerous
conditions (e.g., temperature, pressure, and solvent composition). Further, the
CO2 solubility also depends on the present pH in the liquid phase and determines
whether only physisorption occurs or both, physisorption and chemisorption
occur.[2] Thus, also the influence of electrolytes (e.g., NaCl vs. NaHCO3) on the
pH is a crucial step towards understanding the salt influence on CO2 solubility.
Accounting for all these aspects, the equation of state (EOS) ePC-SAFT
advanced [3] was used in this work to predict the CO2 solubility in aqueous
systems [2] and in organic electrolyte solutions (e.g., NaCl, KCl) for a broad
range of conditions (temperature, pressure, electrolyte concentration, solvent
composition). As a result, salting-out effects were present in most of the
investigated systems, and the CO2 solubility decreased with increasing salt
concentration. In addition, the pH in the aqueous phase was predicted for selected
systems, and the influence on the CO2 solubility was studied. As a result, the
influence of NaCl on the pH and subsequently on the CO2 solubility is not very
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pronounced. The pH remained in the range of the salt-free system (3<pH<4), and
mainly physisorption was present. On the other hand, bicarbonates drastically
increased the pH (7<pH<8) and strongly changed CO2 solubility. Here,
physisorption and chemisorption must be taken into account. Moreover, ePCSAFT advanced was used to model the salt solubility [4] of chloride-based salt,
bicarbonate-based salts, and carbonate-based salts in various organic solvents
(e.g., methanol, ethanol). Here, ion-specific and solvent-specific effects were
evaluated and analyzed. As a result, carbonate-based salts (e.g., Cs2CO3) are
promising candidates for CCU processes, while chloride-based salts have poor
solubility in organic solvents.
In conclusion, ePC-SAFT advanced allowed accurately predicting the CO2
solubility in complex multi-component mixtures and modeling the salt solubility
in various organic solvents. Consequently, ePC-SAFT advanced is a powerful
EOS, which helps significantly reducing the process development of both, CCU
and CCS processes.
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Cement is the main component of concrete, which is one of the most
consumed materials on Earth [1]. Cement production requires intensive energy
consumption, while it is a highly CO2 emitting industrial process. According to
IEA the cement industry is the third highest emitter, responsible for the 5% of
the total emissions originating from the industrial sector. Each ton of Portland
cement produced releases almost one ton of CO2 to the atmosphere.
While the majority (50–60%) of the produced CO2 is due to the
decomposition of CaCO3, a considerable amount (30–40%) is generated from the
combustion of fossil fuels in the various units (i.e. preheater, calciner, rotary
kiln). In order to address the issue, a significant effort has been devoted during
the recent years in developing new methods for lowering CO2 emissions [2] –
[4]. A well-known and broadly used method is the co-processing technique in
which waste is used to replace raw materials and/or fuels [1].The use of
alternative fuels in the cement industry has numerous environmental benefits
including among others the following [5], [6]:
• reduction of the use of non-renewable fossil fuels such as coal,
• contribution towards minimizing emissions,
• maximization of energy recovery from waste,
• maximization of the recovery of the non-combustible part of the waste
and elimination of the need for disposal of slag or ash (as the inorganic
part substitutes raw material in the cement).
In the current study an extensive review is performed exploring the effect of
using alternative fuels, primarily on the CO2 emissions, and secondarily on other
gas emissions. The main focus of this study is the cement industry. While
emphasis is given in discussing extensively the experimental studies, we also
consider computational studies that focus on the use of alternative fuels and the
corresponding emissions. During the recent years, the development of “digital
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twins” [7] has contributed significantly in the effort to improve the energy
efficiency and the emission reduction from the cement industry.
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The generality and versatility of Equation of State (EoS) models in predicting
pure substances and mixtures properties makes them an indispensable tool in the
chemical sciences. However, access to reliable experimental data is required for
fitting the empirical parameters associated with these models, which may not
always be available, as it is often the case for high-performance polymers.
With the advent of deep learning, Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) can be
employed to capture the complex dependencies of the EoS parameters on the
chemical structure in a statistically superior manner than other conventional
means. An ANN is a data-driven model that is made of interconnected processing
elements (i.e., neurons) that form a network capable of describing nonlinear
functional relationships [1]. The process of developing an ANN model for such
applications can be divided into three major steps: (1) Building the dataset,
ensuring that it is sufficient and fully representative for the proposed application
(2) Training the model by providing it with input data and the desired output data
for comparison. The model’s parameters and hyperparameters are then tuned
accordingly (3) Validating the model to test its predictive capabilities.
In this contribution, we propose a proof-of-concept for the estimation of the
characteristic parameters for the Sanchez-Lacombe EoS using ANN methods.
The application is restricted to gases and families of polymers, with particular
focus to those that are relevant to membrane gas separation processes. This
investigation paves the way to the extension of this technique to other prominent
EoS such as the different variants of SAFT.
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The separation of racemic mixtures became important in many industries,
including the pharmaceutical and food ones, since the discovery of their effects
on biological systems. While one enantiomer has the desired effect on the human
body, the racemic twin can be harmful. Therefore, many ways to separate these
enantiomers have been developed in recent decades. These methods are however
still costly and time-consuming [1-3]. In the search for more efficient and costeffective ways of obtaining optically pure, and thus less harmful, drugs,
membrane separations seem to be very promising [4]. In a recent paper [5], we
presented a computational model of chiral recognition using a membrane with
the β-cyclodextrin active site as a chiral selector for separation of (R)- and (S)ibuprofen. We found that this molecule has the potential to recognize individual
enantiomers of ibuprofen.
This work presents a molecular dynamics study of the separation process of
various racemic mixtures with specific membranes. In order to bring rather
conceptual molecular simulations closer to empirical science, non-equilibrium
molecular dynamics have been used to mimic the experimental apparatus [6]. In
this kind of simulation, a flow of the liquid mixture is maintained by a constant
force applied in the direction perpendicular to the fixed membrane, mimicking
the pressure difference at the inlet and outlet. Information about each component
and its behavior in the vicinity of the membrane is then obtained by simple
analysis. An explanation of the chiral recognition has been achieved by
optimizing the dimer structure of the basic membrane element and one of the
enantiomers of the racemic mixture using an appropriate method for the
approximation of the energy of a quantum many-body system in a stationary state
employing the MOPAC package [7]. Based on these optimal conformations, a
deduction based on the simple three-point model [8] has been made to distinguish
the most important parts of mutual intermolecular interaction.
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In this work we present computer simulation and theoretical results for
quantum associating fluid models [1]. Semiclassical Monte Carlo computer
simulations were performed in order to study the variation of thermodynamic
properties with the thermal de Broglie wavelength 𝜆6 = ℎ/(2𝜋𝑚𝑘𝑇)Y 5 , where
T is the temperature, h and k are the Planck’s and Boltzmann’s constants,
respectively, and m is the particle mass. We present a quantum extension of the
Wertheim model for hard spheres with one associating site [2, 3] using the Slater
sum of the fluid system (see Figure 1). We also present results for quantum hard
spheres confined between parallel hard walls separated by a distance 𝐻𝜎, where
𝜎 is the hard spheres diameter [4]. For the case of extreme and maximum
confinement, 0.5 < 𝐻 3Y < 1 and 𝐻 3Y = 1, respectively, analytical results can
be given based on an extension for quantum systems of the theory developed by
Franosch et al. [5] for classical hard spheres.

Figure 1: Fraction of free monomers for quantum associating hard spheres as a function of density
for several values of the thermal wavelength 𝜆∗6 = 𝜆6 /𝜎. NVT-MC computer simulation results and
theoretical predictions are given by solid circles and continuous lines, respectively. Results are for
the one-site HS model described in reference [3].
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A formulation of the thermodynamics for a system composed by two phases
in osmotic equilibrium is presented by using the chemical potential of the solvent
µ s , and the number of moles of the solute ns ( Ns ) as “natural variables”.
This approach is more adequate for imposing the condition of osmotic
equilibrium in terms of the solute concentration cs = ns / V , where V is
the total volume of the solution at a temperature T .
The “osmotic properties” as the osmotic pressure p , and the difference
between the solvent’s densities at both sides of the semipermeable membrane,
are easily obtained in this way in comparison with the usual approach [1, 2].
The canonical partition function for a dilute solution proposed by
Guggenheim [3 , is used as concrete example of the whole procedure. The
comparison with the usual approach will be presented , showing the importance
of the adequate selection of the thermodynamic variables set: ( µs , Ns ,V , T )
instead of

( N s , Ns ,V , T )

. The method suggested by Hill [4], for the

generation of the corresponding partition functions for different ensembles
(canonical, semi grand canonical) allows the complete calculation of the
thermodynamic properties for a dilute solution, in each case. The formalism can
be applied to the general treatment of a real solution with finite concentration.
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In this study, all available data from experiments and molecular simulations
for the intra-diffusivities of H2 and O2 in H2O, and for the self-diffusivity of pure
H2O are analyzed to examine the validity of the Stokes-Einstein (SE) relation.
This analysis is motivated by the significant amount of work devoted through the
years for improving the predictions of intra- and self-diffusivities in binary and
multicomponent mixtures relevant to chemical and environmental processes [13]. Here, we calculate the slopes s and t corresponding to the ln(D) vs: ln(T/η )
and ln(D/T) vs. ln(1/η) plots, respectively, where D is the intra-diffusivity, η the
viscosity, and T the temperature of the systems. Our results (Fig. 1 and 2) show
that s and t deviate from unity no matter if the experimental or simulation data
are used. This means that the Stokes-Einstein relation is violated for the binary
systems of H2 and O2 with H2O, and for pure H2O. Although prior studies mainly
focused on re-evaluating the parameter A of the SE-based semi-theoretical/semiempirical approaches expressed as D = Α T/η, our results indicate that reliable
predictions for the intra- and self-diffusivities can be achieved by improving the
accuracy of the prediction of slopes s and t.
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Fig. 1 Validity test of the SE theory for the
MD simulations reported by
Tsimpanogiannis et al. 7 for the case of H2
intra-diffusion coefficient in H2O [2,4].

Fig. 2 Validity test of the SE theory for the
experimental data of H2 intra-diffusion
coefficient in H2O [4].
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Ion pairing, which is the (partial) association of oppositely charged ions,
significantly affects the thermodynamic and transport properties of electrolyte
solutions[1,2]. Although the importance of ion-pairing in electrolyte solutions is
almost accepted in the literature, most of the developed models neglect it even at
low permittivity solutions. In addition, since the treatment of Bjerrum in 1926, a
few models have been developed for associative electrolyte solutions, however,
how accurate they are is still a question.
In this study, four implicit solvent models namely, Ebeling and Grigo[3] (EG)
and its extended version[4] (EEG), Bernard and Blum[5] (BiMSA), and Zhou et
al.[6] (ZYS) approaches from the literature along with a model recently
developed by us are studied to assess their predictive ability. All the models are
implicit solvent models, so it’s been assumed that the ions are in a continuum
medium of solvent(s). In this research, we have assumed that cation and anion
have the same ionic radii which are equal to the arithmetic average of their
crystallographic ionic radii. Moreover, the association constant at the reference
state (𝐾–F ) is predicted by Ebeling et al.[3] model for all the models.
The mathematical formulation of the models can be generally written in the
form of Eq. 1 in which the HS, II, DI, and MAL are hard-sphere, ion-ion, dipoleion, and ion-pair contributions to the activity coefficient. Table 4 summarizes the
contributions to the implicit solvent models. In the EG, EEG, and this study, the
chemical equilibrium between ions and ion pairs is assumed and the fraction of
free ions (α) is calculated from the mass action law. In these models, the ion pair
contribution is equal to the mass action law contribution which is 𝑙𝑛 𝛼 .
Eq. 1
𝑙𝑛𝛾± = 𝑙𝑛 𝛾±š› + 𝑙𝑛 𝛾±œœ + 𝑙𝑛 𝛾±7œ + 𝑙𝑛 𝛾±œc
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Table 4: The contributions to the mean ionic activity coefficient from implicit solvent models.
𝒍𝒏 𝜸𝑯𝑺
±

𝒍𝒏 𝜸𝑰𝑰
±

EG
CS
MSA
EEG
CS
MSA
BiMSA
CS
BiMSA
ZYS
CS
MSA
This Study Mansoori et al.[7]
DH
CS: Carnahan-Starling equation
MSA: Mean Spherical Approximation
TBT: Thermodynamic Perturbation Theory
RCA: Reference Cavity Approximation

𝒍𝒏 𝜸𝑫𝑰
±

𝒍𝒏 𝜸𝑰𝑷
±

Ideal
Stell-Zhou[6]
Stell-Zhou[6]
Kirkwood[8]

Chemical equilibrium
Chemical equilibrium
TBT
RCA
Chemical equilibrium

Figure 15: The comparison of MIAC and fraction of free ions (α) predicted by the models and
experimental data in the (a) water-ethanol-NaCl, (b) water-methanol-NaCl, (c) water-ethylene glycolNaCl, and (d) water-ethanol-NaCl solution at 25 °C and 60% mass fraction of solvent in the mixed
solvent.
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The predictive ability of these models is investigated with four aqueous
mixed-solvent electrolyte solutions (water-1,4-dioxane-NaCl, water-methanolNaCl, water-ethanol-NaCl, and water-ethylene glycol-NaCl). Since all the
models are implicit solvent models, the density of the solution and mixed solvent
are required to perform the analysis. Hence, we have trained a support vector
machine regressor (SVR) for the density of each ternary water-solvent-NaCl
solutions. For the static permittivity of the mixed solvents, the experimental data
are directly employed in the simulation. Finally, the mean ionic activity
coefficient (MIAC) of the mentioned solutions versus the square root of salt
concentration is compared with the experimental data.
Figure 15 shows the comparison between predictions from models and MIAC
experimental data. As can be seen from this figure, despite the theoretical
difference between the models, their predictions are close to each other. In
addition, all models underpredict the MIAC of the mixed solvent electrolyte
solutions, except at low concentrations of water-ethylene glycol-NaCl system.
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The thermodynamic properties of electrolyte solutions are extensively
investigated in the literature, however, these studies mostly focused on aqueous
solutions. Due to various applications in the electrochemical and chemical
industries, the study of electrolyte solutions with mixed solvents is necessary. In
addition, the static permittivity of mixed solvents is lower than water which
results in ion-pairing in the solutions. Thus, neglecting the presence of ion pairs
in these solvents cannot be justified.
In this study, we have investigated the mean ionic activity coefficient (MIAC)
of four mixed solvents electrolyte solutions namely, water-1,4-dioxane-NaCl,
water-methanol-NaCl, water-ethanol-NaCl, and water-ethylene glycol-NaCl. A
new implicit solvent model based on the McMillan-Mayer framework is used to
estimate the activity coefficient of the cation, anion, and ion pair (Eq. 1)
including hard-sphere (HS), ion-ion (II), ion-solvent (IS), and ion-dipole (ID)
interactions. For the HS, II, IS, and ID interactions Mansoori et al.[1] equation
of state, Debye-Hückel model[2], Born model[2], and Kirkwood et al.[2] models
are used, respectively.
Eq. 2
𝐴f 𝒏, 𝑉, 𝑇 = 𝐴š› + 𝐴7š + 𝐴6Ef¦ + 𝐴7œ
The ion-ion association that may affect the thermodynamic and transport
properties of electrolyte solutions[3] is treated based on a chemical model. The
association constant (𝐾–° ) is estimated by Ebeling et al.[4] equation. Finally, the
mass action law (Eq. 3) and the implicit solvent model are solved
simultaneously, and the MIAC is calculated from Eq. 4.
1 − 𝛼 𝛾oj
𝐾– 𝑝, 𝑇 =
Eq. 3
5
𝛼𝛾±¨j 𝑐ª
𝛾±j = 𝛼𝛾±¨j
Eq. 4
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In this study, it’s been assumed that the anion’s radius is the crystallographic
radius and the cation’s radius is the only parameter that is adjusted with the
MIAC experimental data. The distance between ion pairs is also assumed to be
the distance of the closest approach.

Figure 16: The static permittivity of water-1,4Dioxane[5],
water-methanol[6],
waterethanol[7], and water-ethylene glycol[8] mixed
solvents at 25 °C depicted versus the mass
fraction of water (2).

Figure 17: The association constant for the
ternary mixed solvent systems versus the static
permittivity.

Figure 18 and Figure 19 show a good agreement between the calculated
MIAC and the experimental data for the four systems. However, a better
agreement can be achieved by treating the anion’s radius as an adjustable
parameter. Figure 17 also shows the estimated association constant versus the
mixed solvent static permittivity. As can be seen, the association constant
increase by orders of magnitude when the static permittivity decreases.
Furthermore, from the contributions to the activity coefficient (Figure 19b), it
can be implied that the less the static permittivity is, the more dominant the
Coulombic interactions are.
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Figure 18: The MIAC in the molarity scale compared with experimental data for (a) water-1,4dioxane-NaCl[9], (b)water-ethanol-NaCl[10], (c) water-ethylene glycol-NaCl[9], and (d) watermethanol-NaCl[11] at various mass fractions of organic solvent in the mixed solvent (w´1) at 25 °C.

Figure 19: (a) The mean ionic and ion pair activity coefficient along with the fraction of free ions
and (b) the contributions to the activity coefficient for cation, anion, and ion pair for water-1,4dioxane at 60% mass fraction of 1,4-dioxane in the mixed solvent and 25 °C.
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One of the most challenging tasks for electrolyte models is their extension to
non-aqueous solvents, either pure or mixed with water. At the same time, such a
task is necessary to facilitate the incorporation of electrolyte models in routine
engineering calculations for industrial purposes. Currently most electrolyte
models target aqueous solutions. One such model is the electrolyte Statistical
Associating Fluid Theory with the Mie potential of Variable Range (eSAFT-VR
Mie) equation of state (EoS). It is a relatively new electrolyte EoS combining the
SAFT-VR Mie EoS [1] with a Debye-Hückel [2] and a Born term [3] that utilizes
ionic parameters and has been developed for aqueous electrolyte solutions using
a relative permittivity that is independent of the salt concentration [4].
An extensive analysis of the effect of the relative permittivity and
characteristic diameter on the Born and Debye-Hückel term in the mean ionic
activity coefficient of both aqueous and non-aqueous solutions has been
performed. It has been found that the influence of these two modelling
components in both terms is quite important. Both terms show a great sensitivity
to the characteristic diameters especially if low values are used. This is more
pronounced as the relative permittivity of the solvent decreases, and as the
molality of the salt increases. Furthermore, the Born term is more sensitive to
both these parameters compared to the Debye-Hückel term.
Due to these observations, the relative permittivity of the model was switched
to a composition dependent one and various relations have been tested. The
model has been reparametrized based on Mean Ionic Activity Coefficient and
density data of single solvent systems and afterwards mixed solvent properties
have been predicted with encouraging results for various properties.
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Naproxen and indomethacin are both non-steroidal anti-inflammatory active
pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs), used to treat mild pain, fever, stiffness and
swelling. Naproxen is reported to have four different polymorphic forms [1] and
indomethacin presents two main polymorphic forms (α and γ) [2]. The formation
of the 𝛼-polymorph is reported to be favored at high pressures due to its higher
density compared to the 𝛾-form [3].
In this work, the solubilities of naproxen and indomethacin in supercritical
carbon dioxide (scCO2) were investigated from both experimental and theoretical
points of view. Experimentally, the solubilities of these APIs in scCO2 and
scCO2/ethyl acetate mixtures were measured using a variable-volume highpressure view cell at 60 ℃ and at pressures between 186 and 429 bar. The
solubility of naproxen in scCO2 deviated from data reported in literature [4] at
pressures higher than 250 bar. Polymorphism was not investigated for the
literature data. Crystal structure analysis performed in this work revealed a
change in the crystal structure from form 1 to form 3 when the system pressure
was increased above 250 bar, justifying the difference between solubility values
obtained in this work from literature data. Moreover, the solubility of 𝛼indomethacin in scCO2 was measured, and the influence of ethyl acetate on the
solubility in sCO2 was investigated.
The thermodynamic model PC-SAFT was used to describe the solubility of
naproxen and indomethacin in scCO2 and of indomethacin scCO2/ethyl acetate
mixtures over the entire pressure range. The model descriptions were in excellent
agreement with experimental data. Figure 1 shows the solubility of (a) 𝛼indomethacin in scCO2 and (b) scCO2/ethyl acetate measured experimentally and
compared to PC-SAFT descriptions.
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Figure 1. Solubility of α-indomethacin in (a) scCO2 and (b) in scCO2/ethyl acetate mixtures. Stars
(experimental data) and lines (PC-SAFT descriptions) for 60°C (a,b) and 150 bar (b).
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In the present work we study the global phase behaviour of n-alkanes. We
have applied Wertheim’s first order thermodynamic perturbation theory (TPT1)
[1-5]. Under this formalism the chains are made up of m freely jointed monomers
interacting via the Lennard-Jones potential with parameters σ and ε. Vega et al.
[6] have previously considered the fully flexible approach to study fluid-solid
equilibrium of linear chains, using the same values of m for the solid and liquid
phases. However, the fully flexible model is not suitable for solid phases; for
example, it has been shown to lead to artificially low triple points and very large
fluid ranges. In order to solve this problem, in this work we propose different
molecular models to be used for the solid and fluid phases. The number of
segments to treat the chain molecules in the fluid mf and the LJ monomer
potential parameters σ and ε are taken from [7-8], whereas for the solid phase a
temperature-dependent effective chain length ms(T) is determined through a
minimisation between theoretical and experimental liquid-solid phase
equilibrium data. In this way the conformation of chains in the solid phase is
decoupled from the fluid phase, and the liquid-solid coexistence curves are
modified. We use the models proposed to reproduce the complete (solid-liquidvapour) phase diagrams of several n-alkanes (see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2). We find and
improvement in the prediction of the triple point temperatures.
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Figure 1. ln p-T projection for n-dodecane (C12) and n-hexadecane (C16). Symbols are experimental
data: circles for solid-liquid equilibrium; triangles for vapour-liquid equilibrium, and diamonds is for
triple point temperature. Continuous line represent predictions for vapour-liquid equilibrium and
dashed line is solid-liquid equilibrium using TPT-1 approach. The dashed-dotted line is the prediction
of solid-liquid equilibria obtained using the model for solid phase proposed in this work.

Figure. 2. T-ρ diagrams for n-dodecane (C12) and n-hexadecane (C16). Results with TPT-1 are
represent with dashed curves. The continuous lines represent the global phase diagram using the
models proposed in this work. Experimental results for the vapour–liquid equilibrium and liquid
states are given by triangles and crosses, respectively.
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Surfactants are amphiphilic molecules and they consist of a hydrophobic tail
and a hydrophilic head group. Therefore, surfactants can self-assemble in polar
as well as non-polar solvents. In polar solvents, e.g. water, the surfactants
aggregate in a way that the polar head directs into the water whereas the tail is
shielded from the solvent in the core of the aggregate. In non-polar solvents, e.g.
alkanes, the polar head group is in the core whereas the tail directs into the
solvent. Aggregates in aqueous environments are called micelles. In contrast,
aggregates in non-polar solvents are called reverse or inverse micelles. The fact,
that the inner of the aggregate, the core, differs from the solvent, allows
solubilizing molecules, which are poorly soluble in the solvent, inside the core.
This opens up to a wide range of applications, for instance, cosmetic products,
which require skin-friendly surfactants such as sugar-based surfactants. One
example is n-decyl-β-D-glucopyranoside (C10G1).
The phase behaviour of ternary mixtures made of water + n-alkane +
surfactant is schematically depicted in Figure 1 and it was already studied
experimentally [1,2], where it was found that middle-phase microemulsion
(Windsor III) could only be formed by adding a cosolvent. The ternary mixture
of water + n-alkane + C10G1 forms a so-called Winsor 2 system, where an
aqueous phase containing micelles (Winsor 1) and an oil-excess phase containing
inverse micelles (Winsor II) are in equilibrium over a wide temperature range.
The modelling of this phase behaviour using a classical GE-model leads to large
deviations [Error! Bookmark not defined.]. Therefore, a new thermodynamic
framework including the aggregation in the coexisting phases should be
developed.
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Figure 1: Phase behaviour of water + oil + non-ionic-surfactant.

The prediction of the aggregate formation of C10G1 in water using a detailed
aggregation model, developed by Nagarajan and Ruckenstein [3], can be found
in the literature [4]. In contrast, the calculation of the aggregation properties in
un-polar environments was never done in the literature. For non-ionic surfactants
the detailed aggregation model [Error! Bookmark not defined.] considers five
contributions: a) the transfer of the surfactant tail from the solvent into the
aggregate, b) the deformation of the surfactant tail in the aggregate, c) the steric
repulsion of the head groups, d) the formation of an interface and e) the Gibbs
enthalpy of mixing within the core of the aggregate. The Gibbs enthalpy of
mixing was calculated using PC-SAFT [5], where the binary parameters 𝑘"# for
water and alkane mixtures were taken from the literature [6]. Caused by the
physical nature of the model, the model permits the prediction of the aggregate
shape, the two-dimensional aggregation distribution function with respect to the
aggregation number and the aggregate composition, the critical micellar
concentration (CMC), if the number of carbon atoms in the surfactant tail and the
effective head group area are known. Additionally, this approach allows for the
first time the calculation of the phase equilibria without any ternary parameters
that need to be fitted to experimental data. The calculated phase equilibrium of
the system C10G1 + water + n-octane will be discussed in detail and, if possible,
compared to experimental data. Furthermore, the calculated two-dimensional
distribution functions and their resulting quantities, like the mean aggregate size,
will be shown in detail for each coexisting phase.
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Water is the most important and the most anomalous substance on earth.
Thermodynamic properties of water show various extrema when plotted against
temperature, such as the density maximum, heat capacity minimum, and more
[1]. Due to its anomalous behavior, it is a challenge for many equations of state
(to capture its thermodynamic behavior. In a recent extensive study, we have
shown that some contemporary equations of state that include hydrogen
bonding are unable to predict any of water’s anomalous thermodynamic
properties [2]. The models that we used for our analysis were the Perturbed
Chain – Statistical Associating Fluid Theory (PC-SAFT) and the Cubic- PlusAssociation (CPA) equations of state (EoS). It is clear that modifications are
needed to these models to account for the origin of these anomalies. However,
the origin of these anomalous properties is still a matter of debate in the
scientific community [2]. One noteworthy theory is that there are two different
structures in water and that water’s anomalies are caused by structural
fluctuations in water [1]. The two structures are usually referred to as lowdensity liquid (LDL) and high-density liquid (HDL). This idea has been
supported by molecular simulation studies [3] as well as experimental studies
[4].
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Figure 20. a) Density of liquid water at 1 bar and b) residual isobaric heat capacity of liquid water at
1 bar. Solid lines are results from the different thermodynamic models [2, 5, 6] and symbols are
values from NIST [7].

Interestingly enough, there are also thermodynamic models that are
consistent with this concept and at the same time they have been reported to
predict some of water’s anomalies. These models that we are going to consider
are a semi-empirical two-state thermodynamic model [5], which considers that
water is a mixture of two interconvertible states controlled by chemical
equilibrium, and DAPT [6] which is a SAFT-type model that enforces
tetrahedral symmetry to molecules bonded 4 times while the rest have the
structure of a hard-sphere fluid. In our analysis, we have applied these models
for the estimation of many thermodynamic properties at a wide range of
conditions (wider compared to the original authors [5, 6]). We will be
discussing the models’ successes as well as challenges. A few results are shown
in Figure 1 for density and isobaric heat capacity at 1 bar. These models show
some promising results since they are able to predict some of water’s
anomalous properties. This is also an indication that the two-structure
hypothesis could be indeed the reason for water’s anomalous properties, but it
is not definite. It is important to note that the models are not perfect. For
instance, the two-state model [5] has many adjustable parameters (≈77) and
contains no structural information and DAPT [6] can show significant
inaccuracies at predicting some properties like the heat capacity (Figure 1b). In
Figure 2, some more challenges of the models are presented. The two-state
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model is exceptionally accurate up to 350K, but at higher temperatures it
provides very unrealistic results. DAPT shows large deviations from the actual
values both qualitatively and quantitatively. During the talk, more comparisons
will be presented for more properties at a wide range of temperatures and
pressure. Finally, we will be discussing some theoretical aspects that the
models might be lacking and possible ways that the models could be improved.

Figure 21. Isochoric heat capacity of water at different pressures. Symbols are data from NIST [7]
and solid lines are calculated results from a) the two-state model [5] and b) DAPT [6].
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Electrolyte solutions are important in many industrial processes, e.g., CO2
capture and sequestration, flue gas treatment, desalination, scale formation,
corrosion resistance enhancement, batteries, pharmaceutical processes, etc.
Modeling of thermodynamic properties of mixed-solvent electrolyte solutions is
challenging.
In this work, the thermodynamic properties of (water + alkali halide) and
(water + alcohol + alkali halide) are modelled using the ePPC-SAFT model [1],
that includes hard-chain, dispersion, association, non-additive hard sphere, mean
spherical approximation (MSA), and Born contributions. The model is
parameterized based on mean ionic activity coefficient (MIAC), vapour liquid
equilibria (VLE), and liquid density. In a previous work [2], a benchmark
database for MIAC and VLE has been developed. In addition, here, the density
database that is necessary for the parameterization of the ePPC-SAFT model is
obtained using machine learning tools. Various modelling strategies are
evaluated. Ion-solvent and ion-ion interactions are modelled using the dispersion,
association, and both. Whether there is a need for like-ion dispersion is evaluated.
Different approaches are tested for ionic diameters. The impact of the relative
permittivity is investigated. Furthermore, a response surface analysis is
performed to analyse the degeneracy of parameters, and to reduce the number of
adjustable parameters. Then, ion-specific parameters are obtained for the alkali
halides. The obtained model and parameters are validated on salt solubility in the
solvent mixtures, Gibbs energy of transfer, vapour pressure depression of the
anhydrous electrolyte solutions, and individual ion activity coefficient.
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Semi-fluorinated alkanes (FnHm, CnF2n+1CmH2m+1) are diblock
molecules formed by a hydrogenated chain bonded to a perfluorinated segment,
which are both hydrophobic and mutually phobic. These primitive surfactants,
lacking a polar head, form Langmuir films at the surface of water and some solid
substrates [1,2]. The films are formed by discrete, mono-dispersed hemimicelles,
hexagonally packed in 2D lattices, which are attractive for the bottom-up
fabrication of self-assembled templates and nano-patterned surfaces. Recently,
the formation, structure and size of F8H16 hemimicelles was elucidated by
Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations [3]. The spontaneous organisation in
dense surface aggregates is typical of the fluorinated moieties, a phenomenon
which happens even at very low surface density [4].
In this work, we use MD simulations to systematically characterise other
FnHm systems. The pit at the centre of the hemimicelles is uncovered to result
from the alignment of the CH2-CF2 dipoles. The diameter of the hemimicelles is
found to be a function of the chain lengths of the CF and CH moieties. The results
are in remarkable agreement with experimental data. Our findings were
rationalised developing a model relating the geometry of the molecules with the
size of the hemimicelles, in a fully predictive way. The influence of different
substrates and additives in the water subphase (such as electrolytes and small
organic molecules), on the stability and structure of the hemimicelles is also
studied. The potential to selectively store different additives within the cavities
of the hemimicelles is envisaged.
These results demonstrate, for the first time, that the morphology of the
FnHm hemimicelles is determined by the molecular dipole and the length of the
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hydrogenated and perfluorinated segments, providing an overall understanding
of the self-assembling process.
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With new regulations and changing customer demands, previously integrated
preservatives and additives in formulations have become the target of change.
The investigation of standalone surfactant mixtures that still maintain key
properties, such as antimicrobial behaviour, has become an increasingly
important topic. Links between microbial efficacy of a given surfactant and its
microstructure has been gleaned from preliminary experimental observations. A
procedure for a rapid and efficient in-silico screening of micelle properties
therefore becomes a desirable concept in formulation design.

Figure 1: Ternary graphs of multiple properties for the average micelle within the 28 different
surfactant ratio systems

We report here a molecular modelling study employing dissipative particle
dynamics (DPD) simulation. A ternary system composed of varying ratios of
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mixed surfactant systems of dimethyldodecylamine oxide (DDAO or AO),
alcohol ethoxy sulphate (SLES or AES) and sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS or
AS) is assessed. The surfactants are coarse-grained and comprised of 5 beads
(AO, AS) and 8 beads (AES), with each bead having a 3:1 heavy atom mapping.
The onus is on the investigation of their micelle morphology and thermodynamic
properties (such as charge per micelle, sphericity and aggregation number – see
Figure 1).
An initial system size and GPU optimisation study is performed before 28
surfactant systems are simulated with a 10% surfactant weight fraction at varying
quantities of AO:AS:AES, using the Schrodinger Desmond engine. From this,
workflows are established to extract the micellar properties for the individual
systems, as well as providing a comparative platform for quick and efficient
analysis. A comparison of ternary graphs of several micelle properties with
experimental microbial source tracking (MST) data is conducted, and we
conclude that there is no apparent correlation between the sought properties and
the MST data.
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Chromonic liquid crystals exhibit a wide range of different self-assembly
behavior in solution. We present all-atom molecular dynamics simulations of
a series of dye molecules: PIC, PCYN, TTBC, BIC and PER, and demonstrate
the presence of different aggregate types in aqueous solutions. We observe the
presence of shift-defects and Y-defects in H-aggregate stacks that lead to
branched aggregates, and we show the presence of layered brick-work
structures that we believe lead to the formation of “smectic” chromonics. The
behavior of different molecules is rationalized through potentials of mean force
calculated for dimers, trimers, and tetramers. We hypothesize that the observed
layered structures are nanoscale precursors to the formation of large tubular
aggregates that have been observed in electron microscopy studies of some
chromonic dyes. We investigate the formation of coarse-grained simulation
models that can capture both the structure of chromonic aggregates in solution
and the correct self-assembly thermodynamics. For PER, we show that a tuned
Martini3 model can be used to successfully represent aggregation and simulate
a bulk chromonic phase.
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Figure 1: Self-assembled structures for a series of chromonic dyes. Left: molecular structures.
Middle: aggregates from atomistic simulations. Right: coarse-grained model.
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Geological CO2 sequestration in deep saline aquifers can play a key role in
the successful mitigation of greenhouse gas emissions. Despite this, there have
been limited studies on the solubility of gases in water confined within porous
materials. Several conditions affect the dissolution of CO2 in water, including
temperature, pressure, pH and salinity. Since calcite is one of the most abundant
mineral species, understanding the interactions between CO2 and brine near its
surface is crucial for geological CO2 sequestration. To fill this knowledge gap,
we conducted equilibrium molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to investigate
the structure of interfacial water on calcite, as well as the solubility of CO2 in
water confined in slit-shaped calcite pores. We also studied the effects of salts
(NaCl, KCl and MgCl2) on the properties computed and we compared our
solubility results to the solubility of CO2 in bulk water.
Our results show that the solubility of CO2 is lower in calcite pores compared
to bulk observations, and that it decreases as the pores narrow. Comparing our
results to those found for silica pores, we found that the nature of the mineral
substrate in important in modulating CO2 solubility. In addition, our results
suggest that the preferential distribution of ions near the solid-liquid interface
determines whether salts increase or decrease CO2 solubility in confined water.
These observations provide boundary constraints for the amount of CO2 that can
dissolve in hydrated pores at geological conditions.
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This work presents a detailed analysis of the interfacial properties of three
different size chains built-up with 4, 8 and 16 Square-Well (SW) monomers and
different interaction ranges (λ). In particular, the Vapour-Liquid (VL) equilibria
of these systems has been analyzed under different temperatures using the direct
coexistence technique and molecular dynamic (MD) simulations. In order to
study these systems through MD simulations, a continuous version of the SW
potential has been used [1]. The results obtained by the combination of this
continuous version and MD simulations have been compared against the results
obtained by the original discontinuous SW potential and Monte Carlo
simulations [2,3]. In particular, in this work density profiles, coexistence
densities, vapour pressure and interfacial tensions have been analyzed. The
results present in this work are in good agreement with the results reported in the
literature (using λ = 1.5). Also, we have extended the study to other interaction
ranges in order to provide insight into the behaviour of these systems through
MD simulations.
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As the world’s energy demand is rising and conventional energy resources
are draining, shale gas is becoming increasingly important in mitigating the
difference between supply and demand. While technologies such as horizontal
drilling and hydraulic fracturing are currently used, the production of shale gas
is still considered challenging [1]. This is partly due to the lack of knowledge
about the behaviour of fluids in such formations, as well as the lack of
understanding of gas adsorption and transport mechanisms. Knowledge of
adsorption of shale gas relates directly to the production capacity of a shale play
and understanding transport mechanisms provide insights into the long-term
production behaviour. In this respect, molecular simulation is a powerful tool that
can address molecular interactions between molecules and pore surfaces.
Accounting for the effect of confinement is especially important in the case of
shale gas as they are trapped in micro- and nano-sized pores [2]. Thus far, most
computational studies have focused on studying shale gas in a single type of
porous media consisting of either clay/inorganic material (e.g. montmorillonite,
kaolinite, illite) or organic matter (kerogen) [2].
In this study, we investigate the behaviour of shale gas in structures
comprised of kerogen [3] (organic) embedded between two kaolinite (clay) walls
[4], and with slit pores introduced between one of the clay walls and kerogen
(Figure 1). To model our system, we use previously tested force fields: ClayFF
for Kaolinite [4], GAFF for kerogen [3], and TraPPE for the gases [5]. Initially a
robust methodology for the construction of hybrid pores is presented. The
behaviour of the structures in terms of their mechanical stability is investigated.
Secondly, we report the thermodynamic and transport properties of methane,
ethane and a CH4, C2H6, N2, CO2 mixture with a composition resembling that of
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shale gas in different hybrid pores widths at standard temperature and two
pressures. Adsorption and transport of the studied fluids are computed using
structures of different sizes with 20 and 55 kerogen molecules. The amounts of
fluid adsorbed are computed by employing iterative steps of Grand Canonical
Monte Carlo (GCMC) and Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations. Additionally,
MD simulations in the NPT ensemble are performed to compute density profiles
and diffusion coefficients. When examining the transport of gases in those hybrid
structures, two set of results will be shown: (1) self-diffusion coefficients based
on the total mean-square displacements (MSDs) sampled during MD simulations
and (2) local diffusion coefficients in different regions inside the structure (i.e.,
slit pore and kerogen-rich region).

Figure 22. A schematic representation of a hybrid pore consisting of kaolinite walls, kerogen and a
slit pore.
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The behaviour of mixtures of n-alkanes are a point of interest in the
industry, due to their participation in several process, for example, oil refining,
liquefaction of natural gas and gas condensate recovery. Moreover, these
mixtures must be controlled for their effects on the environment [1]. Mixtures
of methane + n-alkanes are particularly interesting for their complex behaviour.
In the case of alkanes with high molecular weight, mixtures show several types
of phase and interfacial behaviour [2-5].
In this work, binary mixtures of methane + n-alkanes (n-decane, ndodecane, ntetradecane and n-hexadecane) have been studied by using several
methods. This study combines experimental determination, theoretical
modelling and molecular simulation to describe the behaviour of the mixtures.
The described properties were the bulk phase equilibria (i.e., pressure, liquid,
and vapor saturated mass densities) and interfacial properties (i.e., interfacial
concentration, adsorption, and interfacial tension). The selected conditions for
this work were 344.15 K and a range of pressure between 0.1 and 30 MPa.
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Perfluorinated liquids are biocompatible, chemically inert and dissolve large
quantities of respiratory gases (N2, O2 and CO2). These properties have triggered
their potential use in biomedical applications such as perfluorocarbons-in-water
emulsions for in vivo oxygen delivery (blood substitutes) and reverse water-inPFC emulsions for pulmonary drug delivery in liquid ventilation. Surface and
interfacial tension data in presence of effective co-surfactants is obviously of
utmost importance to control the stability and performance of both water-in-FC
and in FC-in-water emulsions.
In this work, the interfacial properties of co-surfactants used to stabilize
PFC/water emulsions were studied, in particular fluorinated alcohols and their
mixtures with the corresponding hydrogenated alcohols. The surface tension of
the pure perfluorinated alcohols a function of temperature was reported in a
recent work.1 Now, the liquid-vapour surface tension of the mixtures was
measured as a function of composition. Interestingly, most mixtures display
aneotropes, i.e., minima in the surface tension vs composition curve, which is a
very unusual and intriguing behaviour. The water-liquid interfacial tension of
binary mixtures was also experimentally measured. MD simulations were
performed to obtain a molecular level insight of the structure of the bulk and
interface and SAFT-DGT calculations were used to model the experimental
results.
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Figure 1. Simulation snapshots (side view) of the water-liquid interface of a (decanol +
perfluorohexanol) mixture; (right) the hydrogenated chains (blue) and fluorinated chains (green) were
omitted to visualize the hydrogen bonds network.
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Mixed hydrogenated / perfluorinated systems exhibit highly non-ideal
behaviour due to the mutual phobicity between fluorinated and hydrogenated
chains. This plays a determinant role on the liquids’ structure: mixtures of
hydrogenated and perfluorinated amphiphiles self-assemble forming highly
complex structures such as liquid crystals, gels and micellar solutions [1]. Even
simpler systems such as mixtures of alkanes + perfluoroalkanes were found to be
nano-segregated fluids [2]. Additionally, respiratory gases such as O2 and CO2
are known to be highly soluble in perfluorinated fluids and are usually considered
“fluorophilic”. Xenon, on the other hand, is known to be “hydrogenophilic”. This
set of gases can thus be used to probe their location and dynamics in mixed
perfluorinated/hydrogenated systems, providing important insights regarding the
solvent structure.
In this work atomistic Molecular Dynamics simulations were performed to
study the location and diffusion of O2, CO2 and Xe dissolved in mixtures of
alkanes and perfluoroalkanes and in mixtures of hydrogenated and fluorinated
alcohols. Figure 1 shows a snapshot of an oxygen molecule in the bulk of an
equimolar mixture of hexane + perfluorohexane. The MD results allowed
identifying the nano-segregated organization of the fluid, the location of the O2,
CO2 and Xe particles, to estimate the diffusion coefficients of O2, CO2 and Xe
and to test the fluorophilic nature of O2 and CO2.
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Figure 1 – MD simulation snapshot of an oxygen molecule (red) in an equimolar mixture of hexane
(blue) and perfluorohexane (green).
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In oil and gas reservoirs, when the carbonate rock is weak and poorly
consolidated, the hydrocarbon extraction process produces undesired particles
which will impact on hydrocarbon productivity and increase environmental
waste. Solids production control is essential to mitigate the problem. The solids
production risk can be reduced by the injection of formation strengthening
chemicals into the formation. By doing so, the formation compressive strength
will be improved through the bonding of formation grains, thereby enhancing the
intergranular forces. However, screening the formation strengthening
chemicals can be experimentally tedious and time-consuming. This research
aims to model the chemicals using in-silico molecular simulation screening.
Atomistic molecular dynamics (MD) simulation is employed to model the
interaction of the proposed additives with the calcite structure, which is the
main component of carbonate formation. Calcite crystal planes (1 0 4) and (0
0 1) have been considered as appropriate surrogates of reservoir rock. The fluidsolid interaction details such as molecular conformation and binding energies are
assessed to determine the adsorption characteristics of the chemicals onto
carbonate surfaces. Polyacrylamide-based polymers are selected as potential
candidates,
including
pure
polyacrylamide
(PAM),
hydrolysed
polyacrylamide in neutral form (neutral HPAM), hydrolysed polyacrylamide
with 33% charge density (HPAM 33%) and sulfonated polyacrylamide with
33% charge density (SPAM 33%). Adsorption free energy analysis using the
enhanced sampling method, Umbrella Sampling (US) is applied to assess the
chemical adsorption performance.
Calcite (1 0 4) plane is determined to be the most suitable surrogate for
assessing the interactions with chemicals due to its stability and more realistic
representation of carbonate structure. Figure 1 depicts the molecular
conformation of a PAM oligomer of MW 641.73 g/mol adsorbed onto a calcite
(1 0 4) plane in vacuo. From the interaction energy analysis, it is shown that the
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polyacrylamide-based polymers show favourable interactions with the calcite
structure. This is attributed to the electrostatic attraction between the amide and
carboxyl functional groups with the calcite. Figure 2 shows the adsorption free
energy profile of the polymers adsorbed to the calcite structure. HPAM33%
has lower free energy compared to other types of polymer due to the presence
of acrylate monomer in ionized form. This indicates it has an improved
chemical adsorption performance which agrees with indications from
experimental results.

Figure 1: Snapshot of an equilibrium molecular conformation of PAM adsorbed onto calcite (1 0 4)
plane. (Blue: calcium atom, red: oxygen atom, black: carbon atom, white: hydrogen atom)
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Figure 2: Adsorption free energy profile of polymers with calcite at 298K. HPAM33%: hydrolysed
polyacrylamide with 33% charge density, neutral HPAM: hydrolysed polyacrylamide in neutral form,
SPAM 33%: sulfonated polyacrylamide with 33% charge density and PAM: polyacrylamide.
Calcite (1 0 4) plane is located at the origin. Curves correspond to the average of 5 different
realizations.
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When surfactants adsorb at an oil-water interface, they lower the interfacial
tension. This is a key driver for oily soil detergency [1]. Thus, an important driver
for wash formulation design lies in being able to predict the effect of surfactants
on the three-phase contact angle of an oil / water interface on a surface
representative of the solids content of a composite soil. Aside from this specific
problem, there are numerous other potential applications in home and personal
care including formulation design and building mechanistic understanding.
In this work, we apply suitable DPD simulation protocols to compute the
individual oil / water and liquid / solid interfacial tensions by measuring the
global pressure tensor and predict the equilibrium contact angle from the
Young’s equation. The approach is validated by direct simulation of cylindrical
droplets of dodecane on a substrate, following analysis methods reported in the
literature [2] to extrapolate the contact angle at infinite droplet size (Fig.1). We
report a good agreement between both methodologies for different surface
interactions. Finally, we test the effect of adding non-ionic surfactants into the
aqueous phase considering extreme cases of solid-liquid interaction parameters
(Fig.2).

Figure 1. Left: Profiles obtained from explicit cylindrical droplets simulated using systems of
different sizes. Right: Extrapolation of the contact angle at infinite droplet radius.
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Figure 2. Droplet profiles obtained from different solid-surfactant interaction settings and system
snapshot with the dodecane droplet (black) and the non-ionic surfactants (grey).
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Supported ionic liquid (SIL) materials are promising candidates for a broad
range of applications in chemical synthesis, catalysis, gas adsorption, and
separation. In these materials, the porous structure of the support is modified by
depositing the ionic liquid (IL) inside its pores. The behavior of confined ILs
determines the performance of the composite material. For example, we showed
that the material with thin films of ILs uniformly covering the surface of pores
exhibits strong gas adsorption properties with low gas selectivity, while pores
completely filled with IL provide highly selective gas separation.1 Pores that are
partially covered with nanodroplets or isolated by liquid bridges may cause
unfavorable performance due to surface heterogeneity and reduced pore volume.
Thus, designing materials with an optimized performance requires an in-depth
knowledge of the pore-filling mechanism and specific knowledge of the IL
arrangement within the pores.
In this work, we use mean-field density functional theory2 (MFDFT) to
construct a series of SIL models and produce a qualitative map of nitrogen
adsorption isotherms and pore size distributions (PSDs), resulting from different
distributions of ILs in the pores. Figure 1(a) shows a lattice model of a bare SBA15 mesoporous channel connected to intrawall pores of different widths used in
this study. Simulations of IL adsorbing in the pore model result in different IL
structures as shown in Fig. 1(b) where, for example, droplets (grey lattice sites)
may form in the main mesopore and some portion of IL may also fill smaller
intrawall pores.3 By changing initial conditions (fluid density, temperature,
strength of fluid-solid interactions) the IL may also deposit in the form of layers
or liquid bridges. The pore model containing IL serves for further simulations of
nitrogen adsorption at 77 K as shown in Fig. 1(c), where nitrogen (black lattice
sites) is condensed inside the pore.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure. 1. Lattice pore models representing (a) the infinite empty pore channels used for adsorption
of IL in the canonical ensemble; (b) the infinite pore containing adsorbed IL (grey lattice sites), which
further serves as the input pore for nitrogen adsorption and desorption calculations; (c) the pore of
finite length with pre-adsorbed IL used for nitrogen (black lattice sites) adsorption in the grand
canonical ensemble and surrounded by the bulk gaseous nitrogen.

The obtained theoretical N2 isotherms and PSDs are compared to
experimental isotherms measured at 77 K and the corresponding PSDs for SBA15 impregnated with two ILs exhibiting different interactions with silica pores,
hydrophobic
1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium
hexafluorophosphate
[C4C1Im]+[PF6]–,
and
hydrophilic
1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium
bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl) imide [C2C1Im]+[Tf2N]–.
Using nitrogen sorption experiments combined with MFDFT calculations we
find that the key factor influencing the pore-filling mechanism is the relative
strength of IL-solid interactions compared to liquid-liquid interactions and, to a
lesser extent, the presence of surface undulations and constrictions that serve as
active sites of adsorption for ILs. In particular, adsorption of IL [C4C1Im]+[PF6]–
is described by weak surface-liquid interactions and proceeds through partial
wetting of the main mesopores when rare IL patches randomly form on the
surface. In contrast, the IL [C2C1Im]+[Tf2N]– wets the surface covering it with a
monolayer. Using MFDFT simulations we also provide an explanation of
possible pore-blocking and cavitation effects induced by the deposited IL. We
conclude that the MFDFT and lattice models provide a powerful framework to
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guide the interpretation of nitrogen sorption experiments used to characterize the
structure of SILs.
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The comprehension of the rheological behavior of interfaces is crucial for
many industrial applications. For the case of water-waste treatment the presence
of chemical additives (surfactants, polymers, etc.) can strongly stabilize the
emulsions preventing the coalescence of oil droplets in solution. Surface-active
molecules tend to accumulate at the water/oil interfaces modifying its
thermodynamic and dynamic behavior [1]. Understanding the key mechanisms
and the effect of such additives is highly relevant for actual and new eco-friendly
industrial applications. In particular, the case where interfaces can be stabilized
by amphiphilic polymers such as polyglycerol esters or multiblock copolymers
(polymers formed by alternating blocks of hydrophobic and hydrophilic
repeating units) that can be tuned to obtain optimum stabilization properties [2].
This type of copolymer tends to form complex 2D microstructures modifying the
rheological behavior of the interface. The main objective of this work is to study
the rheological behavior of Pluronics symmetric triblock copolymers of
poly(ethylene oxide) and polyglycerol esters at the liquid/liquid and air/liquid
interfaces by combining an experimental and molecular simulation approach.
Surface rheological characterization was performed using the double wall
ring of the rheometer HR20 of TAInstruments. After time sweep steps to ensure
interface structuration, shear strain amplitude and frequency sweeps were applied
at 25°C. Polymers were dissolved in demineralized water at various
concentrations. The decane was used as organic liquid phase. Both liquid/liquid
and air/liquid conditions were experimentally explored. Surface and interfacial
tensions were also measured.
Equilibrium molecular simulation of in-plane oscillatory deformation to the
liquid/liquid interface by means of the semipermeable barriers (SPB) method
using a coarse-grain representation of species has been performed at 25°C [3].
Surface rheological data, such as surface storage and loss dilatational moduli,
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were calculated and directly compared with experiments. In addition, our
simulations allow us to access other quantities such as the different components
of the gyration tensor, relaxation dynamics and interfacial tension aiming at
characterizing the interfacial structure.
A good agreement between the experimental and the simulation results for all
systems studied were observed. Our combined approach allows the
characterization of the rheological behaviour of amphiphilic polymers at
interfaces, providing an innovative microscopic point of view of the local
structure of additive molecules and their role at liquid/liquid and air/liquid
interfaces.
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Clathrate hydrates preferentially form at interfaces; hence, wetting properties
play an important role in their formation, growth, and agglomeration.
Experimental evidence suggests that the hydrate preparation process can strongly
affect contact angle measurements, leading to the different results reported in the
literature. These differences hamper technological progress. We hypothesize that
changes in hydrate surface morphologies are responsible for the wide variation
of contact angles reported in the literature.
Experimental testing of our hypothesis is problematic due to the preparation
history of hydrates on their surface properties, and the difficulties in advanced
surface characterisation. Thus, we employ molecular dynamics simulations,
which allow us to systematically change the interfacial features and the system
composition. Implementing advanced algorithms, we quantify fundamental
thermodynamic properties to validate our observations.
We achieve excellent agreement with experimental observations for both
atomically smooth and rough hydrate surfaces. Our results suggest that contact
line pinning forces, enhanced by surface heterogeneity, are accountable for
altering water contact angles, thus explaining the differences among reported
experimental data. Our analysis and molecular level insights help interpret
adhesion force measurements and yield a better understanding of the
agglomeration between hydrate particles, providing a microscopic tool for
advancing flow assurance applications.
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A significant source of energy consumption in hot and humid regions is the
dehumidification of conditioned air delivered to the building areas [1]. The
conventional air dehumidification methods currently in practice are condensing
moisture air dehumidification and desiccant absorption-based air
dehumidification. Both methods are highly energy and cost-intensive. Therefore,
new methods such as membrane air dehumidification have been attracting much
interest thanks to their lower energy consumption and higher efficiency [2].
Metal-Organic Frameworks (MOFs) feature high porosity, uniform and
controllable pore diameters, and the ability of surface functionalization. Due to
these distinct characteristics, MOFs are gaining a lot of interest for separation
processes [2]. MOFs separate the molecules by their size and shape or their
interaction with the membrane material. UiO-66 is a recently-developed MOF
that exhibits high thermal, mechanical, acidic, and water stability, and remains
unaltered in water adsorption/desorption cycles [3]. There are several studies on
the applications of UiO-66, such as carbon dioxide capture [4], storage and
separation of short-chain hydrocarbons [5], and removal of warfare agents [6],
which are mostly adsorption based. To design/optimize these processes, accurate
knowledge of the diffusivities of the adsorbates is necessary. However, the
studies on diffusion of confined molecules within UiO-66 pores are scarce, and
present significant deviations from each other.
In this work, the diffusivity of the main species of humid air within the pores
of UiO-66 is studied using MD simulations. These calculations were done on
pure components initially and then the diffusion of binary combinations of
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water/nitrogen and water/oxygen were studied. The final goal was the study of
the ternary system of water, nitrogen, and oxygen at air composition and assess
whether this MOF is a good material to be used as a dehumidification membrane
for the air conditioning technology. The current results for pure component
diffusion coefficient compare well with the existing experimental data, and the
permeability and selectivity values found for the binary systems are in favor of
the application. Also, the H-bond analysis done on the binary systems show no
H-bonds formed between water and the MOF, however, there is a strong
electrostatic interaction between the water molecules and the Zr atoms in the
MOF which hinders the water diffusion at low loadings of water.
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Wetting phenomena on structured susbtrates has been a research topic of
great interest in the last years. A geometry that has been extensively studies is
the filling of a 3D wedge geometry [1]. Thermodynamic arguments show that the
wedge is completely filled at a temperature at which the contact angle of the flat
substrate with the liquid droplet coincides with the tilt angle of the wedge [2].
For short-ranged forces, it was predicted within an exactly-solvable fluctuation
breather-mode model that the filling transition can be either critical or first-order
depending on the value of the interfacial tension associated to the wedge edge
[3]. Computer simulations on the double wedge geometry [4] show an excellent
agreement with the previous theoretical prediction for critical wetting [5]. They
also indicate the existence of a tricritical filling transition [6], but we were unable
to locate accurately the tricritical filling conditions due to computational
limitations. In this Poster we report preliminary results for the location of the
tricritical filling transition by using extensive Monte Carlo simulations using the
parallel computing platform CUDA [7] and reweighting techniques [8].
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Technical challenges in molecule sensing and chemical detection have
created an increasing demand for transformative materials with high sensitivity
and specificity. Biohybrid nanopores have attracted growing interest as they can
ideally combine the durability of solid-state nanopores with the precise
structure of biological nanopores. Care must be taken to control how biological
nanopores adapt to their surroundings once in contact with the solid-state
nanopore. Two major challenges are to precisely control this adaptability under
dynamic conditions and provide predesigned functionalities that can be
manipulated for engineering applications. Here, we present the computational
design of a distinctive class of biohybrid active membrane layer, built from the
directed insertion of an aquaporin-incorporated lipid nano disc into a model
silica nanopore. First, we describe in detail the mechanisms at play in the
insertion of the biological membrane in to the solid-state nanopore. Then we
analyse the structural stability of the system in pure and saline water conditions
and demonstrate that its water permeability is comparable to the one measured
in the biological environment. Finally, we discuss how the technology
implemented could be applicable to environmental and biomedical applications,
such as water desalination and drug discovery, where targeting and controlled
permeation of small molecules must be efficiently addressed.
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Technical challenges in mechanistic biology, precision medicine and
environmental remediation create an increasing demand for smart materials that
can adapt their morphology and functionality to a large range of interfacial
phenomena and multiphase flow processes. Two major challenges are to
precisely control this adaptability under dynamic conditions and provide
predesigned functionalities that can be manipulated by internal or external
stimuli. We present the computational design of a distinctive class of soft smart
materials, built from armoured nanodroplets, able to selectively control selffragmentation processes or encapsulate and release a probe load, depending on
the specificity of the particle chemistry and the flow conditions. We discuss how
smart droplets can be of relevance to tuning of signalling pathways in
mechanistic biology and to advance the design of multifunctional biomaterial.
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We report X –rays diffraction studies of water adsorbed in nanoporous
activated carbon fibres (ACFs) and CMK-3 and CMK-8 carbon mesopores of
different pore sizes. The fibres are built of turbostratic nanoparticles separated
by quasi two-dimensional voids, forming narrow slit-shaped pores; CMK-3 and
CMK-8 are the reverse carbon replica of silica SBA-15 and KIT-6 porous
matrices. In order to determine the structure of water within the pores and its
influence on the fibres’ structure, mean interatomic and intermolecular distances
have been estimated from the positions of the maxima of the normalized angular
distribution functions obtained by X-ray diffraction [1]. We observe significant
changes in the interlayer distance of the carbon nanoparticles; the results suggest
that very high pressures arise within the pores, of the order a few hundreds MPa,
as has been observed in molecular simulations [1,2]. Such results are confirmed
by observation of high pressure forms of ice in cylindrical nanocarbons , using
neutron and WAXS methods [3]. For water in multi-walled carbon nanotubes
(MWCN), below the pore melting point cubic ice was observed. This structure
of ice can be obtained during re-crystallisation from high pressure phases at low
temperature for the ice bulk. For CMK-3 and CMK-8 mesopores we found cubic
ice intertwined with hexagonal sequences, which was identified as having the
space group p3m1 [4,5]. Moreover, the stacking of hexagonal ice disorder can
vary in complexity depending on the way the ice is formed and on the prevailing
thermal conditions during this process. It strongly depends also of the wetting
energy of the pore walls [6] An analysis of the kind of stacking disorder ice, I sd,
formed in CMK-3 and CMK-8 of different pore sizes and also in ACF pores will
be presented.
Our research suggest the existence inside the pores of a stacking-disordered
ice, Isd [6,7,8]. This metastable ice is neither cubic nor hexagonal, and is not a
simple mixture of the two, but a combination of cubic sequences. intertwined
with hexagonal sequences. Moreover, in the bulk systems the only at
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temperatures below 180 K , and at pressures of hundreds of MPa such structures
of ice are observed. They can be stabilized by the confinement.
Acknowledgement Financial support from the National Centre of Science, grant No.UMO2016/22/A/ST4/00092 is gratefully acknowledged.
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Interfacial properties of fluid mixtures in phase equilibria of different types
were studied in this work: vapour-liquid (VL), liquid-liquid (LL), vapour-liquidliquid (VLL), and gas-gas (GG) interfaces. In the phase diagram of a given
mixture, different types of equilibria may occur and the phase diagram describes
their relation. These relations must also play a role for the interfacial properties
in the different types of equilibria, but that role is not properly understood so far,
as even the basic data for their analysis is lacking. We have therefore carried out
a systematic study on phase equilibria and interfacial properties of different
model mixtures and real substance mixtures to elucidate these relations. Systems
were studied both with molecular dynamics simulations as well as with equations
of state combined with density gradient theory. The following interfacial
properties were considered: surface tension, adsorption, enrichment, and
interfacial thickness.
Intriguing findings were obtained especially for the enrichment, which
describes the height of the maximum in the interfacial density profiles of lowboiling components and is found in many systems: upon approaching a VLLE,
the enrichment at a VL interface increases rapidly; the interfacial region can be
considered as a precursor of the second liquid phase [1, 2]. Under the influence
of the gradients at the interface, the second liquid phase nucleates much earlier
than in the gradient-free bulk phases. The composition and density at the peak of
the enrichment at the VL interface are basically identical with the corresponding
values of the second bulk liquid phase in the VLLE, even for conditions far away
from those of the VLLE. Close to the VLLE, the thickness of VL interfaces
diverges and the second liquid phase grows rapidly. These phenomena are
closely related to the wetting behaviour of the phases in the VLLE.
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In the present work, the well-known Conformal Solution Theory (CST) was
extended to interfacial properties and tested using results from two independent
methods: molecular dynamics (MD) simulation and density gradient theory
(DGT). We focus on vapor-liquid (VL) interfaces, which are important in many
applications. Different interfacial properties are studied: surface tension,
adsorption, enrichment, and interfacial thickness, and the density profiles. It is
shown that, for a wide range of systems including pure components and mixtures
of different types, the VL interfacial properties are directly linked to the mean
interactions in the liquid phase: a mono-variate dependency of the different
interfacial properties on the configurational internal energy is revealed [1] similar to the entropy-scaling principle. This interfacial conformal solution
theory is tested on various binary systems and found to perform excellently.
This furthermore facilitates establishing a link between macroscopic phase
equilibrium properties and nanoscopic interfacial properties [2]: a model for
predicting the enrichment of components at the interface from readily available
bulk VLE data was developed; it was trained only on data for simple dispersive
systems. The model was then tested using the entire set of data on the enrichment
available in the literature (appr. 2000 data point from 100 publications), form
many different classes of mixtures. The enrichment was predicted with an
average error of about only 10%. This strongly supports the established
conformal solution theory.
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Clarifying the factors that control the contact angle θ of a liquid on a solid
substrate is a long-standing problem pertinent across physics, chemistry, and
materials science. Progress has been hampered by the lack of a comprehensive
and unified understanding of the physics of wetting (θ→0) and drying (θ→π)
phase transitions, especially their dependence on the interparticle potentials.
Using an effective interface potential approach, classical Density Functional
Theory (DFT) and grand canonical simulations for realistic fluid models, we
elucidate how the character of these transitions depends sensitively on both the
range of fluid–fluid and substrate–fluid interactions and on the temperature.
Our calculations uncover previously unrecognized classes of surface phase
diagram which differ from that established for simple lattice (Ising) models, often
assumed to be universal. The differences relate both to the topology of the phase
diagram and to the nature of the transitions, with a remarkable feature being a
difference between drying and wetting transitions which persists even in the
approach to the bulk critical point [1]. Most experimental and simulational
studies of liquids at a substrate belong to one of these previously unrecognized
classes.
We predict that
i.

ii.

although there appears to be nothing particularly special about water
regarding its wetting and drying behaviour, superhydrophobic
behaviour (very large θ) should be more readily observable in
experiments conducted at high temperatures than at room temperature,
an experimentally accessible critical (continuous) drying transition
might occur in the weakly adsorbing system: liquid neon at a caesium
substrate.

Critical drying is accompanied by pronounced density fluctuations close to
the substrate; the parallel correlation length diverges at the transition. We
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quantify the strength of fluctuations by measuring, in DFT and simulation, the
local compressibility [2].
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Clathrates are nonstoichiometric inclusion solid compounds in which guest
molecules, such as carbon dioxide, are enclathrated in water cages. The
formation of carbon dioxide hydrates greatly depends on the hydrate - water
interfacial free energy[1].
In literature, there are only two independent experimental measurements of
the interfacial tension obtained by Uchida et al.[2], being 28 (6) mJ/m2, and
Anderson et al.[3], of 30 (3) mJ/m2. Recently, our group extended the use of the
Mold Integration method, proposed by Espinosa et al.[4], to estimate the CO2
hydrate-water interfacial free energy using computer simulations with the most
reliable molecular models for water and CO2. The main idea of this method is
using a mold of attractive wells for water molecules to induce the formation of a
hydrate slab in the liquid phase at coexistence conditions. In this way, by
thermodynamic definition the interfacial energy could be calculated.
In this work, we modify the mold type and now by using attractive wells for
the guest molecules and the described methodology, the interfacial tension has
been calculated. The estimated value for the CO2 hydrate interfacial free energy
is in excellent agreement with that in our last study [5], and also with
experimental data.
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For a drug molecule to be absorbed when ingested, it must permeate through
lipid membranes in the body. The capability of the drug being absorbed
sufficiently depends on a number of factors including lipophilicity, pKa,
solubility, molecular weight and hydrogen bonding – known as ‘Lipinski’s rules’
[1]. Lipophilicity is a measure of how much affinity a compound has for a
lipophilic (fatty) or hydrophilic (water-like) environment. One method, used
extensively in the pharmaceutical sector, involves measuring the lipophilicity
using ‘Log P’ - the oil-water partition coefficient, which is an equilibrium
thermodynamic property. This is a surrogate system for the lipid-water interface
in the body.
Introduced by Corwin Hansch [2], with a focus on optimising the
pharmacological activity of chemicals, this value originated from studies of
octanol and water with a certain drug concentration distributed in each phase as
shown in Figure 1:

1-Octanol
[Drug]o

Water
[Drug]w

Log P = Log {[Drug]o / [Drug]w}

Figure 1 - Illustration of drug molecule of certain concentration distributed between water and 1octanol phases. Log P is derived from this set-up.

Log P values have been collated in large datasets over the years, and still
facilitate the decisions made during early drug design even though carrying out
experiments can be costly and time consuming. Whether this surrogate model is
appropriate for the complex biological system it represents remains to be
answered. With the improving capability of modelling, with increased
computational power and resources, we can now model more realistic lipid
membrane systems and study transport properties of the drug rather than just the
equilibrium partitioning.
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In this work we calculate the free-energy change of the transport of a given
molecule through a DOPC (1,2-Dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine) lipid
membrane bilayer employing a modified steered-molecular dynamics (SMD)
procedure. With SMD one can study the partitioning of compounds by ‘pulling’
them through the interface. Many studies have been carried out using different
pulling techniques – a popular choice being free-energy methods using umbrella
sampling [3] which nonetheless are computationally expensive and complex in
the protocol.

Water

1-Octanol

O

X

Figure 2 - Illustration of drug molecule (circle) being pulled through water and 1-octanol phases
with a dummy atom by a constant velocity. The displacement is represented by the arrow below
from initial (O) to X position.

The method we employ involves pulling our compounds with a constant
velocity through the octanol-water interface, shown in Figure 2. The
displacement is tracked, through which the non-equilibrium work (and the related
free energy) done can be determined [4]. Compared to direct free-energy
methods, this is computationally less expensive and faster. Our preliminary
results compare the results of SMD with the predictions of those obtained by the
octanol-water surrogate providing guidelines for the deployment of these more
meaningful molecular characterizations.
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In this project modern techniques from singularity theory are applied to
problems in thermodynamics that were first considered in the 19th century by D.J.
Korteweg [3, 4, 5]. For a mixture of fluids, the so-called coexistence curve on
the corresponding isothermal Helmholtz energy surface is the locus of points for
which the pressure and chemical potential are the same in coexisting phases.
These coexistence curves are related to purely geometric objects called Centre
Symmetry Sets (CSS) [1, 2] and occur where a structure called the criminant
component of the CSS is tangent to the surface. Much is known about these
coexistence curves from physical and numerical experiments since the 19th
century, but here I reduce all the cases to ‘normal forms’, which allow them to
be studied in detail. These forms describe possible behaviour of the coexistence
curves (up to change of variable) for 1-parameter families of Helmoltz Energy
surfaces.
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The phenolic compounds can be found in fruit, coffee, or tea and industrial
wastewater from various industries and processes. The World Health
Organization (WHO) has designated some of these phenolic compounds as
priority pollutants because of their toxicity, so they must be removed before
wastewater discharge. There has been a recent surge in interest in waterimmiscible hydrophobic deep eutectic solvents (DESs). However, the
hydrophobicity of these DESs has only been measured in a small number of
studies. The molecular dynamics simulations studied the interfacial properties of
DESs and water to extract the phenolic compounds from water. The considered
DESs were DL-Menthol: Octanoic acid with a molar ratio of 1:1, DL-Menthol:
Decanoic acid with a molar ratio of 1:1, Dodecanoic acid: Octanoic acid with a
molar ratio of 1:3, and Dodecanoic acid: Decanoic acid with a molar ratio of 1:2.
The Non-bonded interactions, radial distribution function, combined distribution
function, spatial distribution functions, and hydrogen bonding topology of
various components were explored via MD simulations that highlighted the
enhanced and favourable interactions of phenolic compounds (i.e., phenol and 2chlorophenol) with DESs components. The stability of different DESs-water
systems was also studied to understand the relative stability of solvents to extract
the phenolic compounds from water. The charge-transfer (CT) process in
quantum calculation confirmed the direction of CT from DES to phenolic
compounds, and the NBO analysis established the stability of DESs. The atomin-molecules (AIM) and noncovalent interaction (NCI) analysis suggest that
strong noncovalent interactions are responsible for the higher extraction of
phenolic compounds from water. According to the MD simulation results, the
extraction efficiency for the ternary DES-Water-Phenol or 2-chlorophenol
systems was compared, which was in excellent agreement with experimental
literature data.
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